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TRACK TOP
size 30-48 89,95 €
AY7128 white/ collegiate burgundy
100% Polyester, single jersey, 230g
Designed in collaboration with singer and style 
icon Rita Ora, this women's track jacket shows off 
Rita's originality in an allover paint-by-numbers 
print. It comes with smooth satin sleeves and 
iconic Supergirl styling.

enhanced

[AY7128=#]|

AY7128  deliv. 08/16 

Apparel - Rita Ora

SWEATSHIRT HOODED
size 30-48 84,95 €
AY7132 multicolor
100% Polyester, single jersey, 230g
Designed in collaboration with singer and style 
icon Rita Ora, this pullover women's hoodie comes 
in rich on-trend colours and a playful paint-by-
numbers print.

enhanced

[AY7132YV]|

AY7132  deliv. 08/16 

TRACK TOP HOODED
size 30-48 74,95 €
AY7127 collegiate burgundy
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
Designed in collaboration with singer and style 
icon Rita Ora, this women's track jacket features 
Rita's vivid paint-by-numbers print and iconic 
hoodie styling.

enhanced

[AY7127.+]|

AY7127  deliv. 08/16 

SWEATSHIRT
size 30-48 59,95 €
AY7133 multicolor
87% Polyester/13% Cotton, interlock, 260g
Designed in collaboration with singer and style 
icon Rita Ora, this women's sweatshirt shows 
off a black-and-white paint-by-numbers print. 
3-Stripes finish the cropped style.

enhanced

[AY7133ZY]|

AY7133  deliv. 08/16 

LONG DRESS
size 30-48 79,95 €
AY7121 multicolor
100% Polyester, chiffon, 125g
British singer and style icon Rita Ora collaborated 
with adidas Originals to design this women's 
dress in long, flowy chiffon. The dress features 
Rita's vivid paint-by-numbers print.

enhanced

[AY7121VN]|

AY7121  deliv. 08/16 

T-SHIRT
size 30-48 44,95 €
AY7134 multicolor
60% Cotton, single jersey, 120g
Designed in collaboration with singer and style 
icon Rita Ora, this women's t-shirt mixes the 
Trefoil with Rita's vivid paint-by-numbers print.

enhanced

[AY7134-.]|

AY7134  deliv. 08/16 
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TOP
size 30-48 39,95 €
AY7135 collegiate burgundy
87% Polyester/13% Elasthane, single jersey, 175g
Combining a stand-up collar with a cropped fit, 
this tank top is a collaboration with the British 
fashion and music icon Rita Ora. A vivid paint-
by-numbers print on the back shows off Rita's 
fashion-forward sense of style.

enhanced

[AY7135./]|

AY7135  deliv. 08/16 

SAILOR PANT
size 30-48 74,95 €
AY7123 collegiate burgundy
87% Polyester/13% Cotton, interlock, 260g
Designed in collaboration with singer and fashion 
icon Rita Ora, these wide-leg sailor pants update 
a classic track-pant style. The women's pants 
flash 3-Stripes down the sides done in Rita's vivid 
paint-by-numbers print.

enhanced

[AY7123XT]|

AY7123  deliv. 08/16 

TIGHTS
size 30-48 44,95 €
AY7122 multicolor
87% Polyester/13% Elasthane, single jersey, 175g
British style and music icon Rita Ora splashes 
these women's tights with a bold paint-by-
numbers print. Made with plenty of stretch and 
authentic 3-Stripes down the sides.

enhanced

[AY7122WQ]|

AY7122  deliv. 08/16 

CULOTTES PANT
size 30-48 74,95 €
AY7126 white
100% Polyester, single jersey, 230g
Cut in an on-trend culotte shape, these women's 
pants are printed with a cheeky paint-by-numbers 
design. They're part of a collaboration between 
adidas Originals and style icon Rita Ora.

enhanced

[AY7126-=]|

AY7126  deliv. 08/16 

CROCHITA SST TT
size 30-44 74,95 €
AY6856 multicolor
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
This women's track jacket comes in a vibrant 
patchwork print inspired by handmade pieces, 
updating the iconic Supergirl look. Designed in 
collaboration with The FARM Company, it has a 
mesh lining and large Trefoil logo on the back.

enhanced

[AY6856C&]|

AY6856  deliv. 07/16 

Apparel - Farm

CROCHITA LS TEE
size 30-44 39,95 €
AY6849 multicolor
94% Polyester/6% Elasthane, single jersey, 195g
Showing off an on-trend cropped length and tight 
feminine fit, this women's long sleeve t-shirt was 
created in collaboration with Brazilian design 
firm, The FARM Company. The allover patchwork-
inspired print has a colourful, handmade look.

enhanced

[AY6849D3]|

AY6849  deliv. 07/16 
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CROCHITA TEE
size 30-44 39,95 €
AY6841 multicolor
100% Polyester, single jersey, 168g
This women's t-shirt comes in a vibrant 
patchwork print inspired by handmade pieces. 
Designed in collaboration with The FARM 
Company, it shows off a bold Trefoil logo on the 
front and has a relaxed boyfriend fit.

enhanced

[AY68415Q]|

AY6841  deliv. 07/16 

CROCHITA CROPPED TANK
size 30-44 34,95 €
AY6844 multicolor
100% Polyester, single jersey, 168g
adidas Originals and Brazilian design firm, The 
FARM Company, join forces again to bring vibrant, 
bold patterns to the streets. The patchwork print 
on this women's tank top is inspired by handmade 
pieces and comes with a big Trefoil.

enhanced

[AY68448Z]|

AY6844  deliv. 07/16 

CROCHITA LEGGINGS
size 30-44 34,95 €
AY6845 multicolor
94% Polyester/6% Elasthane, single jersey, 195g
These women's leggings come in a vibrant 
patchwork print inspired by handmade pieces. 
Designed in collaboration with The FARM 
Company, they show off Brazilian vibes and the 
iconic 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[AY68459=]|

AY6845  deliv. 07/16 

CROCHITA SHORT
size 30-44 39,95 €
AY6853 multicolor
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
adidas Originals and Brazilian design firm, The 
FARM Company, join forces again to bring vibrant, 
bold patterns to the streets. The patchwork print 
on these women's shorts is inspired by handmade 
pieces. The build is in sporty tricot.

enhanced

[AY68539.]|

AY6853  deliv. 07/16 

PAVAO SWEATER
size 30-44 79,95 €
AY6873 multicolor
100% Polyester, french terry, 300g
This women's sweatshirt combines cosy French 
terry with a subtle allover peacock feather 
print for a relaxed feminine look. Designed in 
collaboration with Brazilian design firm, The 
FARM Company.

enhanced

[AY6873D0]|

AY6873  deliv. 07/16 

PAVAO FIREBIRD TT
size 30-44 74,95 €
AY6881 multicolor
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
This women's track jacket celebrates Brazilian 
vibes in an adidas Originals' iconic Firebird 
design. A collaboration with The FARM Company, 
its sporty tricot and classic 3-Stripes on the 
sleeves complement the allover peacock feather-
inspired print.

enhanced

[AY6881D&]|

AY6881  deliv. 07/16 
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PAVAO TANK DRESS
size 30-44 49,95 €
AY6861 multicolor
100% Polyester, mesh, 130g
This dress is part of a collection designed in 
collaboration with The FARM Company from 
Brazil. The allover peacock feather print adds a 
delicate lace-like look to the feminine style, while 
the large Trefoil logo print on the front keeps it 
original.

enhanced

[AY68619-]|

AY6861  deliv. 07/16 

PAVAO TEE
size 30-44 39,95 €
AY6880 multicolor
100% Polyester, single jersey, 168g
A kaleidoscope of peacock feathers plus a large 
Trefoil logo fill the front of this women's t-shirt, 
while the back is adorned with an intricate pattern 
of tiny hearts. Created in collaboration with 
Brazilian design firm, The FARM Company.

enhanced

[AY6880C/]|

AY6880  deliv. 07/16 

PAVAO FLARED  PANT
size 30-44 69,95 €
AY6866 multicolor
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
These women's flared pants are made for 
dancing in the streets, samba style. Created 
in collaboration with the Brazilian design firm, 
The FARM Company, the pattern shows off tiny 
hearts and feathers. With iconic 3-Stripes down 
the sides.

enhanced

[AY6866E4]|

AY6866  deliv. 07/16 

PAVAO LEGGINGS
size 30-44 34,95 €
AY6875 multicolor
94% Polyester/6% Elasthane, single jersey, 195g
The intricate design on these women's jersey 
leggings embellishes a great basic with a heart 
and feather pattern. With sporty 3-Stripes down 
the legs, they're created in collaboration with 
Brazilian design firm, The FARM Company.

enhanced

[AY6875F6]|

AY6875  deliv. 07/16 

PAVAO SHORT
size 30-44 39,95 €
AY6878 multicolor
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
These women's shorts are covered with an 
intricate tiny heart and feather pattern, designed 
in collaboration with the Brazilian design firm, 
The FARM Company. Perfect for summer, they're 
done in shiny tricot with 3-Stripes down the sides.

enhanced

[AY6878IF]|

AY6878  deliv. 07/16 

SLIM HOODIE
size 30-48 64,95 €
AY9458 black
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
This women's hoodie pops with a bold primary-
coloured Trefoil logo. The sweatshirt features a 
feminine slim fit.

enhanced

[AY9458E4]|

AY9458  deliv. 07/16 

Apparel - 70’s Blocked Out
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SLIM FZ HOODIE
size 30-48 69,95 €
AY9459 white
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
This women's hoodie gets a colourful look from 
the little Trefoil logo on the left chest, the big one 
on the back and the 3-Stripes down the sleeves. 
The full-zip sweatshirt features a feminine slim 
fit.

enhanced

[AY9459F7]|

AY9459  deliv. 07/16 

GIRLY ZIP HOODIE
size 30-48 69,95 €
AY9456 medium grey heather
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
This women's hoodie shows off colourful 
3-Stripes on the sleeves, plus a multicolour Trefoil 
on the chest and back. The full-zip sweatshirt is 
built from soft French terry.

enhanced

[AY9456C^]|

AY9456  deliv. 07/16 

SST TT
size 30-48 74,95 €
AY9435 black
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
This women's track jacket comes with original, 
iconic Superstar details updated with silky cupro 
fabric sleeves that feature multicolour 3-Stripes. 
There's also a big multicolour Trefoil printed on 
the back.

enhanced

[AY94357W]|

AY9435  deliv. 07/16 

TREFOIL TEE DRESS
size 30-48 44,95 €
B36928 black
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
Cut like an extra-long t-shirt, this women's dress 
combines a knit front panel and a silky, woven 
cupro back panel. A multicoloured 'adidas' makes 
a playful statement on the front.

enhanced

[B369283^]|

B36928  deliv. 07/16 

BF ROLL UP TEE
size 30-48 34,95 €
AY9460 white
60% /40% Polyester, plain weave, 160g

enhanced

[AY94608W]|

AY9460  deliv. 07/16 

SLIM CROP TEE
size 30-48 27,95 €
AY9449 black
95% Cotton/5% Elasthane, single jersey, 180g
Popping with a bold primary-coloured Trefoil logo, 
this women's t-shirt comes in a feminine cropped 
length. It's made in cotton with a bit of stretch for 
a body-hugging fit.

enhanced

[AY9449D2]|

AY9449  deliv. 07/16 
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TREFOIL TANK DRESS
size 30-48 39,95 €
AY9455 multicolor
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
Popping in bold primary colours, this dress comes 
in easy-to-wear cotton. It's styled with a big 
contrast Trefoil logo on the front.

enhanced

[AY9455B%]|

AY9455  deliv. 07/16 

TREFOIL TANK
size 30-48 27,95 €
AY9446 multicolor
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
Made to fit feminine curves in comfortable cotton, 
this women's tank top features bold blocks of 
primary colours and a large Trefoil logo on the 
front.

enhanced

[AY9446A/]|

AY9446  deliv. 07/16 

TREFOIL TOP
size 30-48 29,95 €
AY9450 multicolor
95% Cotton/5% Elasthane, single jersey, 180g
This women's bra is a perfect tight-fitting first 
layer for wear with looser tops and dresses. It 
flashes fun primary colours and a bold Trefoil logo 
on the front.

enhanced

[AY94506R]|

AY9450  deliv. 07/16 

EUROPA TRACK PANTS
size 30-48 64,95 €
AJ8444 black
52% Cotton/48% Polyester, doubleknit, 290g
A classic style to complement the Europa Track 
Top, the Europa Track Pants feature a flocked 
Trefoil logo print on the upper left leg and 
3-Stripes along the legs. These casual doubleknit 
pants are styled with ankle zips, side pockets and 
an elastic drawcord waist. Regular fit.

enhanced

[AJ8444N1]|

AJ8444  deliv. 07/16 

SST TP
size 30-48 59,95 €
AY9437 black
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g, 100% Polyester, 
tricot, 90g
These women's track pants update a classic 
with a modern slim fit. They feature a colour-pop 
drawcord and multicolour 3-Stripes on the legs.

enhanced

[AY94379=]|

AY9437  deliv. 07/16 

REGULAR TP CUF
size 30-48 59,95 €
AY9461 medium grey heather
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
These track pants for women get fun pops of 
colour from the rainbow-style 3-Stripes down the 
legs, and an embroidered Trefoil on the upper 
left leg.

enhanced

[AY94619Z]|

AY9461  deliv. 07/16 
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3 STRIPES LEGGINGS
size 30-48 34,95 €
AY9452 black
93% Cotton/7% Elasthane, single jersey, 230g
These basic women's leggings feature 3-Stripes 
down the sides for a pop of colour. The tights have 
a bit of stretch for a body-hugging fit.

enhanced

[AY94528X]|

AY9452  deliv. 07/16 

TREFOIL LEGGING
size 30-48 29,95 €
AY9441 medium grey heather
93% Cotton/7% Elasthane, single jersey, 230g
These stretchy women's tights have a wide 
waistband for a comfortable fit. Multicolour Trefoil 
logos pop on the hems of these leggings.

enhanced

[AY94415P]|

AY9441  deliv. 07/16 

SLIM SHORTS
size 30-48 34,95 €
AY9453 black
60% /40% Polyester, plain weave, 100g
Made in a slim fit to flatter women's curves, these 
shorts come in a cupro fabric for fashionable 
drape.

enhanced

[AY94539-]|

AY9453  deliv. 07/16 

windbreaker
size 28-48 84,95 €
B36945 multicolor
100% Polyester, plain weave, 55g
A modern piece with a '70s vibe, this women's 
windbreaker comes in an allover floral print 
inspired by the retro graphics of the era. 3-Stripes 
down the sleeves and a Trefoil logo on the back 
keep the look authentically Originals.

enhanced

[B369454&]|

B36945  deliv. 08/16 

Apparel - 70’s Revolution

CROP HOODIE
size 30-48 64,95 €
AY9005 multicolor
89% Cotton/11% Polyester, french terry, 290g
With a '70s-inspired floral design, this women's 
hoodie has a cropped length for fashionable 
layering. The sweatshirt shows off a big Trefoil 
logo on the front.

enhanced

[AY9005--]|

AY9005  deliv. 08/16 

FIREBIRD TT
size 30-48 74,95 €
AY7946 multicolor
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
Boasting original Firebird styling, this women's 
track jacket is updated with a rich allover flower 
print. It features a big Trefoil logo printed on the 
back.

enhanced

[AY7946HA]|

AY7946  deliv. 08/16 
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TREFOIL SWEATSHIRT
size 30-48 59,95 €
AY7963 black
100% Polyester, mesh, 220g
The adidas women's Trefoil Sweatshirt gets 
a '70s flower-power-inspired update with a 
floral-themed, single jersey Trefoil applied to the 
front. With the look and feel of mesh, it's built 
in a special French terry-backed fabric for extra 
softness.

enhanced

[AY7963IB]|

AY7963  deliv. 08/16 

TREFOIL SWEATER
size 30-48 64,95 €
B36942 rust red f15-st
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
A vibrant floral print in shades of red evokes a 
retro '70s spirit on this women's sweatshirt. It's 
made in soft French terry with a Trefoil logo on 
the front.

enhanced

[B369421.]|

B36942  deliv. 08/16 

TREFOIL SWEATER
size 30-48 64,95 €
B36939 multicolor/ black
89% Cotton/11% Polyester, fleece, 300g
A riotous floral pattern inspired by the '70s lends 
wild graphic style to this women's sweatshirt. 
Made in cosy fleece, it shows off a Trefoil logo 
front and centre.

enhanced

[B3693966]|

B36939  deliv. 08/16 

LONG DRESS
size 30-48 54,95 €
AY7949 black
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
This cute dress comes in all cotton and features 
an on-trend floor-length cut. Featuring a feminine 
U-shaped neckline and a flower-filled Trefoil logo 
on the front.

enhanced

[AY7949KJ]|

AY7949  deliv. 09/16 

BOYFRIEND TREFOIL TEE
size 30-48 34,95 €
AY7940 multicolor
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
This women's t-shirt shows off an allover flower-
power design inspired by the free-spirited '70s. 
Made in all cotton, it has an easy, loose fit.

enhanced

[AY7940B$]|

AY7940  deliv. 08/16 

TREFOIL TEE DRESS
size 30-48 49,95 €
B36934 multicolor/ rust red f15-st
92% Polyester/8% Elasthane, mesh, 95g
Cut long and styled like a t-shirt, this women's 
dress combines soft cotton jersey with a sheer 
mesh overlayer featuring '70s-style florals. It's 
finished with a Trefoil logo up front.

enhanced

[B369341=]|

B36934  deliv. 08/16 
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CROP LONGSLEEVE
size 30-48 34,95 €
AY7944 multicolor
95% Cotton/5% Elasthane, single jersey, 180g
Pairing long sleeves with a cropped length, this 
stretchy women's t-shirt has a modern slim fit. 
It's printed in an richly coloured allover flower 
design.

enhanced

[AY7944F4]|

AY7944  deliv. 08/16 

TREFOIL TANK DRESS
size 30-48 44,95 €
AY7958 multicolor
95% Cotton/5% Elasthane, single jersey, 180g
Filled with a rich allover floral print for '70s flower 
power style, this dress comes in a stretchy build 
and has a big contrast Trefoil logo on the front.

enhanced

[AY7958LL]|

AY7958  deliv. 08/16 

LOOSE TREFOIL TANK
size 30-48 34,95 €
AY7954 black
93% Polyester/7% Elasthane, mesh, 95g, 100% 
Cotton, single jersey, 140g
This women's tank top fills a big Trefoil logo with 
a pretty flower print. The front side is made from 
single jersey cotton while the back is done in 
mesh fabric. It has an easy-to-wear relaxed fit.

enhanced

[AY7954H9]|

AY7954  deliv. 08/16 

BF ROLL UP TEE
size 30-48 34,95 €
AY7956 black
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
This women's t-shirt has a relaxed fit and rolled-
up sleeves. The large Trefoil logo is filled with a 
bold flower graphic.

enhanced

[AY7956JF]|

AY7956  deliv. 08/16 

LOOSE CROP TANK
size 30-48 29,95 €
AY7950 black
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g, 93% 
Polyester/7% Elasthane, mesh, 95g
This women's tank top has a cropped length and 
relaxed fit. The front side is made from single 
jersey cotton while the back is done in mesh 
fabric. The large rubber-print Trefoil logo is filled 
with a bold flower design.

enhanced

[AY7950D#]|

AY7950  deliv. 08/16 

FIREBIRD TP
size 30-48 69,95 €
AY7945 multicolor
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
Showing off a bold allover floral print, these 
women's track pants have a classic tricot build, 
just like the original Firebird.

enhanced

[AY7945G7]|

AY7945  deliv. 08/16 
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REGULAR TP OH
size 30-48 54,95 €
AY7947 black
100% Polyester, mesh, 220g
A cold-weather staple, these women's track pants 
take a basic look and style it with a linear Trefoil 
logo and pockets. With the look and feel of mesh, 
they're made with a special French terry-backed 
fabric for extra softness.

enhanced

[AY7947ID]|

AY7947  deliv. 08/16 

LINEAR LEGGINGS
size 30-48 34,95 €
AY7948 multicolor
These women's tights feature a pretty allover 
flower print and a wide waistband for a 
comfortable fit. The leggings show off a linear 
Trefoil logo printed up the right leg.

enhanced

[AY7948JG]|

AY7948  deliv. 08/16 

3 STRIPES LEGGINGS
size 30-48 34,95 €
AY7939 black
93% Polyester/7% Elasthane, mesh, 95g
These women's leggings are made in eye-
catching, see-through mesh. The tights have a bit 
of stretch for a body-hugging fit.

enhanced

[AY7939IE]|

AY7939  deliv. 08/16 

TREFOIL LEGGING
size 30-48 34,95 €
AY7959 multicolor
95% Cotton/5% Elasthane, single jersey, 180g
These stretchy women's tights have a wide 
waistband for a comfortable fit. The tights feature 
a bold allover flower print with Trefoil logos on 
the hems.

enhanced

[AY7959MO]|

AY7959  deliv. 08/16 

3 STRIPES MIDI SKIRT
size 30-48 39,95 €
AY7957 multicolor
95% Cotton/5% Elasthane, single jersey, 180g
This women's skirt brings flower power to 
adidas Originals. With an allover print inspired 
by '70s florals, this slim and stretchy skirt is cut 
for a fashionable midi length and finished with 
3-Stripes down the sides.

enhanced

[AY7957KI]|

AY7957  deliv. 08/16 

SST TT
size 30-48 74,95 €
AY7892 black
AY7907 blast pink f13
100% Polyester, mesh, 115g
A fresh take on a timeless look. This women's 
Superstar track jacket comes in shiny tricot fabric 
with all the authentic details, including 3-Stripes 
down the sleeves and a big Trefoil across the 
back.

enhanced

[AY7892KG]|

AY7892  deliv. 09/16 

[AY7907A/]|

AY7907  deliv. 09/16 

Apparel - 80’s White Noise
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TREFOIL LOGO HOODIE
size 30-48 69,95 €
AY9003 eqt pink s16
60% /40% Polyester, plain weave, 100g, 70% 
Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
This women's hoodie takes a comfy French terry 
style and adds sophisticated cupro fabric on the 
back for a fashionable look.

enhanced

[AY9003YU]|

AY9003  deliv. 09/16 

TREFOIL SWEATSHIRT
size 30-48 59,95 €
AY9463 black
66% Polyester/34% Cotton, french terry, 240g
Mixing the look of leather with a loose-fitting 
basketball silhouette, this women's essential 
sweatshirt features a big, rubber-print Trefoil logo 
on the chest. Built in comfortable French terry, it 
gets a fun pop of pink from the inside neckline.

enhanced

[AY9463B+]|

AY9463  deliv. 09/16 

TREFOIL CREW SWEATER
size 30-48 59,95 €
AY7905 dark grey heather
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
This women's sweatshirt updates a well-loved 
sporty layer with a modern and sophisticated 
mélange look. It features a feminine neckline and 
a big Trefoil logo on the front.

enhanced

[AY79058Y]|

AY7905  deliv. 09/16 

TREFOIL TEE DRESS
size 30-48 44,95 €
AY7901 dark grey heather
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
This easy-to-wear women's t-shirt dress comes in 
a cotton build with a heathered finish. The printed 
Trefoil logo has the look and feel of faux leather 
for modern style, while the inside neck tape adds 
a feminine pop of pink.

enhanced

[AY79014M]|

AY7901  deliv. 09/16 

BOYFRIEND TREFOIL TEE
size 30-48 34,95 €
AY7916 ultra pink s12
60% Cotton, single jersey, 120g
This women's t-shirt gets an '80s-inspired update 
with a loose-fit basketball silhouette, cupro 
detailing on the back and a tonal Trefoil logo.

enhanced

[AY7916B%]|

AY7916  deliv. 09/16 

TREFOIL TEE
size 30-48 29,95 €
AY7904 dark grey heather
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
The mélange fabric of this women's t-shirt gives it 
a modern look. It features a Trefoil logo that looks 
like faux leather and a pop-colour back neck tape.

enhanced

[AY79047V]|

AY7904  deliv. 09/16 
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REGULAR TP CUF
size 30-48 59,95 €
AY7887 dark grey heather
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
The modern look of these women's track pants 
updates a favourite sport-inspired style. The pants 
feature a special fabric mix and zip pockets.

enhanced

[AY7887NQ]|

AY7887  deliv. 09/16 

SST TP
size 30-48 59,95 €
AY7891 black
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
A fresh take on a timeless look. These women's 
Superstar track pants come in shiny tricot fabric 
with all the authentic details, including 3-Stripes 
down the legs and a Trefoil logo on the thigh.

enhanced

[AY7891JD]|

AY7891  deliv. 09/16 

3 STRIPES LEGGINGS
size 30-48 32,95 €
AY7881 dark grey heather
95% Cotton/5% Elasthane, single jersey, 180g
These basic women's leggings are styled in a 
modern fabric for a clean and sophisticated look. 
The stretchy tights feature black 3-Stripes on the 
sides.

enhanced

[AY7881H8]|

AY7881  deliv. 09/16 

SLIM FZ HOODIE
size 30-48 69,95 €
AY8128 black
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
This women's full-zip hoodie gets a contemporary 
update with a lean fit and shiny fabric that go 
easily from day to night. Featuring adidas iconic 
graphics on the front, back and sleeves.

enhanced

[AY8128%6]|

AY8128  deliv. 07/16 

Apparel - Adicolor Classics

TREFOIL HOODIE
size 30-48 69,95 €
AJ8409 black
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
A new take on a favourite pullover, the Trefoil 
Hoodie is made in a relaxed fit with a big hood 
inspired by street style. This French terry layer 
has set-in sleeves, a kangaroo pocket and a big 
contrast Trefoil on the front.

enhanced

[AJ8409K/]|

AJ8409  deliv. 07/16 

TREFOIL LOGO HOODIE
size 32-46 64,95 €
AJ8407 black
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, fleece, 300g
Our popular Trefoil Logo Hoodie shows off a fresh 
look featuring a high collar for a sporty style. In 
cosy fleece with a jersey-lined drawcord hood, it 
has a big rubber-print Trefoil on the front and a 
Trefoil label on the left side seam.

enhanced

[AJ8407I.]|

AJ8407  deliv. 07/16 
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CROP HOODIE
size 30-48 59,95 €
AY8131 black
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
A new cropped length and slim fit give this classic 
style a modern update. In soft French terry and 
contrasting black and white, this women's hoodie 
is chic and sporty at the same time. A big rubber-
print Trefoil logo sits on the centre front.

enhanced

[AY8131..]|

AY8131  deliv. 07/16 

FIREBIRD TRACKTOP
size 32-46 69,95 €
AJ8416 black
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
This iconic adidas Originals Firebird Track Top 
stays true to its roots with the classic 3-Stripes 
down the sleeves and a sporty stand-up collar. 
Made in tricot it comes with zip pockets, a rubber-
print Trefoil logo on the chest and a large contrast 
Trefoil logo print on the back.

enhanced

[AJ8416J$]|

AJ8416  deliv. 07/16 

SUPERGIRL TRACKTOP
size 32-46 69,95 €
AJ8432 black
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
A classic must-have style, the Supergirl Track Top 
comes in shiny tricot with all the authentic details, 
including a ribbed baseball-style collar, contrast 
3-Stripes along the raglan sleeves and a rubber-
print Trefoil logo on the back.

enhanced

[AJ8432J.]|

AJ8432  deliv. 07/16 

TREFOIL SWEATSHIRT
size 32-46 59,95 €
AJ8397 black
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
Slightly oversize for a relaxed look, the Trefoil 
Sweatshirt comes in French terry with a big 
rubber print Trefoil logo graphic across the chest. 
The simple silhouette is made with set-in sleeves 
and a relaxed U-shaped neckline.

enhanced

[AJ8397XS]|

AJ8397  deliv. 07/16 

TREFOIL CREW SWEATER
size 30-48 54,95 €
AY8117 black
AY8118 vivid red s13
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
Comfort combines with tried-and-true sporty style 
in this women's sweatshirt. It comes in a French 
terry blend for softness and a white rubber-print 
Trefoil logo that stands out on the front.

enhanced

[AY8117$^]|

AY8117  deliv. 07/16 

[AY8118/1]|

AY8118  deliv. 07/16 
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LIGHT SWEATSHIRT
size 30-48 49,95 €
AJ7759 black
95% Cotton/5% Elasthane, french terry, 220g
Strong style with a soft touch, the Light Sweatshirt 
is made of feather-light baby French terry in a 
looser fit for the season. A unique placement of 
the contrast Trefoil logo in a high density print 
brings energy to this comfortable pullover.

enhanced

[AJ7759ZX]|

AJ7759  deliv. 07/16 

TREFOIL TEE DRESS
size 30-48 39,95 €
AY8123 black
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
This easy-to-wear t-shirt dress comes in a cotton 
build designed for a clean and modern look.

enhanced

[AY8123.=]|

AY8123  deliv. 07/16 

3STRIPES TEE
size 30-48 29,95 €
AY4619 black
AY4620 vivid red s13
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
An '80s favourite is back. The 3-Stripes Tee has 
an easy-to-wear, relaxed fit in cotton single jersey 
with a ringer collar and sleeve bindings, white 
3-Stripes, and a flocked Trefoil logo on the chest.

enhanced

[AY4619/3]|

AY4619  deliv. 07/16 

[AY4620XS]|

AY4620  deliv. 07/16 

BOYFRIEND TREFOIL TEE
size 32-46 29,95 €
AJ8351 black
The Boyfriend Trefoil Tee borrows from the boys 
with a relaxed boyfriend fit. This soft cotton-modal 
t-shirt has a rubber-print Trefoil logo on the chest 
plus a Trefoil logo flag label on the left side seam.

enhanced

[AJ8351J.]|

AJ8351  deliv. 07/16 

TREFOIL TEE
size 30-48 27,95 €
AJ8084 black 
B36947 white 
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
Made in all-cotton single jersey, the short sleeve 
Trefoil Tee has a flattering fit with a U-shaped 
neckline and a big rubber-print Trefoil logo 
graphic front and centre.

enhanced

[AJ8084J/]|

AJ8084  deliv. 07/16 

[B3694765]|

B36947  deliv. 07/16 

LOOSE TREFOIL TANK
size 30-48 29,95 €
AY8134 black
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
Casual style inspired by the boys. This women's 
tank top has a relaxed fit so that it can be layered 
or worn on its own. Featuring a crew neck and a 
Trefoil logo in bright white on the chest.

enhanced

[AY8134/&]|

AY8134  deliv. 07/16 
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TREFOIL TANK
size 32-46 24,95 €
AJ8095 black
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
The Trefoil Tank Top is a sexy take on the classic 
tank top with a U-shaped neck. Built in a soft 
cotton, with a white rubber screenprint Trefoil 
logo on the front, this tank is big on style.

enhanced

[AJ8095M1]|

AJ8095  deliv. 07/16 

CROP LONGSLEEVE
size 30-48 34,95 €
AY8132 black
93% Cotton/7% Elasthane, single jersey, 230g
Pairing long sleeves with a cropped length, this 
stretchy women's t-shirt has a modern tight fit. In 
contrasting black and white with a big rubber-
print Trefoil logo on the centre front.

enhanced

[AY8132=/]|

AY8132  deliv. 07/16 

SLIM CROP TEE
size 30-48 27,95 €
AY8133 black
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
Casual and feminine with a can't-miss rubber-
print Trefoil logo. This classic women's cropped 
t-shirt is easy to wear with almost anything.

enhanced

[AY8133$/]|

AY8133  deliv. 07/16 

LOOSE CROP TANK
size 30-48 29,95 €
AY8135 black
AY8136 vivid red s13
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
This women's tank top has a relaxed fit and 
cropped length so you can go bold by wearing it 
on its own, or layer it for a versatile look. Made in 
cotton with a Trefoil logo in bright white.

enhanced

[AY8135+2]|

AY8135  deliv. 07/16 

[AY8136%5]|

AY8136  deliv. 07/16 

TREFOIL TOP
size 32-46 29,95 €
AJ8110 black
95% Cotton/5% Elasthane, single jersey, 180g
The Trefoil Top is a sporty and stylish bra designed 
to be worn under tank tops and dresses. Made 
in comfortable cotton with a bit of stretch, this 
slim-fit bra features a big Trefoil logo in dynamic 
black and white.

enhanced

[AJ811040]|

AJ8110  deliv. 07/16 

FLARED PANT
size 30-48 64,95 €
AY8115 black
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
Iconic sports style meets the '70s. These women's 
track pants are made from shiny tricot and evoke 
a vintage vibe with flared legs.

enhanced

[AY8115.$]|

AY8115  deliv. 07/16 
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FIREBIRD TRACK PANT
size 30-48 64,95 €
AY8120 black
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
These women's track pants stay true to the 
classic Firebird look in shiny tricot fabric with 
front zip pockets.

enhanced

[AY8120YT]|

AY8120  deliv. 07/16 

SST TP
size 30-48 59,95 €
AY8119 black
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
Shine on in these slim-fitting women's track 
pants. Made in satiny tricot with a flattering fit and 
contrasting 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[AY8119+4]|

AY8119  deliv. 07/16 

SLIM TP CUF
size 30-48 54,95 €
AY8127 black
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
A slim fit and ribbed cuffs give these women's 
track pants a contemporary look. Soft French 
terry keeps them as comfortable as the everyday 
style they're modelled on.

enhanced

[AY8127+3]|

AY8127  deliv. 07/16 

SLIM TP OH
size 30-48 54,95 €
AY8126 black
95% Cotton/5% Elasthane, french terry, 280g
An all-black treatment and a stretchy, slim fit 
make these women's track pants completely 
modern.

enhanced

[AY8126/0]|

AY8126  deliv. 07/16 

LIGHT LOGO REGULAR TP
size 30-48 49,95 €
AJ7666 black
95% Cotton/5% Elasthane, french terry, 220g
Made of soft, lightweight baby French terry, the 
Light Logo Track Pants flatter with a figure-
hugging shape. These black track pants feature 
slightly tapered legs, a snap-button back pocket 
and a bold adidas wordmark printed along the 
left leg.

enhanced

[AJ7666VM]|

AJ7666  deliv. 07/16 

3STRIPES LEGGINGS
size 30-46 34,95 €
AJ8156 black
93% Cotton/7% Elasthane, single jersey, 235g
A tight-fitting style in black and white, these 
3-Stripes Leggings are crafted in stretchy single 
jersey with 3-Stripes down the legs and a tiny 
Trefoil logo detail.

enhanced

[AJ8156I=]|

AJ8156  deliv. 07/16 
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LINEAR LEGGINGS
size 30-48 32,95 €
AJ8081 black 
AY8108 vivid red s13 
93% Cotton/7% Elasthane, single jersey, 235g
The Linear Trefoil Leggings are classic tight-fit 
leggings made in stretchy jersey fabric for added 
lift. Made with a comfortable wide waistband and 
an adidas linear logo down the side of one leg.

enhanced

[AJ8081GV]|

AJ8081  deliv. 07/16 

[AY8108=/]|

AY8108  deliv. 07/16 

TREFOIL LEGGINGS
size 30-46 29,95 €
AJ8153 black
93% Cotton/7% Elasthane, single jersey, 235g
Basic leggings with a twist, the Trefoil Leggings 
put two rubber-print Trefoil logos at the cuffs 
for a uniquely sporty look. The tight-fit leggings 
are made in cotton with a bit of stretch and a 
comfortable wide waistband.

enhanced

[AJ8153FT]|

AJ8153  deliv. 07/16 

SLIM SHORTS
size 30-48 29,95 €
AY8125 black
95% Cotton/5% Elasthane, french terry, 280g
Who says shorts are just for summer? These 
women's shorts give you seasonal options with 
a slim fit in chic black. They feature the iconic 
adidas details on soft cotton.

enhanced

[AY8125$#]|

AY8125  deliv. 07/16 

LONG BACK TONGUE LABEL TEE
size 30-48 29,95 €
AY6664 black
60% Cotton, single jersey, 120g
Blending vintage and modern elements, this 
women's t-shirt has a large Trefoil logo in primary 
colour pops, a droptail hem and a relaxed fit.

enhanced

[AY66646V]|

AY6664  deliv. 07/16 

Apparel - Graphics

TONGUE LABEL BOYFRIEND TEE
size 30-48 29,95 €
AY6671 medium grey heather
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
An adidas sneaker tongue label gets flower-power 
treatment on this women's t-shirt. The tee is 
made of soft cotton with a relaxed fit.

enhanced

[AY66715R]|

AY6671  deliv. 08/16 
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TONGUE LABEL BOYFRIEND TEE
size 30-48 29,95 €
AY8678 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
Inspired by '70s fashion, the flowery print on 
this tee's adidas sneaker tongue label graphic is 
done in a pigment print for a soft handfeel. The 
women's t-shirt has a relaxed boyfriend fit.

enhanced

[AY8678KJ]|

AY8678  deliv. 08/16 

TONGUE LABEL BOYFRIEND TEE
size 30-48 29,95 €
AY6677 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
An oversize adidas sneaker tongue label pops with 
a bright, tropical print on this women's t-shirt. 
The graphic has a soft feel, and the tee's loose fit 
keeps it casual.

enhanced

[AY6677B^]|

AY6677  deliv. 08/16 

TONGUE LABEL BOYFRIEND TEE
size 30-48 29,95 €
AY6676 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
The oversize adidas shoe tongue label on this 
women's t-shirt features a rubber-print Trefoil 
logo over a soft-touch photo-print graphic. A loose 
boyfriend fit keeps the look casual.

enhanced

[AY6676A%]|

AY6676  deliv. 07/16 

TONGUE LABEL SLIM TEE
size 30-48 29,95 €
AY6674 black
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
A vibrant flower print under a big Trefoil logo 
lights up an adidas sneaker tongue label on this 
women's t-shirt.

enhanced

[AY66748-]|

AY6674  deliv. 08/16 

TONGUE LABEL SLIM TEE
size 30-48 29,95 €
AY6673 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
Channelling vintage '70s style, this women's 
t-shirt has a large Trefoil logo in bright primary 
colours, a rounded feminine neckline and a slim 
fit.

enhanced

[AY66737X]|

AY6673  deliv. 07/16 

TONGUE LABEL SLIM TEE
size 30-48 29,95 €
AY9316 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
An adidas sneaker tongue label pops with a 
flower-power print on this women's t-shirt 
inspired by the '70s. Made of soft cotton, the tee 
has a slim, flattering fit.

enhanced

[AY93161I]|

AY9316  deliv. 08/16 
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ROLLED UP SLEEVES TONGUE LABEL TEE
size 30-48 29,95 €
AY6678 white
60% Cotton, single jersey, 120g
The oversize adidas shoe tongue label on this 
women's t-shirt features a rubber-print Trefoil 
logo over a soft-touch colourful graphic. Rolled 
sleeves enhance the feminine look.

enhanced

[AY6678C1]|

AY6678  deliv. 07/16 

GRAPHIC TREFOIL TEE
size 30-48 29,95 €
AY6663 maroon
AY6661 white
AY6660 medium grey heather
75% Polyester/13% Cotton/12% Viscose, single 
jersey, 130g
Swirling ink creates a tie-dye effect across the big 
Trefoil logo on this essential women's t-shirt.

enhanced

[AY66635S]|

AY6663  deliv. 07/16 

[AY66613M]|

AY6661  deliv. 07/16 

[AY66602J]|

AY6660  deliv. 07/16 

FEMININE JACKET
size 30-48 219,95 €
AY4811 clear brown/ black
AY4717 black
29% Polyamide/71% Cotton, plain weave, 130g
Mix up your winter look in this women's jacket. 
Warm and cosy, the jacket's teddy fleece lining 
and quilted down padding enhance the on-trend 
oversize shape. Styled with bold blocks of colour 
and a detachable hood.

enhanced

[AY4811=/]|

AY4811  deliv. 09/16 

[AY4717+4]|

AY4717  deliv. 09/16 

Apparel - Winter

PARKA
size 30-48 149,95 €
AY4769 black
60% Polyester/40% Polyamide, plain weave, 110g
A slightly A-line shape and fishtail hem bring a 
feminine feel to this women's parka. Finished 
with adjustable closures on the cuffs and hidden 
3-Stripes detail inside the pocket flaps.

enhanced

[AY47696Z]|

AY4769  deliv. 07/16 
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Bomber Jacket
size 30-48 129,95 €
AY4784 black
AY4754 legend ink s10
100% Polyester, plain weave, 55g
This women's jacket has a classic bomber look in 
quilted plainweave fabric. It has ruffle details on 
the back of the sleeves and a graphic-print lining 
in silky taffeta.

enhanced

[AY47845U]|

AY4784  deliv. 07/16 

[AY4754&F]|

AY4754  deliv. 07/16 

SLIM JACKET
size 30-48 109,95 €
B36946 black/ multicolor
Allover multicoloured floral graphics pay homage 
to '70s-era prints on this women's jacket. This 
modern take on a flower-power look is padded for 
warmth on chilly days.

enhanced

[B3694652]|

B36946  deliv. 08/16 

SLIM JACKET AOP
size 30-48 109,95 €
AY4718 bold red
100% Polyamide, dobby, 60g
A slim, feminine take on an insulated puffy coat, 
this women's printed jacket is filled with premium 
synthetic down for warmth. Elastic around the 
hood opening ensures a snug fit.

enhanced

[AY4718%7]|

AY4718  deliv. 09/16 

SLIM JACKET AOP
size 30-48 109,95 €
AY4746 multicolor
100% Polyamide, dobby, 60g
A slim, feminine take on an insulated puffy coat, 
this women's printed jacket is filled with premium 
synthetic down for warmth. Elastic around the 
hood opening ensures a snug fit.

enhanced

[AY4746&G]|

AY4746  deliv. 09/16 

REGULAR VEST
size 30-48 119,95 €
AY4750 black
AY4751 legend ink s10
100% Polyamide, satin, 109g
Made to layer, this women's padded vest has a 
detachable hood lined in warm teddy fleece and 
trimmed in faux fur, for extra cosiness.

enhanced

[AY4750%3]|

AY4750  deliv. 09/16 

[AY4751/3]|

AY4751  deliv. 09/16 

SLIM VEST AOP
size 30-48 89,95 €
AY4748 multicolor
100% Polyamide, dobby, 60g
This slim, feminine women's vest is padded 
for warmth with synthetic down. It comes in an 
allover floral print and has elastic around the 
hood opening for a snug fit.

enhanced

[AY47481M]|

AY4748  deliv. 09/16 
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TUBULAR DEFIANT W
size 3.5-9.5 129,95 €
S80293 night indigo/ night indigo/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/LEATHER
British singer and style icon Rita Ora collaborated 
with adidas Originals to design these women's 
shoes. The mesh upper has a comfortable bootee 
fit and features Rita's vivid paint-by-numbers 
print on the midsole.

enhanced

[S8029303]|

S80293  deliv. 08/16 

Footwear - Rita Ora

SUPERSTAR RO W
size 3.5-9.5 109,95 €
S80289 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ night indigo
LEATHER/RUBBER

enhanced

[S802894G]|

S80289  deliv. 08/16 

STAN SMITH RO W
size 3.5-9.5 109,95 €
S80292 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ core black
LEATHER/RUBBER

enhanced

[S80292&0]|

S80292  deliv. 08/16 

TUBULAR VIRAL W
size 3.5-9.5 109,95 €
S75912 core black/ core black/ core black
S75913 vivid red s13/ vivid red s13/ vivid red s13
TEXTILE/LEATHER
A slim street sneaker with a sculpted Tubular 
outsole, these women's shoes come with an 
elastic strap across the midfoot for a secure, 
adaptive fit. Made in lightweight, breathable mesh 
with a perforated leather heel.

enhanced

[S75913K&]|

S75913  deliv. 08/16 

[S75912J/]|

S75912  deliv. 08/16 

Footwear - Tubular

TUBULAR VIRAL W
size 3.5-9.5 109,95 €
S75583 core white/ core white/ core white
LEATHER/TEXTILE
The Tubular Viral has a fashion-forward look 
that's rooted in sport. The neoprene upper has a 
lower cut and is paired with a women's-specific 
EVA outsole for feminine appeal. Features an 
elastic strap across the forefoot with faux leather 
and mono mesh overlays, plus a deconstructed 
suede heel with a branded webbing strap.

enhanced

[S75583M6]|

S75583  deliv. 06/16 

TUBULAR VIRAL W
size 3.5-9.5 109,95 €
S75581 core black/ core black/ core white
LEATHER/TEXTILE
The Tubular Viral has a fashion-forward look 
that's rooted in sport. The neoprene upper has a 
lower cut and is paired with a women's-specific 
EVA outsole for feminine appeal. Features an 
elastic strap across the forefoot with faux leather 
and mono mesh overlays, plus a deconstructed 
suede heel with a branded webbing strap.

enhanced

[S75581K0]|

S75581  deliv. 06/16 
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TUBULAR VIRAL W
size 3.5-9.5 109,95 €
S75909 shock purple f16/ shock purple f16/ 

core white
S75908 clear onix/ clear onix/ core white
TEXTILE/LEATHER
Slim sneakers with a sculpted Tubular outsole, 
these women's shoes come with an elastic strap 
across the midfoot for a secure, adaptive fit. Made 
in lightweight, breathable mesh with a matching 
leather heel.

enhanced

[S75909OC]|

S75909  deliv. 06/16 

[S75908N9]|

S75908  deliv. 06/16 

ZX FLUX ADV VERVE W
size 3.5-9.5 109,95 €
S75982 core black/ core black/ core black
S75983 shock pink s16/ shock pink s16/ shock 

pink s16
TEXTILE
These women's shoes are the latest in the ZX Flux 
dynasty. The mesh upper features a sophisticated 
and feminine triple-colour, asymmetric design. 
Welded 3-Stripes and tongue label keep this pair 
rooted in adidas Originals style.

enhanced

[S75982XV]|

S75982  deliv. 08/16 

[S75983YY]|

S75983  deliv. 08/16 

Footwear - ZX Flux

ZX FLUX W
size 3.5-9.5 99,95 €
S76584 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ core black
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Modern style that re-imagines a classic running 
shoe of the past. These women's shoes feature 
a pared-down upper that highlights the clean 
design, and a clear heel cage with a design 
printed on the inside.

enhanced

[S76584RI]|

S76584  deliv. 06/16 

ZX FLUX W
size 3.5-9.5 99,95 €
S76583 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Modern style that re-imagines a classic running 
shoe of the past. These women's shoes offer an 
updated version that highlights the clean lines of 
the original ZX, and features an allover geometric 
print on the mesh upper.

enhanced

[S76583QF]|

S76583  deliv. 06/16 

ZX FLUX W
size 3.5-9.5 99,95 €
BB5052 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
When the ZX family debuted in the mid-1980s, 
runners went wild for its mix of innovative 
performance and style. These women's shoes 
are built with the clean lines of the ZX 8000 but 
feature a contemporary look with a floral-print 
matte satin upper.

enhanced

[BB5052CB]|

BB5052  deliv. 08/16 

ZX FLUX W
size 3.5-9.5 99,95 €
S76593 off white/ off white/ mid grapef07
S76592 core black/ core black/ off white
TEXTILE/LEATHER
adidas Originals collaborates with Brazilian label 
The FARM Company to bring a graphic twist to 
the ZX Flux sneaker. The mesh upper of these 
women's shoes is a canvas for an exclusive allover 
pattern inspired by the culture of Brazil.

enhanced

[S76593SK]|

S76593  deliv. 07/16 

[S76592RH]|

S76592  deliv. 07/16 
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ZX FLUX W
size 3.5-9.5 99,95 €
S76590 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ core black
S76589 vivid red s13/ vivid red s13/ core black
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
The original ZX was born for sport performance, 
but the legend lives on as a street-ready, running-
inspired style. Built on the clean lines of the ZX 
8000, these women's shoes feature a puff-print 
flower graphic on the airy mesh upper.

enhanced

[S76589WX]|

S76589  deliv. 08/16 

[S76590PB]|

S76590  deliv. 08/16 

SUPERSTAR GLOSSY TOE W
size 3.5-9.5 109,95 €
BB0684 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
S76724 ray red f16/ ray red f16/ core black
BB0683 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ core black
LEATHER/RUBBER
The adidas Superstar sneaker launched in 1970 
and quickly became a favourite. Made for modern 
streetwear fans who want to stand out, these 
shoes are built in colourful leather with a glossy 
metallic finish on the TPU shell toe.

enhanced

[BB0683HQ]|

BB0683  deliv. 06/16 

[S76724L2]|

S76724  deliv. 06/16 

[BB0684IT]|

BB0684  deliv. 06/16 

Footwear - Superstar

SUPERSTAR W
size 3.5-9.5 109,95 €
BB0686 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ mid grapef07
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
An exclusive print inspired by Brazilian dance 
adorns the heel tab and sockliner of these iconic 
women's shoes. Designed in collaboration with 
The FARM Company, they feature a leather build, 
the classic shell toe and contrasting 3-stripes.

enhanced

[BB0686KZ]|

BB0686  deliv. 07/16 

STAN SMITH W
size 3.5-9.5 109,95 €
S76667 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/LEATHER
The Stan Smith is an icon of casual style. This 
version of the low-profile court shoe is created 
in collaboration with design label The FARM 
Company, and features a placed graphic pattern 
inspired by the intricate patterns in a peacock's 
feather train.

enhanced

[S76667TO]|

S76667  deliv. 07/16 

Footwear - Stan Smith
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STAN SMITH W
size 3.5-9.5 99,95 €
S76668 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ mid grey s14
LEATHER/TEXTILE
The iconic women's Stan Smith shoes adds 
a graphic on the heel tab that is inspired by 
artisanal Brazilian crochet work. Designed in 
collaboration with Brazil's The FARM Company

enhanced

[S76668UR]|

S76668  deliv. 07/16 

STAN SMITH W
size 3.5-9.5 99,95 €
S76663 collegiate navy/ collegiate navy/ ftwr 

white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
The Stan Smith court shoe has been a fan 
favourite since 1973. This time it steps out for 
women with a unique cracked patent leather 
upper. Perforated 3-Stripes and a contrast heel 
tab stay true to the original.

enhanced

[S76663PC]|

S76663  deliv. 06/16 

STAN SMITH W
size 3.5-9.5 94,95 €
S76664 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ collegiate red
LEATHER
These women's Stan Smith shoes are a classic 
redefined. The soft leather upper is backed by a 
cracked-suede heel tab. Perforated 3-Stripes and 
a screen printed logo on the tongue and heel stay 
true to the original.

enhanced

[S76664QF]|

S76664  deliv. 06/16 

STAN SMITH W
size 3.5-9.5 99,95 €
S32263 core black/ core black/ utility black f16
S32262 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ green
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
A debossed polka-dot print on the leather upper 
adds a subtly striking look to this down-to-the-
details redo of the Stan Smith court classic. These 
women's shoes are topped off with perforated 
3-Stripes on the upper and an iconic rubber 
cupsole.

enhanced

[S32263O^]|

S32263  deliv. 08/16 

[S32262N%]|

S32262  deliv. 08/16 

COURTVANTAGE SLIP ON W
size 3.5-9.5 79,95 €
S79966 mid grapef07/ mid grapef07/ mid 

grapef07
S79967 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/LEATHER
Clean and timeless court appeal. These slip-on 
women's shoes energise the casual look with 
an eye-catching allover print, designed in 
collaboration with Brazil's The FARM Company.

enhanced

[S799662M]|

S79966  deliv. 07/16 

[S799673P]|

S79967  deliv. 07/16 

Footwear - Court

COURTVANTAGE W
size 3.5-9.5 69,95 €
S32070 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
LEATHER
An enduring court style shows its glamorous side. 
These CourtVantage women's shoes feature a 
textured all-leather upper. The vulcanised outsole 
keeps the look sporty.

enhanced

[S32070HR]|

S32070  deliv. 08/16 
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COURTVANTAGE W
size 3.5-9.5 69,95 €
S79973 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ core black
TEXTILE/LEATHER
Clean and bright, these women's shoes are pure 
court style. A blend of mesh and leather offers 
subtle contrast, while the vulcanised rubber 
outsole adds a timeless look.

enhanced

[S799731I]|

S79973  deliv. 06/16 

COURTVANTAGE W
size 3.5-9.5 69,95 €
S32069 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ core black
LEATHER
An enduring court style shows its glamorous side. 
These CourtVantage women's shoes feature a 
textured all-leather upper. The vulcanised outsole 
keeps the look sporty.

enhanced

[S32069O2]|

S32069  deliv. 08/16 

COURTVANTAGE SLIP ON W
size 3.5-9.5 64,95 €
S79963 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/LEATHER
Modern and preppy, these women's slip-on shoes 
have a clean, court look. An airy mesh upper pairs 
with a vulcanised rubber outsole for the perfect 
warm weather statement.

enhanced

[S79963&D]|

S79963  deliv. 06/16 

LOS ANGELES W
size 3.5-9.5 89,95 €
S79758 core black/ ftwr white/ core black
S76575 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
TEXTILE
The retro look of the LA Trainer gets refined for 
today. These women's shoes take their inspiration 
from the archival sneaker, mixing in a modern 
polygon-pattern mesh upper and welded details.

enhanced

[S76575QG]|

S76575  deliv. 06/16 

[S79758/6]|

S79758  deliv. 06/16 

Footwear - Running

LA TRAINER W
size 3.5-9.5 99,95 €
S32226 tech ink f16/ tech ink f16/ ftwr white
S32225 off white/ off white/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/LEATHER
A favourite in the 1984 summer events, the LA 
Trainer introduced an innovative way to adjust the 
level of cushioning. These women's shoes update 
the heritage design with a fresh mix of suede and 
mesh material, retaining the signature heel plugs.

enhanced

[S32225IV]|

S32225  deliv. 06/16 

[S32226JY]|

S32226  deliv. 06/16 

LOS ANGELES W
size 3.5-9.5 89,95 €
BB0762 tech ink f16/ ice purple f16/ ftwr white
BB0761 shock red s16/ ray pink f16/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

enhanced

[BB0761EH]|

BB0761  deliv. 09/16 

[BB0762FK]|

BB0762  deliv. 09/16 
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COUNTRY OG W
size 3.5-9.5 89,95 €
S32201 utility ivy f16/ ftwr white/ utility ivy f16
S32200 halo pink s16/ ftwr white/ halo pink s16
TEXTILE/LEATHER
Born as a natural-terrain runner, the Country 
really hit its stride on city streets. These women's 
shoes keep the legacy alive in a nylon and suede 
upper with the same authentic look as the 
original, including the unique heel shape and 
contrasting 3-Stripes and heel patch.

enhanced

[S32201A9]|

S32201  deliv. 06/16 

[S3220096]|

S32200  deliv. 06/16 

Footwear - Vintage Running

M ATTITUDE REVIVE W
size 3.5-9.5 149,95 €
S75197 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
From streetwear staple to fashion statement, the 
M Attitude Revive is epic in its simplicity. It has 
a leather upper and 3-Stripes and a synthetic 
leather tongue that flashes a woven Trefoil 
label. A debossed heel logo and rubber cupsole 
complete the look.

enhanced

[S75197G%]|

S75197  deliv. 06/16 

Footwear - Basketball

M ATTITUDE REVIVE LO W
size 3.5-9.5 99,95 €
S75210 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
From streetwear staple to fashion statement, 
the M Attitude Revive Lo is epic in its simplicity. 
Featuring a leather upper, synthetic leather 
3-Stripes and a synthetic leather tongue that 
flashes a woven Trefoil label. With a debossed 
heel logo and rubber cupsole.

enhanced

[S75210/W]|

S75210  deliv. 06/16 

ZESTRA W
size 3.5-9.5 89,95 €
S75044 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ core black
COATED LEATHER/TEXTILE
Rooted in adidas basketball heritage, the Spectra 
combines iconic details with modern streetwear 
style. The leather upper features black-and-white 
blocking with shiny synthetic patent leather 
3-Stripes and details. The shoe is finished with a 
mesh collar, a TPU lace ghillie and a vulcanised 
rubber outsole.

enhanced

[S7504401]|

S75044  deliv. 07/16 

ZESTRA W
size 3.5-9.5 89,95 €
AQ4793 ray red f16/ ray red f16/ ftwr white
COATED LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
A '90s-style b-ball sneaker shows up in modern 
blocks of colour. These women's hi top Zestra 
shoes have a bold look in a mix of leather and 
mesh with a two-colour outsole and a Trefoil 
detail on the heel.

enhanced

[AQ4793D=]|

AQ4793  deliv. 07/16 
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Sport Luxe Mix Full Zip Hoodie
size XS-4XL; LT-4XLT 89,95 €
AY8102 black
AY8103 medium grey heather
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, fleece, 300g
Choice reflective details and a modern material 
mix give this men's hooded sweatshirt its visual 
draw, with woven overlays at the front that 
contrast with the fleece. A pocket at the right side 
seam zips up securely.

enhanced

[AY8102WP]|

AY8102  deliv. 07/16 

[AY8103XS]|

AY8103  deliv. 07/16 

Apparel - Sport Luxe

Sport Luxe Knit TT
size XS-4XL; LT-4XLT 89,95 €
AY8414 black
70% Polyester/30% Cotton, interlock, 280g
This men's track top puts a modern spin on 
heritage adidas Originals style. Premium woven 
overlays at the sleeves contrast with the knit body, 
trimmed with reflective details at the zipper and 
logo.

enhanced

[AY8414^A]|

AY8414  deliv. 07/16 

Sport Luxe Fleece Track Top
size XS-4XL; LT-4XLT 84,95 €
AY8824 medium grey heather
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, fleece, 300g
This men's track top puts a modern spin on 
heritage adidas Originals style. Premium woven 
overlays at the sleeves contrast with the knit body, 
trimmed with reflective details at the zipper and 
logo.

enhanced

[AY8824C/]|

AY8824  deliv. 07/16 

Sport Luxe Short Sleeve Tee
size XS-4XL; LT-4XLT 39,95 €
AY8085 black
AY8086 medium grey heather
AY8088 white
53% Cotton/47% Polyester, doubleknit, 220g
The perfect feel for the changing seasons, this 
men's t-shirt looks good solo or in layers. It's cut 
slim and long with a vented hem. The reflective 
raglan seam tape and adidas Originals chest logo 
shine when hit with light.

enhanced

[AY80851K]|

AY8085  deliv. 07/16 

[AY80862N]|

AY8086  deliv. 07/16 

[AY80884T]|

AY8088  deliv. 07/16 
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Sport Luxe Material Mix Pant
size XS-4XL; LT-4XLT 74,95 €
AY8432 black
AY8433 medium grey heather
100% Polyamide, plain weave, 69g, 100% Cotton, 
single jersey, 160g, 70% Cotton/30% Polyester, 
french terry, 300g
Slim cut for a modern, casual look, these men's 
pants offer just the right warmth for the season. 
Woven matte overlays at the lower front legs mix 
up the look and feel, with a reflective Trefoil logo 
for a flash of adidas Originals style.

enhanced

[AY84320E]|

AY8432  deliv. 07/16 

[AY84331H]|

AY8433  deliv. 07/16 

ES CLRDO WB
size XS-2XL 84,95 €
AY8171 collegiate royal/ vivid red s13
100% Polyester, taffeta, 82g
This men's jacket salutes the '70s with bright 
blocks of colour that revive the legendary CRDO 
look for today. Camouflage sleeves complete the 
look.

enhanced

[AY8171^A]|

AY8171  deliv. 07/16 

Apparel - 70’s Blocked Out

ES OTH HOODY
size XS-2XL 79,95 €
AY8106 vivid red s13/ earth khaki s13/ collegiate 

royal
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
This men's pullover hoodie salutes the '70s with 
bright blocks of colour that revive the legendary 
CRDO look for today. Camouflage on the body 
completes the look.

enhanced

[AY8106-.]|

AY8106  deliv. 07/16 

ES SST TT
size XS-2XL 79,95 €
AY8172 black/ earth khaki s13
70% Polyester/30% Cotton, interlock, 280g
This take on the iconic men's Superstar jacket 
comes in a modern sweat-wicking material with 
camouflage sleeves. It features an updated slim 
fit.

enhanced

[AY8172&D]|

AY8172  deliv. 07/16 

ES CREW
size XS-2XL 74,95 €
AY8174 black/ earth khaki s13
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
This men's sweatshirt highlights a contrasting 
Trefoil logo upfront, and features 3-Stripes over 
camouflage sleeves. Made in soft French terry 
with built-in moisture control.

enhanced

[AY81741J]|

AY8174  deliv. 07/16 

BLOCK IT OUT CREW SWEAT
size XS-2XL 74,95 €
AY8614 black
100% Cotton, french terry, 300g
Done in bold blocks of colour with distinct 
lines inspired by classic track tops, this men's 
sweatshirt puts a fresh twist on the clean crew 
look.

enhanced

[AY86144O]|

AY8614  deliv. 07/16 
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ES CRDO TEE
size XS-2XL 39,95 €
AY8107 collegiate royal/ white/ earth khaki s13
100% Polyester, single jersey, 168g
Featuring blocks of colour and a camouflage print, 
this men's t-shirt is designed with iconic adidas 
Colorado jacket cut lines. It's built to manage 
moisture and keep you comfortable.

enhanced

[AY8107./]|

AY8107  deliv. 07/16 

BLOCK IT OUT T-SHIRT 1
size XS-2XL 39,95 €
AY8610 collegiate navy
AY8611 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 180g
A mix of camo and colour in a big, offset graphic, 
this men's t-shirt is inspired by sport and rolled 
out with a fresh street look.

enhanced

[AY86100C]|

AY8610  deliv. 07/16 

[AY86111F]|

AY8611  deliv. 07/16 

ES TANK JULY
size XS-2XL 32,95 €
AY8188 white/ vivid red s13/ earth khaki s13
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
With dynamic cut lines and camo that pops out on 
the sides, this men's tank top is inspired by sport 
style from the '70s. It's made to move sweat off 
the skin.

enhanced

[AY81887-]|

AY8188  deliv. 07/16 

ES TRACK PANT
size XS-2XL 69,95 €
AY8122 black/ earth khaki s13
70% Polyester/30% Cotton, interlock, 280g
These men's track pants have a modern, slim fit 
to provide a perfect basic street style that's totally 
comfortable.

enhanced

[AY8122-Z]|

AY8122  deliv. 07/16 

STR ESSENTIALS JOGGER PANT
size XS-2XL 79,95 €
AY8371 black
These joggers' pants for men have an urban feel 
thanks to vertical and diagonal zip pockets on the 
legs. These sweat pants are made in cotton twill 
for a clean look.

enhanced

[AY83714O]|

AY8371  deliv. 07/16 

ES 3/4 SWPANT
size XS-2XL 74,95 €
AY8173 earth khaki s13
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
Styled for the streets, these men's pants come 
in an allover camouflage print. They're made in 
comfortable sweat-wicking French terry.

enhanced

[AY81730G]|

AY8173  deliv. 07/16 
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ES SHORTS
size XS-2XL 59,95 €
AY8170 black/ earth khaki s13
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
These men's shorts have a modern look and a 
slim fit for perfect street style in comfortable 
French terry.

enhanced

[AY8170#7]|

AY8170  deliv. 07/16 

ES WB TACTICAL TECH
size XS-2XL 84,95 €
AY7982 utility blue f16
100% Polyester, ripstop, 73g
With pops of bright cyan blue on the Trefoil, 
3-Stripes, piping, and zipper, this men's 
windbreaker has a clean, modern look. Built for a 
slim fit in ripstop material, with iconic cut lines.

enhanced

[AY7982LI]|

AY7982  deliv. 08/16 

Apparel - 70’s Revolution

ES OTH HOODY
size XS-2XL 79,95 €
AY7984 utility blue f16
100% Polyester, plain weave, 230g
This men's hoodie gets a clean, modern update 
with a two-sided fabric that is plain weave on the 
outside and soft mélange jersey on the inside. A 
cyan blue Trefoil pops on the chest.

enhanced

[AY7984NO]|

AY7984  deliv. 08/16 

SST TT 2.0
size XS-2XL 79,95 €
AY7979 utility blue f16/ bright cyan
100% Polyester, plain weave, 230g
Based on the iconic Superstar track top, this 
jacket gets updated with a two-sided fabric that 
is plain weave on the outside and soft mélange 
jersey on the inside. Built in a slim fit with the 
signature Superstar collar.

enhanced

[AY7979QY]|

AY7979  deliv. 08/16 

ES CREW TACTICAL TECH
size XS-2XL 74,95 €
AY7996 utility blue f16
100% Polyester, plain weave, 230g
This men's sweatshirt gets a modern update 
with a two-sided fabric that is plain weave on the 
outside and soft mélange jersey on the inside. 
A cyan blue Trefoil logo and 3-Stripes down the 
sleeves complete the look.

enhanced

[AY7996RZ]|

AY7996  deliv. 08/16 

TREFOIL RAGLAN LS TEETECH
size XS-2XL 44,95 €
AY8002 utility blue f16
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, single jersey, 160g
An adidas Trefoil logo in cyan blue gives this 
men's t-shirt clean, modern styling. 3-Stripes 
down the sleeves and an extra-long fit complete 
the look.

enhanced

[AY8002TI]|

AY8002  deliv. 08/16 
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ES TREFOIL TEE (ELONGATED) AUG
size XS-2XL 39,95 €
AY8003 utility blue f16
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, single jersey, 160g
An adidas Trefoil logo in cyan blue gives this 
men's t-shirt a clean, minimalist look. Built for an 
extra-long fit with a droptail hem.

enhanced

[AY8003UL]|

AY8003  deliv. 08/16 

ES MONTHLY AUG SST TP 2.0
size XS-2XL 74,95 €
AY7980 utility blue f16
100% Polyester, plain weave, 230g
These men's track pant gets a clean, modern 
update with two-sided fabric that is plain weave 
on the outside and soft mélange jersey on the 
inside. 3-Stripes down the legs and a slim, 
tapered fit complete the look.

enhanced

[AY7980JC]|

AY7980  deliv. 08/16 

ES MONTHLY AUG SST SHORT 2.0
size XS-2XL 59,95 €
AY7981 utility blue f16
100% Polyester, plain weave, 230g
These men's shorts get a clean, modern update 
with a two-sided fabric that is plain weave on the 
outside and soft mélange jersey on the inside. 
3-Stripes down the legs and a slim fit complete 
the look.

enhanced

[AY7981KF]|

AY7981  deliv. 08/16 

ES WB
size XS-2XL 84,95 €
AY8353 night grey/ multicolor
100% Polyester, taffeta, 82g
A graphic text print on this men's windbreaker 
jacket gives it a fresh mélange look inspired by the 
'80s and the black and white dots of a TV screen. 
adidas 3-Stripes down the arms and a slim fit 
complete the update.

enhanced

[AY83532K]|

AY8353  deliv. 09/16 

Apparel - 80’s White Noise

ES FZ HOODY SEP
size XS-2XL 84,95 €
AY8357 lgh solid grey/ night grey
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, fleece, 300g
'80s fashion and the black and white dots of a 
TV screen inspired the iconic shape and allover 
graphic text print of "the brand with the 3 stripes" 
to create a mélange look on this men's hoodie. It's 
cut for a modern slim fit.

enhanced

[AY83576W]|

AY8357  deliv. 09/16 

ES SST TT
size XS-2XL 79,95 €
AY8356 night grey
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
'80s fashion and the black and white dots of a TV 
screen inspired the classic shape and the allover 
graphic text print of "the brand with the 3 stripes" 
on this men's track jacket. A signature Superstar 
collar and Trefoil logo complete the modern look.

enhanced

[AY83565T]|

AY8356  deliv. 09/16 
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ES CREW AOP
size XS-2XL 74,95 €
AY8358 lgh solid grey/ night grey
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, fleece, 300g
'80s fashion and the black and white dots of 
a TV screen inspired the classic shape and 
allover graphic text print of "the brand with the 3 
stripes" to create a mélange look on this men's 
sweatshirt. Built in a slim fit in comfortable 
French terry.

enhanced

[AY83587Z]|

AY8358  deliv. 09/16 

TREFOIL RAGLAN LS TEE
size XS-2XL 44,95 €
AY8359 lgh solid grey/ night grey
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
'80s fashion and the black and white dots of a TV 
screen inspired the style and allover graphic text 
print of "the brand with the 3 stripes" to create a 
mélange look on this men's t-shirt. A Trefoil logo 
adds an authentic finish.

enhanced

[AY83598=]|

AY8359  deliv. 09/16 

ES TEE AOP
size XS-2XL 39,95 €
AY8360 lgh solid grey/ night grey
100% Polyester, single jersey, 168g
The '80s and the black and white dots of a TV 
screen inspired the allover graphic text print 
of "the brand with the 3 stripes" on this men's 
t-shirt. A droptail hem and longer length complete 
the look.

enhanced

[AY83601G]|

AY8360  deliv. 09/16 

ES WINDPANT
size XS-2XL 79,95 €
AY8363 night grey
100% Polyester, taffeta, 82g
A graphic text print running down the legs of 
these men's track pants gives them a modern 
update. The wind pants are built in a smooth nylon 
weave with binding at the hem. Built for a regular 
fit with tapered legs.

enhanced

[AY83634P]|

AY8363  deliv. 09/16 

ES SWEATPANT SEP
size XS-2XL 74,95 €
AY8355 night grey
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
Inspired by the '80s and the white noise of a TV 
screen, the text graphic background gives these 
men's track pants a modern mélange look. A slim 
fit and elastic cuffs complete the update.

enhanced

[AY83554Q]|

AY8355  deliv. 09/16 
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ITASCA REVERSIBLE WB
size XS-2XL 89,95 €
AY7758 grey/ black
AY7757 legend ink s10/ bluebird
100% Polyester, taffeta, 82g
This men's windbreaker takes it to the street level 
in bold contrasting colours. It reverses to a solid 
colour and comes in a modern slim fit.

enhanced

[AY7758F7]|

AY7758  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7757E4]|

AY7757  deliv. 07/16 

Apparel - Adicolor Classics

CRDO WINDBREAKER
size XS-2XL 84,95 €
AY7728 grey/ black
AY7730 legend ink s10/ eqt yellow s16
AY7729 vivid red s13/ legend ink s10
100% Polyester, taffeta, 82g
A great sporty layer for cool days, this men's 
windbreaker comes with standout Colorado cut 
lines and a contrast-colour design.

enhanced

[AY77289$]|

AY7728  deliv. 07/16 

[AY77303K]|

AY7730  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7729A%]|

AY7729  deliv. 07/16 

CLFN WINDBREAKER
size XS-2XL 74,95 €
AY7747 black
AY7746 legend ink s10
AY7745 vivid red s13
100% Polyester, taffeta, 82g
This men's windbreaker offers a great lightweight 
layer for cool days. It's detailed with sporty ripstop 
panels and comes in a modern slim fit.

enhanced

[AY7747C&]|

AY7747  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7746B/]|

AY7746  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7745A/]|

AY7745  deliv. 07/16 
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CLFN FT FZ HOODIE
size XS-2XL 74,95 €
AY7788 legend ink s10
AY7787 bluebird
AY7786 dark grey heather
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
On-point adidas Originals style makes this men's 
hoodie a great staple. It's made in soft French 
terry and has a modern slim fit.

enhanced

[AY7788LM]|

AY7788  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7787KJ]|

AY7787  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7786JG]|

AY7786  deliv. 07/16 

ORIGINALS TREFOIL HOODY
size XS-2XL 69,95 €
AB8291 black
S95512 legend ink s10
AB7591 bluebird
AY6472 medium grey heather/ white
AY6473 vivid red s13
AY6474 white/ black
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, fleece, 300g
With a stacked Trefoil printed on the chest above a 
roomy kangaroo pocket, the Originals 3Foil Hoodie 
mixes up casual comfort and straight-up street 
style. This regular-fitting hooded sweatshirt is 
made in cosy French terry.

enhanced

[AB8291V9]|

AB8291  deliv. 07/16 

[S95512H.]|

S95512  deliv. 07/16 

[AB7591-L]|

AB7591  deliv. 07/16 

[AY64720G]|

AY6472  deliv. 07/16 

[AY64731J]|

AY6473  deliv. 07/16 

[AY64742M]|

AY6474  deliv. 07/16 

SST TT 2.0
size XS-2XL 74,95 €
AY7726 black/ black
AZ8123 hemp
100% Polyester, plain weave, 230g
This men's Superstar track jacket updates an 
iconic basic in a modern material. It's built in a 
modern bonded fabric that combines a woven 
exterior and a soft single jersey interior, while 
the snug-fitting hem and cuffs feature adidas 
branding.

enhanced

[AY77267X]|

AY7726  deliv. 07/16 

[AZ8123%2]|

AZ8123  deliv. 06/16 
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CHILE TT
size XS-2XL 74,95 €
AY7717 black
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
This men's track jacket takes the iconic Superstar 
shape and makes it in a shiny tricot build. It's got 
piping for added detail.

enhanced

[AY77176V]|

AY7717  deliv. 07/16 

ITASCA TT
size XS-2XL 74,95 €
AY7767 black
AY7769 legend ink s10
AY7768 vivid red s13/ legend ink s10
85% Polyester/15% Cotton, interlock, 250g
This men's track jacket takes to the streets in bold 
contrasting colours. It's made with soft interlock 
fabric for a smooth feel.

enhanced

[AY7767G9]|

AY7767  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7769IF]|

AY7769  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7768HC]|

AY7768  deliv. 07/16 

SST TT
size XS-2XL 69,95 €
AY7059 black
AY7061 legend ink s10
AY7062 vivid red s13
AY7060 eqt yellow s16
87% Polyester/13% Cotton, interlock, 260g
Made in great basic colours, this men's track 
jacket adds the iconic Superstar to any wardrobe. 
It's made in a regular fit.

enhanced

[AY7059%8]|

AY7059  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7061--]|

AY7061  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7062.$]|

AY7062  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7060ZX]|

AY7060  deliv. 07/16 
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ITASCA CREW
size XS-2XL 64,95 €
AY7713 black
AY7714 legend ink s10/ bluebird
AY7712 vivid red s13
Combining vintage-inspired blocks of colour and 
a comfy French terry build, this men's sweatshirt 
offers handsome good looks for cool weather.

enhanced

[AY77132J]|

AY7713  deliv. 07/16 

[AY77143M]|

AY7714  deliv. 07/16 

[AY77121G]|

AY7712  deliv. 07/16 

ORIGINALS GRAPHIC FZ HOODIE
size XS-2XL 64,95 €
AZ3985 black
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g

enhanced

[AZ3985D2]|

AZ3985  deliv. 07/16 

TREFOIL FLEECE CREW
size XS-2XL 59,95 €
AY7791 black
AY7793 legend ink s10
AY7792 medium grey heather
AY7794 white
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, fleece, 300g
Bold and sporty, this sweatshirt for men comes 
with a large Trefoil logo on the front. It's made in 
cosy fleece with a modern slim fit.

enhanced

[AY7791G6]|

AY7791  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7793IC]|

AY7793  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7792H9]|

AY7792  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7794JF]|

AY7794  deliv. 07/16 
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TREFOIL RAGLAN LS TEE
size XS-2XL 39,95 €
AY7801 black
AY7804 white/ legend ink s10
AY7803 medium grey heather
AY7802 white/ vivid red s13
100% Cotton, single jersey, 210g
Made in heavy cotton jersey, this comfortable 
men's t-shirt comes in a timeless and sporty look. 
It has a slightly longer hem in back.

enhanced

[AY78011F]|

AY7801  deliv. 07/16 

[AY78044O]|

AY7804  deliv. 07/16 

[AY78033L]|

AY7803  deliv. 07/16 

[AY78022I]|

AY7802  deliv. 07/16 

CRDO TEE
size XS-2XL 34,95 €
AY7810 legend ink s10
AY7809 white
AY7808 vivid red s13
AY7811 medium grey heather
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
This men's t-shirt is designed with iconic 
Colorado cut lines. It's made in comfortable 
cotton jersey.

enhanced

[AY78102H]|

AY7810  deliv. 07/16 

[AY78099$]|

AY7809  deliv. 07/16 

[AY78088-]|

AY7808  deliv. 07/16 

[AY78113K]|

AY7811  deliv. 07/16 

CLFN TEE
size XS-2XL 32,95 €
AZ8127 black
AZ8129 bluebird
AZ8126 dark grey heather/ medium grey 

heather
AZ8131 legend ink s10
AZ8130 white/ vivid red s13
AZ8128 white/ black
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g

enhanced

[AZ8127&E]|

AZ8127  deliv. 06/16 

[AZ81291K]|

AZ8129  deliv. 06/16 

[AZ8126^B]|

AZ8126  deliv. 06/16 

[AZ8131%1]|

AZ8131  deliv. 06/16 

[AZ8130+^]|

AZ8130  deliv. 06/16 

[AZ81280H]|

AZ8128  deliv. 06/16 
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ORIG TREFOIL T
size XS-2XL 29,95 €
AJ8830 black
AY7710 legend ink s10
AJ8829 bluebird
AY7708 medium grey heather
AY7709 vivid red s13
AY7707 eqt yellow s16
AJ8828 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
Put your 3-Stripes pride front and centre with this 
bold Trefoil t-shirt for men. It features a regular fit 
and an all-cotton build.[AJ8830TC]|

AJ8830  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7710&A]|

AY7710  deliv. 07/16 

[AJ8829-Y]|

AJ8829  deliv. 07/16 

[AY77085T]|

AY7708  deliv. 07/16 

[AY77096W]|

AY7709  deliv. 07/16 

[AY77074Q]|

AY7707  deliv. 07/16 

[AJ8828ZV]|

AJ8828  deliv. 07/16 

ORIGINALS TREFOIL TANK
size XS-2XL 24,95 €
S89178 black
AY7715 vivid red s13
S89175 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
The adidas Originals Trefoil Tank puts the iconic 
Trefoil front and centre in a contrast colour for 
bold adidas pride. Made in organic cotton single 
jersey for a soft, comfortable feel. Regular fit.

enhanced

[S89178YZ]|

S89178  deliv. 07/16 

[AY77154P]|

AY7715  deliv. 07/16 

[S89175VQ]|

S89175  deliv. 07/16 

SST TP 2.0
size XS-2XL 74,95 €
AZ8124 hemp
AY7724 black
100% Polyester, plain weave, 230g
These men's Superstar track pants update an 
iconic basic in a modern material. Built in a 
modern bonded fabric that combines a woven 
exterior and a soft single jersey interior, they 
feature adidas branding on the snug cuffs.

enhanced

[AZ8124/2]|

AZ8124  deliv. 07/16 

[AY77245R]|

AY7724  deliv. 07/16 

enhanced
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CLFN CUFFED FT SWEATPANT
size XS-2XL 69,95 €
AY7783 legend ink s10
AY7781 bluebird
AY7782 dark grey heather
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
Placing a big Trefoil on the left leg, these men's 
sweat pants come in a modern tapered look for 
street style. They're made in cosy French terry.

enhanced

[AY7783G7]|

AY7783  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7781E1]|

AY7781  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7782F4]|

AY7782  deliv. 07/16 

TREFOIL FLEECE  OPEN HEM SWEATPANT
size XS-2XL 69,95 €
AY7777 black
AY7779 legend ink s10
AY7778 medium grey heather
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, fleece, 300g
These cosy fleece sweat pants for men offer 
streetwise style in a modern tapered fit. They've 
got a bold linear Trefoil logo down one leg.

enhanced

[AY7777IE]|

AY7777  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7779KK]|

AY7779  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7778JH]|

AY7778  deliv. 07/16 

SST CUFFED TP
size XS-2XL 64,95 €
AJ6960 black
AJ6961 legend ink s10
AY7703 vivid red s13
87% Polyester/13% Cotton, interlock, 260g
In the Superstar Cuffed Track Pants, a timeless 
classic gets a contemporary look with a slim fit 
and new elastic leg cuffs. Made in cotton-poly 
interlock, these pants include an embroidered 
Trefoil logo on the left thigh and 3-Stripes 
down the legs, two side pockets, and an interior 
drawcord for easy adjustment.

enhanced

[AJ6960UG]|

AJ6960  deliv. 07/16 

[AJ6961VJ]|

AJ6961  deliv. 07/16 

[AY77030E]|

AY7703  deliv. 07/16 
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CHILE CUFFED TP
size XS-2XL 64,95 €
AY7716 black
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
These men's track pants take a great basic and 
build it in iconic shiny tricot. They taper for a slim 
fit.

enhanced

[AY77165S]|

AY7716  deliv. 07/16 

ITASCA TP
size XS-2XL 64,95 €
AY7763 black
AY7764 legend ink s10
85% Polyester/15% Cotton, interlock, 250g
These men's track pants take to the streets with 
contrasting 3-Stripes down the sides. They come 
in sporty tricot and a modern tapered fit.

enhanced

[AY7763C#]|

AY7763  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7764D0]|

AY7764  deliv. 07/16 

ORIGINALS GRAPHIC FZ HOODIE
size XS-2XL 64,95 €
AZ3987 black
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g

enhanced

[AZ3987F8]|

AZ3987  deliv. 07/16 

CLFN TIGHTS
size XS-2XL 49,95 €
AY7722 black
83% Polyester/17% Elasthane, doubleknit, 160g
The iconic 3-Stripes ride the sides of these men's 
tights, bringing bold adidas Originals style to a 
sporty basic. They're made in a durable doubleknit 
build.

enhanced

[AY77223L]|

AY7722  deliv. 07/16 

SST SHORT 2.0
size XS-2XL 59,95 €
AY7720 black
100% Polyester, plain weave, 230g
Made in a modern bonded material that combines 
a woven exterior and a soft single jersey interior, 
these men's Superstar shorts update an iconic 
basic with a fresh look.

enhanced

[AY77201F]|

AY7720  deliv. 07/16 

SST SHORTS
size XS-2XL 59,95 €
AJ6942 black
AY7702 legend ink s10/ white
87% Polyester/13% Cotton, interlock, 260g
These men's Superstar Shorts celebrate the 
Superstar with a design inspired by the timeless 
track suit. Made from cotton/polyester interlock 
with 3-Stripes down the legs and a Trefoil logo on 
the hem.

enhanced

[AJ6942SC]|

AJ6942  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7702&B]|

AY7702  deliv. 07/16 
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CLFN FT SHORTS
size XS-2XL 49,95 €
AY7731 legend ink s10
AY7732 dark grey heather
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 300g
On-point adidas Originals style makes these 
men's shorts a great staple. They're made in soft 
French terry.

enhanced

[AY77314N]|

AY7731  deliv. 07/16 

[AY77325Q]|

AY7732  deliv. 07/16 

CLFN BOARDSHORT
size XS-2XL 39,95 €
AY7719 legend ink s10
100% Polyester, plain weave, 121g
A great basic look for the beach, these men's 
board shorts have a Trefoil logo on the leg.

enhanced

[AY77198.]|

AY7719  deliv. 07/16 

BTS REVERSIBLE WINDBREAKER
size XS-2XL 89,95 €
AY7773 multicolor/ legend ink s10
100% Polyester, taffeta, 82g
Showing off adidas sport across the decades, this 
men's windbreaker features a colourful allover 
print inspired by retro adidas catalogues. For 
subtler style, this jacket can be worn inside out 
with a solid-colour look.

enhanced

[AY7773E2]|

AY7773  deliv. 08/16 

Apparel - Back To School

BACK TO SCHOOL AOP SST
size XS-2XL 84,95 €
AY7772 multicolor
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
Showing off adidas sport across the decades, this 
men's Superstar jacket features a bold allover 
print inspired by retro adidas catalogues. Built in 
sporty tricot, it includes the signature stand-up 
collar and 3-Stripes on the sleeves.

enhanced

[AY7772D&]|

AY7772  deliv. 08/16 

BACK TO SCHOOL HOODIE
size XS-2XL 74,95 €
AY7795 legend ink s10
AY7796 scarlet
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, fleece, 300g
In cosy fleece, this hoodie for men represents 
adidas sport across the decades. Featuring 
a large Trefoil logo with images from archive 
catalogues. The same graphic is also printed on 
the inside of the hood lining.

enhanced

[AY7795KI]|

AY7795  deliv. 08/16 

[AY7796LL]|

AY7796  deliv. 08/16 
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BTS TONGUE LABEL CREW
size XS-2XL 69,95 €
AY7799 legend ink s10
AY7800 scarlet
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, fleece, 300g
Representing adidas sport across the decades, 
this men's sweatshirt has a graphic featuring a 
collage of snapshots from archive catalogues.

enhanced

[AY7799OU]|

AY7799  deliv. 08/16 

[AY78000C]|

AY7800  deliv. 08/16 

BACK TO SCHOOL AOP TEE
size XS-2XL 39,95 €
AY7812 multicolor
100% Polyester, single jersey, 168g
Representing adidas sport across the decades, 
this men's t-shirt is covered in a collage of 
pictures from archive adidas catalogues. It's made 
of soft jersey.

enhanced

[AY78124N]|

AY7812  deliv. 08/16 

BTS TONGUE LABEL TEE
size XS-2XL 34,95 €
AY7817 legend ink s10
AY7818 scarlet
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
Representing adidas sport across the decades, 
this men's t-shirt has a bold print of pictures from 
archive adidas catalogues. It's made of soft jersey.

enhanced

[AY78179=]|

AY7817  deliv. 08/16 

[AY7818A+]|

AY7818  deliv. 08/16 

BACK TO SCHOOL SWEATPANTS
size XS-2XL 69,95 €
AY7784 legend ink s10
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, fleece, 300g
These cosy fleece sweat pants for men bring a 
throwback vibe, with special tape on the sides 
inspired by retro adidas catalogues for a fun pop 
of colour. Cut for a modern slim fit.

enhanced

[AY7784HA]|

AY7784  deliv. 08/16 

BACK TO SCHOOL FITTED TP
size XS-2XL 69,95 €
AY7766 scarlet
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
These track pants for men bring a throwback vibe 
to a sporty pair with a bold graphic inspired by 
retro adidas catalogues on the side panels. They 
come in a modern tapered fit.

enhanced

[AY7766F6]|

AY7766  deliv. 08/16 
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AOP BOARDSHORTS
size XS-2XL 44,95 €
AY7718 multicolor
100% Polyester, plain weave, 124g
A bold beach-ready look, these men's board 
shorts feature a collage of photos from adidas 
catalogues of the '70s and '80s.

enhanced

[AY77187Y]|

AY7718  deliv. 07/16 

COLOR PATTERN TONGUE LABEL TEE
size XS-2XL 34,95 €
AZ1054 black
AZ1055 bluebird
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
"The Brand with the 3-Stripes" gets a fresh look 
with this colourful men's t-shirt. This cotton tee is 
built for a slim fit.

enhanced

[AZ1054I#]|

AZ1054  deliv. 07/16 

[AZ1055J0]|

AZ1055  deliv. 07/16 

Apparel - Graphics

CAMO BOX TEE
size XS-2XL 34,95 €
AZ1086 medium grey heather
AZ1087 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
A camo print pairs up with the Trefoil logo on the 
front of this men's cotton t-shirt.

enhanced

[AZ1086QI]|

AZ1086  deliv. 07/16 

[AZ1087RL]|

AZ1087  deliv. 07/16 

COLOR PATTERN TONGUE LABEL TEE
size XS-2XL 34,95 €
AZ1056 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
"The Brand with the 3-Stripes" gets a fresh look 
with this colourful men's t-shirt. This cotton tee is 
built for a slim fit.

enhanced

[AZ1056K3]|

AZ1056  deliv. 07/16 

STREET PHOTO TEE
size XS-2XL 34,95 €
AZ1480 black
AZ1481 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
This men's t-shirt features a photo print of a 
city street at night. The streetscape shows an 
imaginary city devoted to "The Brand with the 
3-Stripes."

enhanced

[AZ1480WS]|

AZ1480  deliv. 07/16 

[AZ1481XV]|

AZ1481  deliv. 07/16 

74 CATALOG PHOTO TEE
size XS-2XL 34,95 €
AZ1025 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
Inspired by an archive catalogue, the print on this 
men's cotton t-shirt shows off a vintage adidas 
Originals look.

enhanced

[AZ1025DW]|

AZ1025  deliv. 07/16 
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70s CATALOG PHOTO TEE
size XS-2XL 34,95 €
AZ1030 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
Inspired by an archive catalogue, the print on this 
men's cotton t-shirt shows off a vintage adidas 
Originals look.

enhanced

[AZ1030AM]|

AZ1030  deliv. 07/16 

BLOCK IT OUT TEE
size XS-2XL 34,95 €
AZ1046 black
AZ1047 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
A '70s-inspired multicoloured design gives this 
men's t-shirt a bold, minimalist look.

enhanced

[AZ1046I^]|

AZ1046  deliv. 07/16 

[AZ1047J1]|

AZ1047  deliv. 07/16 

GIRL TEE
size XS-2XL 34,95 €
AZ1082 black
AZ1083 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
This men's t-shirt shows support for the girls with 
a photo print of a female athlete on the front. It's 
slim-fitting and comes in all cotton.

enhanced

[AZ1082M6]|

AZ1082  deliv. 07/16 

[AZ1083N9]|

AZ1083  deliv. 07/16 

BBALL PHOTO TEE
size XS-2XL 34,95 €
AZ1080 white/ black
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
A photo print of a slam dunk fills one half of this 
men's t-shirt. It's slim-fitting and comes in all 
cotton.

enhanced

[AZ1080K0]|

AZ1080  deliv. 07/16 

STAMPS TEE
size XS-2XL 34,95 €
AZ1027 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
This men's t-shirt delivers colourful style with 
a fun print of adidas "stamps" on the front. It's 
made in cotton for comfort.

enhanced

[AZ1027F=]|

AZ1027  deliv. 07/16 
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FRESH TREFOIL TEE
size XS-2XL 29,95 €
AZ1088 legend ink s10
AZ1089 vivid red s13
AZ1090 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
A bright Trefoil logo in unexpected designs 
punches up this men's t-shirt. This soft cotton tee 
comes in a regular fit.

enhanced

[AZ1088SO]|

AZ1088  deliv. 07/16 

[AZ1089TR]|

AZ1089  deliv. 07/16 

[AZ1090M5]|

AZ1090  deliv. 07/16 

TREFOIL FIRE TEE
size XS-2XL 29,95 €
AZ1031 black
AZ1033 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
This t-shirt for men turns the Trefoil into a fiery 
emblem. This design inspired by the adidas shoe 
tongue label is printed on all cotton.

enhanced

[AZ1031BP]|

AZ1031  deliv. 07/16 

[AZ1033DV]|

AZ1033  deliv. 07/16 

WHITE NOISE FILL TEE
size XS-2XL 34,95 €
AZ1072 black
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
Saluting '80s-style music television, this men's 
cotton t-shirt buzzes with a white noise graphic.

enhanced

[AZ1072K1]|

AZ1072  deliv. 07/16 

FREEZE TREFOIL TEE
size XS-2XL 32,95 €
AZ1061 legend ink s10
AZ1062 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
An eye-catching design of a shattered basketball 
hoop set into a Trefoil logo draws attention to the 
front of this men's cotton t-shirt.

enhanced

[AZ1061H/]|

AZ1061  deliv. 07/16 

[AZ1062I/]|

AZ1062  deliv. 07/16 

ADIDAS NMD TREFOIL FILL TEE
size XS-2XL 29,95 €
AZ1079 bright cyan
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
This men's cotton t-shirt has a puff-print Trefoil 
logo that reflects a fresh adidas Originals graphic 
design.

enhanced

[AZ1079RM]|

AZ1079  deliv. 07/16 
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PADDED SPORT PARKA
size XS-2XL 199,95 €
AY9135 black
AY9134 tech steel f16
100% Polyester, ripstop, 41g
Step into winter in this men's jacket, combining 
synthetic down padding with a lightweight ripstop 
build. It showcases a sporty design with front 
bellows pockets that brings adidas heritage into 
the present day.

enhanced

[AY9135^B]|

AY9135  deliv. 08/16 

[AY9134#8]|

AY9134  deliv. 08/16 

Apparel - Winter

Q3 PARKA
size XS-2XL 159,95 €
AY9137 black
AY9136 utility blue f16
70% Polyester/30% Polyamide, herringbone, 188g
Functionally equipped with a rain-resistant design 
and fashionably accented with cues from military 
wear. This men's jacket is fitted with multiple 
bellows pockets and snap detailing, it brings a 
modernised look to the traditional parka.

enhanced

[AY91370H]|

AY9137  deliv. 08/16 

[AY9136&E]|

AY9136  deliv. 08/16 

BADGE BOMBER SST
size XS-2XL 169,95 €
AY9148 black
AY9147 legend ink s10
A collegiate look with adidas Originals loyalties, 
this men's bomber-style jacket features multiple 
badges and classic features like faux leather 
sleeves and a snap front. Light padding provides 
low-profile warmth.

enhanced

[AY91483P]|

AY9148  deliv. 08/16 

[AY91472M]|

AY9147  deliv. 08/16 

MA1 SST
size XS-2XL 119,95 €
AY9150 legend ink s10
AY9149 maroon
100% Polyester, satin, 102g
Inspired by the original MA-1 bomber style, this 
men's jacket showcases authentic details and the 
iconic Superstar collar. Lightly padded for low-
profile warmth, it's ready for a stylish winter.

enhanced

[AY9150#6]|

AY9150  deliv. 08/16 

[AY91494S]|

AY9149  deliv. 08/16 
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QUILTED SST
size XS-2XL 99,95 €
AY9145 black
AY9143 utility blue f16
AY9144 night cargo f15
100% Polyester, ripstop, 52g
A modern take on the quilted bomber, this men's 
jacket features an open hem and varying quilted 
patterns. It's made from lightly padded ripstop for 
a warm, low-profile feel.

enhanced

[AY91450G]|

AY9145  deliv. 08/16 

[AY9143^A]|

AY9143  deliv. 08/16 

[AY9144&D]|

AY9144  deliv. 08/16 

ID96 VEST
size XS-2XL 119,95 €
AY9161 legend ink s10
AY9163 black/ dark grey
100% Polyester, ripstop, 52g
This men's vest features a new Trefoil logo 
treatment on the chest that shows it's all 
Originals. It's built with durable ripstop and warm 
synthetic padding to keep out the chill.

enhanced

[AY91610E]|

AY9161  deliv. 08/16 

[AY91632K]|

AY9163  deliv. 08/16 

UP NORTH JACKET
size XS-2XL 139,95 €
AY8742 black
AY8741 cardboard
A close interpretation of the classic Harrington 
look, this men's jacket wears light and hits at the 
waist. It has stretch for easy movement, and a 
graphic-print lining lands a style twist on skate-
specific functionality.

enhanced

[AY8742B/]|

AY8742  deliv. 07/16 

[AY8741A.]|

AY8741  deliv. 07/16 
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UNCOACHES JACKET
size XS-2XL 119,95 €
AY8791 utility black f16
100% rec.Polyester, plain weave, 110g
Lightly padded for warmth without bulk, this 
men's jacket blends its athletic roots with 
contemporary street style. It's got a rain-shedding 
finish and cinches at the hem to dial in a stay-put 
fit.

enhanced

[AY8791KF]|

AY8791  deliv. 08/16 

WINDBREAKER TWO
size XS-2XL 84,95 €
AY8735 black/ white
100% rec.Polyester, plain weave, 110g
With cut lines and details inspired by the 83c track 
jacket, this men's windbreaker gives a lightweight 
feel with an iconic look. It has a water-resistant 
coating on its mesh-lined shell, and fully packs 
into its own pocket when you're ready to shed a 
layer.

enhanced

[AY8735C#]|

AY8735  deliv. 07/16 

HOODED SWEATSHIRT ELEVATED
size XS-2XL 79,95 €
AY8719 black/ black melange
AY8718 core heather/ utility blue f16/ craft 

chili f16
60% Cotton/40% Polyester, fleece, 255g
This men's hoodie is built tough but has a soft 
side, providing pullover warmth with fresh, 
contemporary street style.

enhanced

[AY8719C&]|

AY8719  deliv. 07/16 

[AY8718B/]|

AY8718  deliv. 07/16 

UNSCHOOLED LIGHTWEIGHT JACKET
size XS-2XL 84,95 €
AY8730 black/ core heather
100% rec.Polyester, plain weave, 110g
Fleece lined and water repellent, this men's 
jacket is styled after a traditional collegiate look 
and modernized for the new streets. Its sharp, 
athletic design artfully mixes textures, for a twist 
on a timeless classic.

enhanced

[AY87307T]|

AY8730  deliv. 07/16 

San Francisco Crewneck
size XS-2XL 69,95 €
AY8729 black melange/ black
AY8728 core heather/ utility blue f16
60% Cotton/40% Polyester, fleece, 255g
This men's sweatshirt steps up the style quotient 
by going minimal. Its premium fleece build is 
ready to roll with distinct panels at the shoulders, 
high-end trim and a hidden stash pocket.

enhanced

[AY8729E4]|

AY8729  deliv. 07/16 

[AY8728D1]|

AY8728  deliv. 07/16 

Easy-Breeze Button Up
size XS-2XL 69,95 €
AY8722 black melange
100% Polyester, poplin, 115g
Built to stretch, wick sweat and stay ventilated, 
this men's shirt reinterprets the classic button-
down woven shirt, giving it a functional skate 
overhaul that's tuned to move and poised for the 
streets.

enhanced

[AY87227U]|

AY8722  deliv. 07/16 
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Easy-Breeze plaid Button Up
size XS-2XL 74,95 €
AY8723 black/ clear brown/ craft chili f16
100% Polyamide, poplin, 77g
Built to stretch, wick sweat and stay ventilated, 
this men's shirt reinterprets the classic button-
down woven shirt, giving it a functional skate 
overhaul that moves easily and is poised for the 
streets.

enhanced

[AY87238X]|

AY8723  deliv. 07/16 

AERO POCKET TEE
size XS-2XL 39,95 €
AY8712 core heather/ craft chili f16
55% Cotton/45% Polyester, single jersey, 155g
A far cry from a typical pocket tee, this men's 
t-shirt is built to breathe with ventilated 
climacool®. Its long hem keeps you covered while 
you ride.

enhanced

[AY87125P]|

AY8712  deliv. 07/16 

BLACKBIRD BLOCK TEE
size XS-2XL 37,95 €
AY8709 black/ dgh solid grey
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, single jersey, 160g
Cut long through the hem, this men's t-shirt 
puts a modern spin on a daily staple. Made from 
premium climalite® fabric that wicks sweat and 
dries quickly.

enhanced

[AY8709A+]|

AY8709  deliv. 07/16 

SCATTER AOP TEE
size XS-2XL 34,95 €
AY8867 black
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
Durably built with a soft, all-day feel, this men's 
t-shirt features a graphic Trefoil logo that's been 
deconstructed and scattered all over, front and 
back.

enhanced

[AY8867NP]|

AY8867  deliv. 07/16 

PHOTO/ARTIST TEE 1
size XS-2XL 32,95 €
AY8877 black
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
Photographer Sem Rubio's camera captures 
a slice of skateboarding life as the graphic 
centerpiece of this men's t-shirt.

enhanced

[AY8877PU]|

AY8877  deliv. 07/16 

BB SWEATPANTS
size XS-2XL 69,95 €
AY8715 black/ white
AZ3947 white/ black
60% Cotton/40% Polyester, french terry, 240g
Refreshing an iconic style, these men's pants are 
built to skate in soft, warm climalite® French terry 
that wicks sweat and dries quickly. They've got a 
back pocket and a slim fit that stays out of the way 
while you move.

enhanced

[AY87158Y]|

AY8715  deliv. 07/16 

[AZ39477Z]|

AZ3947  deliv. 07/16 
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TUBULAR X PK
size 3.5-13.5 129,95 €
S80128 core black/ dark grey/ vintage white 

s15-st
S80129 scarlet/ collegiate burgundy/ vintage 

white s15-st
S80130 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ vintage white 

s15-st
TEXTILE/LEATHER
Inspired by the iconic Forum Mid from the '80s, 
these shoes redefine sporty style with a futuristic 
look and a bit of attitude. The airy and flexible 
adidas Primeknit upper fuses with a luxe suede 
cross overlay and rides on a chunky tyre-inspired 
outsole.

enhanced

[S80130T4]|

S80130  deliv. 07/16 

[S80129-Q]|

S80129  deliv. 07/16 

[S80128ZN]|

S80128  deliv. 07/16 

Footwear - Tubular

TUBULAR RADIAL
size 3.5-13.5 119,95 €
S80115 core black/ core black/ dark grey
TEXTILE/LEATHER
Inspired by a popular '90s running sneaker, these 
shoes evolve that sporty heritage for today's 
streets. Their sleek, deconstructed upper is made 
in airy mesh with suede overlays for a premium 
feel. Finished with a rippled Tubular outsole.

enhanced

[S80115U9]|

S80115  deliv. 08/16 

TUBULAR RADIAL
size 3.5-13.5 119,95 €
AQ6722 crystal white s16/ crystal white s16/ 

crystal white s16
AQ6723 core black/ core black/ crystal white s16
TEXTILE/LEATHER
The adidas Tubular first stepped out as a running 
shoe in the '90s. This version elevates the shoes' 
sporty looks for today's streets. The snug-fitting 
upper is sleek and streamlined and includes 
ripple details and supple suede overlays.

enhanced

[AQ67237L]|

AQ6723  deliv. 06/16 

[AQ67226I]|

AQ6722  deliv. 06/16 

TUBULAR RADIAL
size 3.5-13.5 119,95 €
S80116 red/ red/ core black
TEXTILE/LEATHER
Inspired by a popular '90s running sneaker, these 
shoes evolve that sporty heritage for today's 
streets. Their sleek, deconstructed upper is made 
in airy mesh with suede overlays for a premium 
feel. Finished with a rippled Tubular outsole.

enhanced

[S80116VC]|

S80116  deliv. 08/16 

TUBULAR INVADER
size 3.5-13.5 109,95 €
S81797 core black/ core black/ onix
LEATHER
The Tubular sneaker has moved to the front of 
athletic-inspired fashion, with a nod to the adidas 
Invader basketball style of the '80s. These mid-cut 
suede shoes feature a textured cupsole for a 
modern street-ready look.

enhanced

[S81797NC]|

S81797  deliv. 08/16 
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TUBULAR INVADER
size 3.5-13.5 109,95 €
S81794 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ chalk white
S81793 dark blue/ dark blue/ vintage white 

s15-st
LEATHER/TEXTILE
The Tubular sneaker has moved to the front of 
athletic-inspired fashion, with a nod to the adidas 
Invader basketball style of the '80s. These mid-cut 
shoes are done in leather and ballistic nylon and 
feature a textured cupsole for a modern street-
ready look.

enhanced

[S81794K3]|

S81794  deliv. 06/16 

[S81793J0]|

S81793  deliv. 06/16 

TUBULAR INVADER
size 3.5-13.5 109,95 €
S81796 onix/ onix/ black
LEATHER
The Tubular sneaker has moved to the front of 
athletic-inspired fashion, with a nod to the adidas 
Invader basketball style of the '80s. These mid-cut 
suede shoes feature a textured cupsole for a 
modern street-ready look.

enhanced

[S81796M9]|

S81796  deliv. 08/16 

TUBULAR INVADER
size 3.5-13.5 109,95 €
S81795 night cargo f15/ night cargo f15/ vintage 

white s15-st
LEATHER/TEXTILE
The Tubular sneaker has moved to the front of 
athletic-inspired fashion, with a nod to the adidas 
Invader basketball style of the '80s. These mid-cut 
shoes are done in leather and ballistic nylon and 
feature a textured cupsole for a modern street-
ready look.

enhanced

[S81795L6]|

S81795  deliv. 06/16 

ZX FLUX ADV
size 3.5-13.5 109,95 €
S79011 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
The ZX Flux Racer re-imagines a contemporary 
classic of adidas running as a street style staple. 
It features a light and airy mesh upper, an 
injection-moulded EVA midsole and TPU 3-Stripes 
that appear to "float" on the side of the shoe.

enhanced

[S790117D]|

S79011  deliv. 06/16 

Footwear - ZX Flux

ZX FLUX ADV
size 3.5-13.5 109,95 €
S79006 grey/ grey/ ftwr white
S79005 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Built on ZX Flux DNA, the ZX Flux Racer updates a 
sporty style for a new generation of originals. The 
shoe's made with an all-mesh upper and includes 
an injection-moulded EVA midsole plus moulded 
TPU 3-Stripes that appear to "float" above the 
mesh.

enhanced

[S79006AN]|

S79006  deliv. 06/16 

[S790059K]|

S79005  deliv. 06/16 

ZX FLUX ADV SL
size 3.5-13.5 109,95 €
S76554 grey/ eqt orange s16/ ftwr white
S76555 unity blue f16/ ray red f16/ ftwr white
TEXTILE
Modern running style takes a big stride forward 
with this shoe. Built with a two-layer mesh upper, 
it has floating 3-Stripes and an external heel cage 
that nods to its sports performance heritage.

enhanced

[S76554L3]|

S76554  deliv. 07/16 

[S76555M6]|

S76555  deliv. 07/16 
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ZX FLUX EM
size 3-13.5 99,95 €
S76499 core black/ ftwr white/ core black
S80323 tech ink f16/ ftwr white/ tech ink f16
S80325 solar red/ ftwr white/ solar red
S80324 bright cyan/ ftwr white/ bright cyan
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
These shoes are all about modern, minimalist 
sneaker styling. An evolution of the ZX 8000 
trainer, they have a clean running-inspired look 
in an engineered mesh upper with welded TPU 
3-Stripes.

enhanced

[S80324.P]|

S80324  deliv. 06/16 

[S80325=S]|

S80325  deliv. 06/16 

[S80323-M]|

S80323  deliv. 06/16 

[S76499VV]|

S76499  deliv. 06/16 

ZX FLUX
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S32274 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
S32275 collegiate gold/ core black/ ftwr white
S32276 clear onix/ core black/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
These shoes are all about modern, minimalist 
sneaker styling. An evolution of the ZX 8000 
trainer, they add some shine to the crisp, clean 
look with a metallic mesh upper.

enhanced

[S32276TC]|

S32276  deliv. 08/16 

[S32275S9]|

S32275  deliv. 08/16 

[S32274R6]|

S32274  deliv. 08/16 

ZX FLUX
size 3.5-15; 16-19 94,95 €
M19840 core black/ core black/ white
M19841 dark blue/ dark blue/ core white
M19838 light granite/ light granite/ core white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Simple and modern, the ZX Flux is a descendant 
of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe. These shoes 
have a one-piece mesh upper with welded TPU 
3-Stripes.

enhanced

[M19838N3]|

M19838  deliv. 06/16 

[M19841IY]|

M19841  deliv. 06/16 

[M19840HV]|

M19840  deliv. 06/16 
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ZX FLUX
size 3.5-13.5 94,95 €
S79932 core black/ core black/ gum4
S79931 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ gum4
S79929 vapour green f16/ vapour green f16/ 

gum4
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
A clean, modern design inspired by the iconic 
adidas ZX 8000 runner, these shoes make the 
clean look tonal from top to bottom. Finished with 
a gum rubber outsole.

enhanced

[S79932$%]|

S79932  deliv. 06/16 

[S79931=$]|

S79931  deliv. 06/16 

[S79929#B]|

S79929  deliv. 06/16 

ZX FLUX
size 3.5-13.5 94,95 €
S76504 ftwr white/ core black/ bluebird
S76505 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ solar pink
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
These shoes are all about modern, minimalist 
sneaker styling. An evolution of the ZX 8000 
trainer, they update the crisp, clean look with an 
allover digital "glitch" print on the nylon ripstop 
upper.

enhanced

[S76504BP]|

S76504  deliv. 07/16 

[S76505CS]|

S76505  deliv. 07/16 

ZX FLUX
size 3.5-13.5 94,95 €
S32279 core black/ core black/ dark grey
S32277 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ clear grey
S32278 power red/ power red/ collegiate 

burgundy
S32280 blue/ blue/ bold blue
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
These shoes are all about modern, minimalist 
sneaker styling. An evolution of the ZX 8000 
trainer, they have a strong monochromatic look in 
a sport mesh upper with matching 3-Stripes, heel 
cage and midsole.

enhanced

[S32279WL]|

S32279  deliv. 08/16 

[S32277UF]|

S32277  deliv. 08/16 

[S32278VI]|

S32278  deliv. 08/16 

[S32280P&]|

S32280  deliv. 08/16 
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SUPERSTAR XENO
size 3.5-13.5; 14.5-15 119,95 €
AQ8337 core black/ ftwr white/ core black
SYNTHETICS
For decades, the adidas Superstar has enjoyed 
iconic street style status. This men's shoe is 
reimagined with a reflective Xeno material on the 
upper and a reflective treatment on the iconic 
shell toe and 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[AQ83379S]|

AQ8337  deliv. 08/16 

Footwear - Superstar

SUPERSTAR XENO
size 3.5-13.5; 14.5-15 119,95 €
AQ8336 ftwr white/ core black/ core black
SYNTHETICS
For decades, the adidas Superstar has enjoyed 
iconic street style status. This men's shoe is 
reimagined with a reflective Xeno material on the 
upper and a reflective treatment on the iconic 
shell toe and 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[AQ83368P]|

AQ8336  deliv. 08/16 

SUPERSTAR
size 3.5-13.5 109,95 €
S76674 ftwr white/ core black/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/LEATHER
This Superstar is a warm weather version of the 
classic shell toe shoe. A knit upper contrasts with 
3-Stripes and a logo heel patch for a twist on the 
timeless design.

enhanced

[S76674SK]|

S76674  deliv. 07/16 

SUPERSTAR
size 3.5-13.5 109,95 €
B42620 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ crystal white s16
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

enhanced

[B42620MM]|

B42620  deliv. 07/16 

SUPERSTAR
size 3.5-13.5 109,95 €
B42617 core black/ core black/ crystal white s16
LEATHER

enhanced

[B42617R=]|

B42617  deliv. 07/16 

SUPERSTAR
size 3.5-13.5 109,95 €
B42618 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ core black
LEATHER

enhanced

[B42618S+]|

B42618  deliv. 07/16 
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SUPERSTAR
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S75873 ftwr white/ core black/ core black
LEATHER/COATED LEATHER
The original adidas Superstar shoe first hit the 
scene in 1969 and has been turning heads ever 
since. This version takes the classic shell toe 
design and adds a shiny metallic finish to the full 
grain leather upper.

enhanced

[S75873TM]|

S75873  deliv. 08/16 

SUPERSTAR
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S75874 core black/ collegiate red/ collegiate red
LEATHER/COATED LEATHER

enhanced

[S75874UP]|

S75874  deliv. 08/16 

SUPERSTAR
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S75875 bold blue/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
LEATHER/COATED LEATHER
Instantly recognisable for their shell toe, contrast 
3-Stripes and heel logo patch, these adidas 
Superstar shoes feature a leather upper with 
metallic details.

enhanced

[S75875VS]|

S75875  deliv. 08/16 

SUPERSTAR
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S75963 core black/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
S75962 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
S75961 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ vapour green f16
TEXTILE/LEATHER
This Superstar is a warm weather version of the 
classic shell toe shoe. A knit upper contrasts with 
3-Stripes and a logo heel patch for a twist on the 
timeless design.

enhanced

[S75963UO]|

S75963  deliv. 07/16 

[S75962TL]|

S75962  deliv. 07/16 

[S75961SI]|

S75961  deliv. 07/16 
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SUPERSTAR
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
B42619 bluebird/ bluebird/ bluebird
B42621 collegiate red/ collegiate red/ collegiate 

red
B42622 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

enhanced

[B42622OS]|

B42622  deliv. 06/16 

[B42621NP]|

B42621  deliv. 06/16 

[B42619T#]|

B42619  deliv. 06/16 

SUPERSTAR
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
B42623 core black/ yellow/ vapour blue f16
B42624 ftwr white/ bold red/ utility green f16
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

enhanced

enhanced

[B42624QY]|

B42624  deliv. 06/16 

[B42623PV]|

B42623  deliv. 06/16 

SUPERSTAR
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
AQ3091 ftwr white/ silver met./ core black
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
Debuting in 1970, the Superstar was the first 
all-leather low top basketball shoe. This version 
updates the court classic with a smooth leather 
upper, synthetic leather tongue and silver 
synthetic 3-Stripes. Featuring the signature shell 
toe design and a rubber cupsole.

enhanced

enhanced

[AQ3091XL]|

AQ3091  deliv. 06/16 

SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION
size 3.5-15; 16-18 99,95 €
AF5666 core black/ core black/ core black
COATED LEATHER
This sophisticated shoe dresses an iconic '70s 
basketball style in stealth triple-black leather. 
Featuring a full grain leather upper, the authentic 
adidas Superstar shell toe, and a herringbone-
pattern outsole.[AF566637]|

AF5666  deliv. 06/16 

SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION
size 3.5-15; 16-19 99,95 €
B27140 core black/ ftwr white/ core black
B27136 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
COATED LEATHER/LEATHER
The Superstar debuted in 1969 as a pro 
basketball shoe, but it soon became a streetwear 
staple. Today's Superstar shoes are a faithful 
reproduction of the iconic style with a smooth 
leather upper, synthetic 3-Stripes and the iconic 
shell toe.[B27136PX]|

B27136  deliv. 06/16 

[B27140LK]|

B27140  deliv. 06/16 
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SUPERSTAR
size 3-15; 16-19 99,95 €
C77124 ftwr white/ core black/ ftwr white
S75929 ftwr white/ ray blue f16/ ray blue f16
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
The Superstar debuted in 1969 as a pro 
basketball shoe, but it soon became a streetwear 
staple. Today's Superstar shoes are a faithful 
reproduction of the iconic style with a smooth 
leather upper, synthetic 3-Stripes and the iconic 
shell toe. [C771245/]|

C77124  deliv. 06/16 

[S75929SM]|

S75929  deliv. 06/16 

PROMODEL
size 3.5-13.5 109,95 €
S75850 core black/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
LEATHER
The Pro Model is a mid-cut of the ever-popular 
adidas Superstar shoe. They feature a smooth 
leather upper with a head-turning metallic 
leather upper and 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[S75850M3]|

S75850  deliv. 08/16 

PROMODEL
size 3.5-13.5 109,95 €
S75851 ftwr white/ core black/ core black
LEATHER
The Pro Model is a mid-cut of the ever-popular 
adidas Superstar shoe. It features a smooth 
leather upper with a head-turning metallic 
leather upper and 3-Stripes.

enhanced

enhanced

[S75851N6]|

S75851  deliv. 08/16 

PRO MODEL
size 3.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5-15; 
16-19

109,95 €

S85957 core black/ core black/ core black
S85956 ftwr white/ core black/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
The Pro Model is a mid-cut version of the 
ever-popular adidas Superstar shoe. Its '80s 
streetwear style features an all-leather build and 
the iconic rubber shell toe.

enhanced

[S85957.%]|

S85957  deliv. 06/16 

[S85956-$]|

S85956  deliv. 06/16 

PRO MODEL
size 3.5-15; 16-19 109,95 €
D69287 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
The Pro Model is a mid-cut version of the 
ever-popular adidas Superstar shoe. Its '80s 
streetwear style gets a premium treatment 
with snakeskin-embossed suede and reflective 
snakeskin-printed leather on the upper.

enhanced

[D69287WF]|

D69287  deliv. 06/16 

PRO MODEL
size 3.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5-15; 
16-19

109,95 €

S75928 ftwr white/ red/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
The Pro Model is a mid-cut version of the 
ever-popular adidas Superstar shoe. Its '80s 
streetwear style features an all-leather build and 
the iconic rubber shell toe.

enhanced

[S75928RJ]|

S75928  deliv. 06/16 
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STAN SMITH OG PK
size 3.5-13.5 129,95 €
S75146 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ chalk white
S75148 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ chalk white
TEXTILE
Modern technology meets a legacy in the Stan 
Smith OG PK. The clean court classic aces 
comfort with a full adidas Primeknit upper for an 
ultra-flexible, breathable sock-like fit. Styled with 
the same heel tab colours from 2014, the shoe 
comes with a soft leather lining and the authentic 
off-white rubber outsole.[S751487K]|

S75148  deliv. 06/16 

[S751465E]|

S75146  deliv. 06/16 

Footwear - Stan Smith

STAN SMITH MID
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S75027 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
S75028 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ green
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
The Stan Smith story takes a giant green leap 
forward, using sustainable leather and other 
repurposed materials to give this Stan Smith Mid 
a premium eco-friendly makeover. Features a soft 
synthetic leather lining, perforated 3-Stripes and 
a white rubber outsole.

enhancedenhanced

[S7502803]|

S75028  deliv. 06/16 

[S75027&0]|

S75027  deliv. 06/16 

STAN SMITH
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
BB4996 solar yellow/ solar yellow/ solar yellow
BB4997 solar pink/ solar pink/ solar pink
BB4998 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

enhanced

[BB499829]|

BB4998  deliv. 06/16 

[BB499716]|

BB4997  deliv. 06/16 

[BB499603]|

BB4996  deliv. 06/16 

STAN SMITH
size 3.5-15; 16-19 99,95 €
M20327 core black/ core black/ core black
M20324 ftwr white/ core white/ green
M20325 core white/ core white/ dark blue
M20326 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ collegiate red
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
As classic and clean as the original, this Stan 
Smith has a soft, premium leather upper, 
perforated 3-Stripes, a visa terry sockliner and 
contrast heel tab. A rubber outsole finishes this 
court classic.

enhanced

[M20326KS]|

M20326  deliv. 06/16 

[M20325JP]|

M20325  deliv. 06/16 

[M20324IM]|

M20324  deliv. 06/16 

[M20327LV]|

M20327  deliv. 06/16 
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STAN SMITH CK
size 3.5-13.5 94,95 €
S80045 collegiate navy/ collegiate navy/ ftwr 

white
S80046 lgh solid grey/ lgh solid grey/ core black
S80047 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ green
TEXTILE/LEATHER
These Stan Smith shoes build on the clean look 
and low-profile feel of the original that's been 
turning heads and matching outfits since 1972. 
This version of the preppy low top gets a full-knit 
upper trimmed with classic details.

enhanced

[S80045XH]|

S80045  deliv. 07/16 

[S80046YK]|

S80046  deliv. 07/16 

[S80047ZN]|

S80047  deliv. 07/16 

STAN SMITH
size 3.5-13.5 94,95 €
S80502 core black/ core black/ scarlet
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
An allover animal graphic puts a new spin on 
a classic design. These shoes are built with a 
smooth textile lining and black leather upper 
supported by rubber cupsole construction. 
A leather heel tab and perforated 3-Stripes 
complete the look.

enhanced

[S80502.N]|

S80502  deliv. 08/16 

STAN SMITH
size 3.5-13.5 94,95 €
S80501 core black/ core black/ collegiate royal
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
The black suede upper on these shoes adds a 
premium touch to the classic design features of 
the original Stan Smith court shoes.

enhanced

[S80501-K]|

S80501  deliv. 08/16 

STAN SMITH CK
size 3.5-13.5 94,95 €
S80503 core black/ core black/ green
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
These Stan Smith shoes modernise the iconic look 
that's been keeping it clean, low to the ground and 
effortlessly cool since 1972. They feature a lined 
knit upper built on the classic low-profile cupsole 
design.

enhanced

[S80503=Q]|

S80503  deliv. 08/16 

STAN SMITH
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S75104 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
The Stan Smith story takes a giant green leap 
forward, using sustainable leather and other 
repurposed materials to give this Stan Smith a 
premium, eco-friendly makeover. Features a soft 
leather lining, perforated 3-Stripes and an off-
white rubber outsole.

enhanced

[S75104%Z]|

S75104  deliv. 08/16 
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STAN SMITH CF
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S80044 core black/ core black/ core black
S80043 red/ red/ red
LEATHER
These Stan Smith shoes feature a leather upper 
and lining and a triple hook-and-loop closure for 
a locked-down fit that goes on easy. Perforated 
3-Stripes and tongue and heel details offer the 
classic trim of the '72 original.

enhanced

[S80043VB]|

S80043  deliv. 08/16 

[S80044WE]|

S80044  deliv. 08/16 

STAN SMITH CF
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S75187 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ green
LEATHER
This clean court classic goes on easy and locks 
down fast with its triple hook-and-loop strap 
closure. A leather build, perforated 3-Stripes and 
colourblocked design details give these shoes a 
timeless appeal and effortless style.

enhanced

[S75187E.]|

S75187  deliv. 07/16 

STAN SMITH CF
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S80041 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ scarlet
S80042 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ collegiate royal
LEATHER
This clean court classic goes on easy and locks 
down fast with its triple hook-and-loop strap 
closure. These shoes feature an all-leather upper 
supported by a low-profile cupsole and trimmed 
with famous colourblocked detailing.

enhanced

[S80042U8]|

S80042  deliv. 07/16 

[S80041T5]|

S80041  deliv. 07/16 

CourtVantage MID
size 3.5-13.5 69,95 €
S79303 core black/ ftwr white/ metallic silver-

sld
S78792 ftwr white/ core black/ metallic silver-

sld
TEXTILE
With its street-ready mid top cut, the 
CourtVantage Mid elevates the classic look of 
a legendary tennis sneaker. Features a canvas 
upper, printed 3-Stripes and a vulcanised-look 
outsole.

enhanced

[S78792+2]|

S78792  deliv. 06/16 

[S79303GZ]|

S79303  deliv. 06/16 

Footwear - Court

CourtVantage
size 3.5-13.5 69,95 €
S76660 core black/ core black/ core black
S76659 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
S76202 collegiate navy/ collegiate navy/ 

collegiate navy
S76203 clear pink/ clear pink/ clear pink
S76204 semi solar red/ semi solar red/ semi 

solar red
TEXTILE/LEATHER
The CourtVantage shoes take vintage court 
elements and update them for the street. This 
low-cut sneaker flashes a tonal mesh upper with 
hidden reflective 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[S7620424]|

S76204  deliv. 07/16 

[S7620311]|

S76203  deliv. 07/16 

[S762020^]|

S76202  deliv. 07/16 

[S76659TP]|

S76659  deliv. 06/16 

[S76660M3]|

S76660  deliv. 06/16 
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CourtVantage
size 3.5-13.5 64,95 €
S78766 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
S78767 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ core black
S79302 core black/ ftwr white/ metallic silver-

sld
S78765 ftwr white/ core black/ metallic silver-

sld
S78764 collegiate navy/ ftwr white/ metallic 

silver-sld
S78763 mgh solid grey/ ftwr white/ metallic 

silver-sld
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
The CourtVantage re-imagines a classic court 
shoe as a street-style staple. Built in lightweight 
canvas with printed 3-Stripes, this shoe includes a 
grippy vulcanised rubber outsole.

enhanced

[S78766$&]|

S78766  deliv. 06/16 

[S78767/2]|

S78767  deliv. 06/16 

[S79302FW]|

S79302  deliv. 06/16 

[S78765=/]|

S78765  deliv. 06/16 

[S78764./]|

S78764  deliv. 06/16 

[S78763-.]|

S78763  deliv. 06/16 

CourtVantage
size 3.5-13.5 69,95 €
S76208 core black/ core black/ core black
S76209 collegiate navy/ collegiate navy/ ftwr 

white
S76210 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
LEATHER
The CourtVantage shoe takes vintage court 
elements and updates them for the street. This 
low-cut sneaker features a smooth leather upper 
and lining.

enhanced

[S762086G]|

S76208  deliv. 06/16 

[S762097J]|

S76209  deliv. 08/16 

[S762100#]|

S76210  deliv. 08/16 
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LOS ANGELES
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S31535 core black/ core black/ core black
S31534 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
TEXTILE
Inspired by the sporty street style of Los Angeles, 
these casual shoes feature a monochrome sport 
mesh upper and TPU 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[S31534O^]|

S31534  deliv. 06/16 

[S31535P1]|

S31535  deliv. 06/16 

Footwear - Running

LOS ANGELES
size 3.5-13.5 89,95 €
S31533 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
S31532 collegiate navy/ collegiate navy/ ftwr 

white
S31531 ray red f16/ ray red f16/ ftwr white
S31530 clear onix/ clear onix/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Inspired by the sporty street style of Los Angeles, 
these casual shoes feature a sport mesh upper 
and reflective TPU 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[S31530KX]|

S31530  deliv. 06/16 

[S31531L-]|

S31531  deliv. 06/16 

[S31532M$]|

S31532  deliv. 06/16 

[S31533N%]|

S31533  deliv. 06/16 

LOS ANGELES
size 3.5-13.5 89,95 €
S75990 collegiate navy/ silver met./ ftwr white
S75991 ice blue f16/ silver met./ ftwr white
S75989 clear brown/ silver met./ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Inspired by the sporty street style of Los Angeles, 
these casual shoes feature a two-tone mesh 
upper and reflective metallic-silver TPU 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[S75989/5]|

S75989  deliv. 08/16 

[S75991YX]|

S75991  deliv. 08/16 

[S75990XU]|

S75990  deliv. 08/16 
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LA TRAINER EM
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S76082 collegiate navy/ ice mint f16/ ftwr white
S76081 bold blue/ eqt yellow s16/ ftwr white
S76083 clear onix/ power red/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
A sporty shoe iconic to the adidas '80s running 
archive. Updated with modern materials and fresh 
colours, its retro styling and removable heel plugs 
anchor it firmly in the adidas Originals canon.

enhanced

[S76082AO]|

S76082  deliv. 06/16 

[S760819L]|

S76081  deliv. 06/16 

[S76083BR]|

S76083  deliv. 06/16 

LA TRAINER
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S76060 ch solid grey/ bold blue/ ftwr white
S76062 tech steel f16/ red/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/LEATHER
A sporty shoe iconic to the adidas '80s running 
archive. Updated with modern materials and fresh 
colours, its retro styling and removable heel plugs 
anchor it firmly in the adidas Originals canon.

enhanced

[S7606048]|

S76060  deliv. 08/16 

[S760626E]|

S76062  deliv. 08/16 

ZX 700
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S80528 core black/ core black/ core black
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
A perennial winner season after season, the 
ZX 700 is back with a leather upper and pigskin 
nubuck overlays. As relevant today as they were 
when launched in the '80s, these shoes flash 
stitched 3-Stripes for adidas style.

enhanced

[S8052804]|

S80528  deliv. 06/16 

ZX 700
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
G62110 white/ white/ light granite
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
A perennial winner season after season, the ZX 
700 is back with a pigskin leather upper in an 
all-one-colour design. This '80s shoe features 
synthetic details and a grippy rubber outsole.

enhanced

[G62110^M]|

G62110  deliv. 06/16 

ZX 700
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S76180 utility blue f16/ vapour blue f16/ ftwr 

white
S76178 clear onix/ grey/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/LEATHER
A perennial winner season after season, the ZX 
700 shoe is back with a mesh upper and premium 
suede overlays. As relevant today as it was when 
it launched in the '80s, it features stitched-on 
3-Stripes and a colourblocked midsole.

enhanced

[S76180BP]|

S76180  deliv. 07/16 

[S76178H#]|

S76178  deliv. 07/16 
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COUNTRY OG
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S81861 core black/ ftwr white/ core black
S81862 ftwr white/ core black/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
The Country OG's first life was as a natural-
terrain runner. These shoes hit their stride on the 
streets of today with a full leather upper and an 
authentic '70s look.

enhanced

[S81862F-]|

S81862  deliv. 06/16 

[S81861EX]|

S81861  deliv. 06/16 

Footwear - Vintage Running

COUNTRY OG
size 3.5-13.5 89,95 €
S81860 core black/ ftwr white/ core black
S81859 mgh solid grey/ ftwr white/ core black
TEXTILE/LEATHER
The Country OG's first life was as a natural-
terrain runner. These shoes hit their stride on 
the streets of today with an authentic '70s look, 
including suede overlays on a nylon upper and a 
tapered heel.

enhanced

[S81859K5]|

S81859  deliv. 06/16 

[S81860DU]|

S81860  deliv. 06/16 

COUNTRY OG
size 3.5-13.5 89,95 €
S79106 ftwr white/ core black/ mgh solid grey
TEXTILE/LEATHER
The Country OG shoe's first life was as a natural-
terrain runner. These shoes hit their stride on 
the streets of today with an authentic '70s look, 
including suede details on a nylon upper and a 
tapered heel.

enhanced

[S79106DU]|

S79106  deliv. 06/16 

COUNTRY OG
size 3.5-13.5 89,95 €
S32114 core black/ solar yellow/ vintage white 

s15-st
S32111 blue/ eqt orange s16/ vintage white 

s15-st
TEXTILE/LEATHER
The Country OG's first life was as a natural-
terrain runner. These shoes hit their stride on 
the streets of today with an authentic '70s look, 
including suede overlays on a nylon upper and a 
tapered heel.

enhanced

[S3211197]|

S32111  deliv. 07/16 

[S32114CG]|

S32114  deliv. 07/16 
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GAZELLE
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
BB5476 core black/ white/ gold met.
BB5475 off white/ white/ gold met.
BB5478 collegiate navy/ white/ gold met.
BB5473 ice mint f16/ white/ gold met.
BB5477 green/ white/ gold met.
BB5474 unity lime f16/ white/ gold met.
S76228 scarlet/ ftwr white/ gold met.
BB5472 vapour pink f16/ white/ gold met.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
This shoe is a one-to-one reissue of the 1991 
Gazelle, featuring exactly the same materials, 
colours, textures and proportions as the original. 
The pigskin leather upper is done in archival 
colours, with contrasting 3-Stripes and heel tab 
that echo the early '90s style.

enhanced

[BB5476WE]|

BB5476  deliv. 06/16 

[BB5475VB]|

BB5475  deliv. 06/16 

[BB5478YK]|

BB5478  deliv. 06/16 

[BB5473T5]|

BB5473  deliv. 06/16 

[BB5477XH]|

BB5477  deliv. 06/16 

[BB5474U8]|

BB5474  deliv. 06/16 

[S76228AQ]|

S76228  deliv. 10/16 

[BB5472S2]|

BB5472  deliv. 06/16 

Footwear - Terrace

GAZELLE
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
BB5497 core black/ core black/ gold met.
BB5498 off white/ off white/ gold met.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
This sneaker is a one-to-one reissue of the 1991 
Gazelle, built with exactly the same materials, 
colours, textures and proportions as the original 
shoe. The all-black leather upper is offset by a 
contrasting heel tab and 3-Stripes that echo the 
early-'90s version.

enhanced

[BB5497.R]|

BB5497  deliv. 07/16 

[BB5498=U]|

BB5498  deliv. 07/16 
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TOPANGA
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S80055 clear grey/ collegiate orange/ ftwr white
S80056 craft orange f16/ collegiate royal/ ftwr 

white
S80054 core black/ scarlet/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
The Topanga brings back a leisure style from the 
'70s. These low-profile shoes are updated in rich 
fall colours and feature a soft suede upper with 
contrasting synthetic 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[S80054YJ]|

S80054  deliv. 06/16 

[S80056-P]|

S80056  deliv. 06/16 

[S80055ZM]|

S80055  deliv. 06/16 

HAMBURG
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S79988 maroon/ ftwr white/ maroon
S79987 dgh solid grey/ ftwr white/ grey
S76695 chalk white/ ftwr white/ pearl grey s14
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
The original Hamburg came on the scene in the 
early '80s. This updated version of the popular 
shoe features a clean look with a rich suede upper 
and contrasting 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[S76695XX]|

S76695  deliv. 07/16 

[S799877Z]|

S79987  deliv. 07/16 

[S799888=]|

S79988  deliv. 07/16 

HAMBURG
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S74838 collegiate navy/ ftwr white/ gold met.
LEATHER
The original Hamburg came on the scene in the 
early '80s. This updated version of the popular 
shoe features a rich suede upper with contrasting 
3-Stripes and a white rubber outsole.

enhanced

[S74838M8]|

S74838  deliv. 06/16 

HAMBURG
size 3.5-13.5 99,95 €
S76696 core black/ ftwr white/ gum 2
S76697 bluebird/ ftwr white/ gum 2
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
The original Hamburg came on the scene in the 
early '80s. This updated version of the popular 
shoe features a rich suede upper and contrasting 
3-Stripes and gum rubber outsole.

enhanced

[S76697Z$]|

S76697  deliv. 06/16 

[S76696Y-]|

S76696  deliv. 06/16 
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SPEZIAL
size 3.5-13.5 89,95 €
S81821 light grey/ ftwr white/ gold met.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
First released in the late 1970s as an indoor 
handball sneaker, these shoes return with all the 
original retro details intact. They feature a smooth 
suede upper and contrasting 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[S818216D]|

S81821  deliv. 06/16 

HANDBALL SPEZIA
size 3.5-15 89,95 €
033620 blue/ ftwr white
551483 black/ ftwr white/ 

gum4
LEATHER
First released in 1979 as an indoor handball 
shoe, the retro adidas Originals Spezial makes a 
welcome return this season in a classic full-suede 
build with all the original details intact. [0336202I]|

033620  deliv. 06/16 

[551483/F]|

551483  deliv. 06/16 

SPEZIAL
size 3.5-13.5 84,95 €
034988 night navy/ clear blue/ gum5
LEATHER
In 1979, adidas first released the Spezial as the 
official elite-level handball shoe. It soon became 
the shoe of choice for some of the world’s finest 
players. This authentic remix is steeped in original 
style and comes in fresh new colours. [034988Z8]|

034988  deliv. 06/16 

Porsche Turbo 2.0
size 6-11; 12; 13 149,95 €
S81915 core black/ core black/ craft chili f16
S81914 utility black f16/ utility black f16/ utility 

blue f16
TEXTILE/LEATHER
The sleek & streamlined look of these sneakers 
has dual inspiration. Inspired by both Eddy 
Merkx's vintage cycling shoes and the clean lines 
of the Porsche 911 Turbo, these shoes reflect the 
coveted combination of speed and style.

enhanced

enhanced

enhanced

[S81915BR]|

S81915  deliv. 06/16 

[S81914AO]|

S81914  deliv. 06/16 

Footwear - Porsche by Originals

JAKE BOOT 2.0
size 6.5-11.5; 12.5 129,95 €
B27749 core black/ core black/ core black
TEXTILE/LEATHER
Designed in collaboration with pro snowboarder 
Jake Blauvelt, this rugged men's boot is ready to 
take on any mountain terrain. Built with adidas 
style, it delivers rugged comfort.

enhanced

[B277491%]|

B27749  deliv. 08/16 

Footwear - Action Sports

ZX VULC
size 5-13.5 79,95 €
B27436 dgh solid grey/ dgh solid grey/ scarlet
LEATHER/TEXTILE
The legendary ZX family revolutionized running in 
the '80s. This version updates that sporty heritage 
with skateboarding details. Built in suede with 
durable overlays, these men's shoes sport a 
grippy rubber outsole.

enhanced

[B27436Y7]|

B27436  deliv. 06/16 
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SEELEY PREMIERE
size 3.5-13.5 74,95 €
B27369 core black/ olive cargo f16/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
These men's Seeley Premiere shoes mix 
adidas sports heritage with skate-ready details. 
Featuring a streamlined shape for a sleek and 
contemporary look and a vulcanized rubber 
outsole that grips your board.

enhanced

[B27369/O]|

B27369  deliv. 06/16 

SEELEY PREMIERE
size 3.5-13.5 79,95 €
B27368 core black/ craft chili f16/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
These men's shoes mix sporty heritage with 
skate-ready details, in a slim, streamlined shape. 
They feature the Seeley's signature outsole for 
a minimal look with a grippy vulcanized rubber 
outsole.

enhanced

[B27368$L]|

B27368  deliv. 07/16 

SEELEY PREMIERE
size 3.5-13.5 79,95 €
B27367 mesa/ ftwr white/ core black
TEXTILE/LEATHER
The Seeley combines sporty heritage with 
skate-ready details. This take on the men's shoes 
elevates its street style with a slim profile and 
mixes a woven pattern with suede on the upper. 
The ultra-grippy, minimal outsole sticks to your 
board.

enhanced

[B27367=I]|

B27367  deliv. 07/16 

SEELEY PREMIERE
size 3.5-13.5 79,95 €
B72576 olive cargo f16/ ftwr white/ craft chili f16
TEXTILE
Skate details meet adidas sport heritage in these 
men's Seeley Premiere shoes. They get their 
street-ready looks from a sleek profile and a 
leather upper with a woven multicolored pattern. 
A vulcanized rubber outsole sticks to your board.

enhanced

[B725763#]|

B72576  deliv. 07/16 

SEELEY PREMIERE
size 3.5-13.5 74,95 €
B27370 lgh solid grey/ collegiate royal/ ftwr 

white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
The Seeley combines sporty heritage with 
skate-ready details. This take on the men's shoes 
elevates its street style with a slim profile and a 
premium nubuck upper. The ultra-grippy, minimal 
outsole sticks to your board.

enhanced

[B27370X2]|

B27370  deliv. 10/16 

ADI-EASE
size 3.5-13.5 74,95 €
F37838 dgh solid grey/ dgh solid grey/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/LEATHER
Iconic style meets skate-specific features in these 
built-for-anything men's shoes. The streamlined 
upper of these men's shoes evolves an iconic 
indoor soccer style and can stand up to abuse.

enhanced

[F37838UA]|

F37838  deliv. 06/16 
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ADI-EASE
size 3.5-13.5 74,95 €
F37839 utility green f16/ matte gold/ gum4
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
Iconic style meets skate-specific features in these 
built-for-anything men's shoes. The woven upper 
on these men's shoes is designed to survive 
grinds and flips looking fresh.

enhanced

[F37839VD]|

F37839  deliv. 06/16 

ADI-EASE
size 3.5-13.5 74,95 €
F37845 craft chili f16/ craft chili f16/ ftwr white
TEXTILE
Iconic style meets skate-specific features in these 
built-for-anything men's shoes. Made in durable 
material, they feature a woven pattern on the 
upper and a minimal vulcanized rubber outsole 
below, with the grip you need for great board 
control.

enhanced

[F37845T6]|

F37845  deliv. 06/16 

ADI-TREK
size 6.5-11.5; 12.5 99,95 €
B27747 olive cargo f16/ brown/ craft chili f16
TEXTILE/LEATHER
This winterized men's skate shoe has a mesh 
and leather upper, a cozy fleece lining and D-ring 
lacing. The vulcanized rubber outsole provides 
precise board feel.

enhanced

[B27747&-]|

B27747  deliv. 08/16 

SELLWOOD
size 3.5-13.5 64,95 €
F37855 core black/ ftwr white/ core black
LEATHER
The perfect daily skateboarding sneaker, these 
men's shoes offer comfort with ease. The upper 
is built in a mix of smooth suede and breathable 
canvas with a soft sockliner for extra comfort.

enhanced

[F37855VB]|

F37855  deliv. 06/16 

SELLWOOD
size 3.5-13.5 64,95 €
F37857 collegiate navy/ ftwr white/ collegiate 

navy
TEXTILE/LEATHER
The perfect daily skateboarding sneaker, these 
men's shoes offer comfort with ease. In a mix of 
canvas and suede, they feature a minimal outsole 
for a smooth ride.

enhanced

[F37857XH]|

F37857  deliv. 06/16 

SELLWOOD
size 3.5-13.5 64,95 €
B27763 core black/ ftwr white/ scarlet
TEXTILE/LEATHER
The perfect daily skateboarding sneaker, these 
men's shoes offer comfort with ease. The mixed 
upper pairs smooth suede with breathable canvas. 
The shoes feature a supportive sockliner inside 
and a smooth ride underneath.

enhanced

[B27763&Y]|

B27763  deliv. 06/16 
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J YWF HOODIE
size 110-176 54,95 €
S96000 medium grey heather/ white/ legend 

ink s10
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 270g
This French terry hoodie for junior boys has a 
tech-inspired look drawn from modern Japanese 
streetwear. With an allover geometric print and 
contrast patch pockets.

enhanced

[S9600020]|

S96000  deliv. 07/16 

Apparel - Juniors - 70’s Blocked Out

J YWF LOGO TEE
size 110-176 27,95 €
S95997 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
This junior boys' t-shirt shows off an oversize 
tilted Trefoil logo with a modern triangle print 
inspired by Japanese streetwear.

enhanced

[S959973Q]|

S95997  deliv. 07/16 

J YWF PANTS AOP
size 110-176 54,95 €
S96002 medium grey heather/ white/ legend 

ink s10
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 270g
This modern take on track pants was inspired by 
Japanese streetwear trends. These junior boys' 
pants come in an allover geometric print with a 
reflective Trefoil logo on the front left pocket.

enhanced

[S9600246]|

S96002  deliv. 07/16 

J YWF SHELL JKT
size 110-176 79,95 €
S96005 legend ink s10/ mgh solid grey/ bluebird
100% Polyester, dobby, 82g
This modern junior boys' windbreaker comes 
in a clashing mix of prints inspired by current 
Japanese streetwear trends. With a reflective 
Trefoil logo on the chest and bright blue lining.

enhanced

[S960057F]|

S96005  deliv. 07/16 

J YWF SST AOP
size 110-176 49,95 €
S96006 legend ink s10/ mgh solid grey/ bluebird
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
This modern take on the Superstar track top 
comes in a clashing mix of prints inspired by 
current Japanese streetwear trends. This junior 
boys' track jacket comes in tricot with a vertical 
zip pocket detail on the chest.

enhanced

[S960068I]|

S96006  deliv. 07/16 

J YWF TEE AOP
size 110-176 27,95 €
S95998 legend ink s10
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
This junior boys' t-shirt shows off a modern 
allover print inspired by Japanese streetwear. 
Finished with a big Trefoil logo on the chest.

enhanced

[S959984T]|

S95998  deliv. 07/16 
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J TRFFILL TEE G
size 110-164 27,95 €
S96084 black
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
Made in soft cotton, this junior girls' t-shirt shows 
off a Trefoil logo with a micro-size heart print.

enhanced

[S96084M5]|

S96084  deliv. 07/16 

J YWF TEE
size 110-170 23,00 €
S96009 medium grey heather/ black
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
Made in soft cotton, this junior girls' t-shirt has 
a cropped baseball look. The Trefoil logo has a 
micro-size heart print.

enhanced

[S96009BR]|

S96009  deliv. 07/16 

J YWF LEGGING
size 110-170 27,95 €
S96015 black/ tomato f15-st
94% Cotton/6% Elasthane, single jersey, 180g
These junior girls' leggings are made in stretch 
cotton with a Trefoil logo design inspired by a 
vintage adidas jacket from the archives.

enhanced

[S960159K]|

S96015  deliv. 07/16 

J YWF WBREAKER
size 110-170 64,95 €
S96018 black/ white/ medium grey heather
100% Polyester, plain weave, 56g
This junior girls' windbreaker features a clean, 
fun design. The lightweight jacket is covered in a 
micro print of tiny hearts.

enhanced

[S96018CT]|

S96018  deliv. 07/16 

J TREFOIL CREW
size 110-164 49,95 €
S96081 black/ white
100% Cotton, french terry, 270g
Covered in a sweet allover heart print, this junior 
girls' sweatshirt features drop shoulders for 
throwback style. It's built in soft French terry, and 
the big Trefoil logo on the front gives it an iconic 
look.

enhanced

[S96081J/]|

S96081  deliv. 07/16 

J YWF CREPPANTS
size 110-170 49,95 €
S96022 black/ white/ tomato f15-st
100% Polyester, crepe, 160g
You'll fall in love with this fluttery crepe version of 
classic track pants. These junior girls' pants show 
off an allover print of tiny hearts and are finished 
with ankle zips.

enhanced

[S960228G]|

S96022  deliv. 07/16 
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J SHORT HOOD G
size 110-170 54,95 €
S96020 medium grey heather/ black/ tomato 

f15-st
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 270g
This junior girls' sweatshirt is inspired by a 
vintage adidas jacket from the archives. It has 
a slightly cropped shape in French terry, and is 
decorated with a micro print of tiny hearts.

enhanced

[S960206A]|

S96020  deliv. 07/16 

J YWF LEGGING
size 110-170 27,95 €
S96016 medium grey heather/ black/ white
93% Cotton/7% Elasthane, single jersey, 180g
These junior girls' leggings are made in stretch 
cotton with an allover print of tiny hearts. 
3-Stripes down the legs complete the look.

enhanced

[S96016AN]|

S96016  deliv. 07/16 

J SROSE JACKET
size 110-170 99,95 €
S96107 multicolor/ fresh pink s11
100% Polyester, plain weave, 55g
This junior girls' hooded jacket shows off an 
allover graphic that combines hot pink leopard 
print and desert succulents. Made with synthetic 
down lining to keep you warm and cosy.

enhanced

[S96107CS]|

S96107  deliv. 07/16 

Apparel - Juniors - Farm Inspired

J SROSE SATIN
size 110-170 64,95 €
S96108 multicolor/ white
100% Polyester, satin, 115g
This junior girls' jacket is made in shiny satin with 
a colourful allover graphic that combines a hot 
pink leopard print with desert succulents.

enhanced

[S96108DV]|

S96108  deliv. 07/16 

J FARM CREW
size 110-170 49,95 €
S96102 multicolor/ white
100% Polyester, french terry, 260g
This junior girls' sweatshirt shows off an allover 
graphic that combines hot pink leopard print and 
desert succulents. Finished with a big contrasting 
Trefoil logo on front.

enhanced

[S961027D]|

S96102  deliv. 07/16 
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J SROSE TEE
size 110-170 29,95 €
S96101 multicolor/ white
100% Polyester, single jersey, 168g
This junior girls' t-shirt shows off a colourful 
allover graphic that combines a hot pink leopard 
print with desert succulents.

enhanced

[S961016A]|

S96101  deliv. 07/16 

J SROSE HOODIE
size 110-170 54,95 €
S96103 medium grey heather/ multicolor/ fresh 

pink s11
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 270g
This junior girls' hoodie shows off a Trefoil and 
hood lining with a graphic that combines hot pink 
leopard print and desert succulents. Made in a 
soft French terry for comfort.

enhanced

[S961038G]|

S96103  deliv. 07/16 

J SROSE TEE
size 110-170 27,95 €
S96109 medium grey heather/ multicolor/ fresh 

pink s11
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
This junior girls' t-shirt features a Trefoil logo 
filled with a hot pink leopard print combined with 
desert succulents. It has a cropped fit in soft 
jersey.

enhanced

[S96109EY]|

S96109  deliv. 07/16 

J SROSE PANTS
size 110-170 49,95 €
S96104 multicolor/ white
100% Polyester, french terry, 260g
These junior girls' track pants show off a colourful 
graphic that combines hot pink leopard print and 
desert succulents.

enhanced

[S961049J]|

S96104  deliv. 07/16 

J SROSE LEGGING
size 110-170 27,95 €
S96105 multicolor/ white
96% Polyester/4% Elasthane, single jersey, 195g
These soft and stretchy junior girls' leggings show 
off a colourful graphic that combines hot pink 
leopard print and desert succulent plants.

enhanced

[S96105AM]|

S96105  deliv. 07/16 

J SROSE LEGGING
size 110-170 28,00 €
S96106 medium grey heather/ multicolor/ fresh 

pink s11
94% Cotton/6% Elasthane, single jersey, 180g
These soft and stretchy junior girls' leggings 
show off 3-Stripes panels with a colourful graphic 
that combines hot pink leopard print and desert 
succulent plants.

enhanced

[S96106BP]|

S96106  deliv. 07/16 
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J D SHORT HOOD
size 110-170 54,95 €
S96045 multicolor/ collegiate navy/ white
100% Cotton, french terry, 280g
Enhanced by an allover floral pattern, this junior 
girls' denim-look hoodie delivers a classic 
streetwear style in an all-new way. Featuring 
French terry material and a shorter length with a 
powerful Trefoil logo on front.

enhanced

[S96045FZ]|

S96045  deliv. 07/16 

Apparel - Juniors - Denim

J D SGIRL TOP
size 110-170 54,95 €
S96043 multicolor/ collegiate navy/ white
100% Cotton, french terry, 280g
Beautiful in blue, the beloved Supergirl design 
is back in a new hue, with an allover floral print. 
Styled with the traditional stand-up collar and 
contrasting 3-Stripes, this junior girls' track top is 
a fun piece to wear.

enhanced

[S96043DT]|

S96043  deliv. 07/16 

J SUPERG D TEE
size 110-170 37,95 €
S96041 white/ multicolor
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
With a cute cropped length, this cotton t-shirt is 
made to mix or match. A fun and trendy new look, 
this junior girls' tee is detailed with a denim blue 
Trefoil logo with a feminine floral print.

enhanced

[S96041BN]|

S96041  deliv. 07/16 

J D SGIRL PANTS
size 110-170 49,95 €
S96044 multicolor/ white
100% Cotton, french terry, 280g
A fresh floral print and deep denim hue give these 
track pants a trendy new look. Based on the iconic 
Supergirl style, these junior girls' track pants 
have a flattering slim fit that zips at the ankle.

enhanced

[S96044EW]|

S96044  deliv. 07/16 

J FL EN HOODIE
size 110-164 54,95 €
S96048 dark grey heather/ medium grey 

heather
S96049 legend ink s10/ white
54% Polyester/46% Cotton, quilt, 300g
This juniors' hoodie adds texture to a simple look 
with an allover quilted finish and 3-Stripes down 
the sleeves.

enhanced

[S96048I#]|

S96048  deliv. 06/16 

[S96049J0]|

S96049  deliv. 06/16 

Apparel - Juniors - Fleece Enhanced

J FL EN SST
size 110-164 54,95 €
S96056 dark grey heather/ medium grey 

heather
54% Polyester/46% Cotton, quilt, 300g
Enriched with quilted details for a sophisticated 
look, this junior boys' track top maintains a 
cool streetwear look at all times. Featuring a 
contemporary silhouette and classic 3-Stripes 
down each sleeve.

enhanced

[S96056I/]|

S96056  deliv. 06/16 
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J FL EN CREW
size 110-164 49,95 €
S96050 dark grey heather/ medium grey 

heather
S96051 legend ink s10/ white
54% Polyester/46% Cotton, quilt, 300g
Contrast sleeves on this junior boys' sweatshirt 
gives it a baseball-style look. It features a quilted 
texture on the body.

enhanced

[S96050CP]|

S96050  deliv. 06/16 

[S96051DS]|

S96051  deliv. 06/16 

J FL EN TEE
size 110-176 24,95 €
S98441 white 
S96047 legend ink s10 
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
Enriched with quilted details for a sophisticated 
look, this junior boys' t-shirt maintains a cool 
streetwear look at all times. Featuring a quilted 
Trefoil logo patched on front.[S98441VM]|

S98441  deliv. 06/16 

[S96047H+]|

S96047  deliv. 06/16 

J FL EN PANTS
size 110-176 44,95 €
S96122 dark grey heather/ black
AZ0902 legend ink s10/ white
80% Cotton/20% Polyester, fleece, 270g, 80% 
Cotton/20% Polyester, fleece, 270g
Enriched with quilted details for a sophisticated 
look, these junior boys' superior fleece collection 
track pants maintain a cool streetwear look at 
all times. Featuring quilted knee patches and a 
classic, yet contemporary silhouette.

enhanced

[S96122BN]|

S96122  deliv. 06/16 

[AZ0902TK]|

AZ0902  deliv. 06/16 

J FL EN HOOD G
size 110-164 54,95 €
S96053 tomato f15-st/ white
80% Cotton/20% Polyester, fleece, 270g
This junior girls' hoodie adds texture to a simple 
look with an allover quilted finish and 3-Stripes 
down the sleeves.

enhanced

enhanced

[S96053FY]|

S96053  deliv. 06/16 

J FL EN TEE G
size 110-164 24,95 €
S96052 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
Enriched with quilted details for a sophisticated 
look, this junior girls' t-shirt ensures a cool 
streetwear look at all times. Featuring a quilted-
patched Trefoil logo on the chest.

enhanced

[S96052EV]|

S96052  deliv. 06/16 
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J FL EN PANTS G
size 110-164 44,95 €
S96055 tomato f15-st/ white
75% Cotton/25% Polyester, quilt, 300g
Enriched with quilted details for a sophisticated 
look, these junior girls' premium pants maintain 
a cool streetwear look at all times. Featuring a 
contemporary silhouette and a small Trefoil logo 
on the leg.

enhanced

[S96055H/]|

S96055  deliv. 06/16 

J JACKET
size 110-176 84,95 €
S98487 black
100% Polyester, taffeta, 82g
This junior boys' jacket offers a layer of warmth 
that's just right for cold days. Comes with a 
detachable hood and a reflective Trefoil logo on 
the chest to finish the Originals look.

enhanced

[S98487^D]|

S98487  deliv. 07/16 

Apparel - Juniors - Adicolor

J TREFOIL HOOD
size 110-176 44,95 €
AZ1621 scarlet/ white
80% Cotton/20% Polyester, fleece, 270g
A staple for chilly days, this junior hoodie for boys 
is made in cosy fleece. It features a big Trefoil logo 
and a kangaroo pocket on the front.

enhanced

[AZ1621RF]|

AZ1621  deliv. 07/16 

J SUPERSTAR TOP
size 110-164 49,95 €
S96110 bluebird/ white
S96111 legend ink s10/ white
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
A kid-size version of an iconic adult track top, this 
Junior Superstar Track Top features a full zip, welt 
pockets, iconic contrast 3-Stripes down the arms 
and a small Trefoil logo on the front left chest. 
With a matte polyester build.

enhanced

[S961107C]|

S96110  deliv. 07/16 

[S961118F]|

S96111  deliv. 07/16 
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J TREFOIL CREW
size 110-164 37,95 €
S96073 bluebird/ white
80% Cotton/20% Polyester, fleece, 270g
This wardrobe essential has a bold front Trefoil 
logo. Made in soft fleece, this junior sweatshirt for 
boys features ribbed cuffs and hem for a snug fit.

enhanced

[S96073J#]|

S96073  deliv. 07/16 

J TREFOIL TEE
size 110-164 24,95 €
S96098 bluebird
S96097 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
With a big contrast Trefoil logo upfront, this junior 
t-shirt features casual sport style. Its cotton fabric 
is soft for all-day comfort.

enhanced

[S96098SM]|

S96098  deliv. 07/16 

[S96097RJ]|

S96097  deliv. 07/16 

J SST PANTS
size 110-164 37,95 €
S96114 bluebird/ white
S96115 legend ink s10/ white
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
These Junior Superstar Pants are a kid-size 
version of the famous grown-up style, right down 
to the same lightweight matte polyester tricot 
and cuffed hems. Done in fresh new colours with 
contrast Trefoil logo and 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[S96114BO]|

S96114  deliv. 07/16 

[S96115CR]|

S96115  deliv. 07/16 

J SUPERGIRL TOP
size 110-164 49,95 €
S96076 black/ white
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
This junior girls' track jacket features an iconic 
tricot build with 3-Stripes down the arms. Its 
side zip pockets help keep essentials close. A big 
Trefoil on the back finishes the look.

enhanced

[S96076M6]|

S96076  deliv. 07/16 

J TREFOIL TEE G
size 110-164 24,95 €
S96091 white/ tomato f15-st
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
This t-shirt for junior girls features iconic adidas 
style upfront and cap sleeves. Its cotton fabric is 
soft for all-day comfort.

enhanced

[S96091L1]|

S96091  deliv. 07/16 

J SGIRL PANTS
size 110-164 37,95 €
S96079 black/ white
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
These junior girls' pants feature an iconic tricot 
build with 3-Stripes down the sides. Zips on the 
ankles add a touch of flair and help make on and 
off easy.

enhanced

[S96079PF]|

S96079  deliv. 07/16 
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J LEGGINGS
size 110-164 27,95 €
S96119 black/ white
94% Cotton/6% Elasthane, single jersey, 180g
These 3-Stripes leggings for junior girls offer an 
authentic adidas look. They're made in stretchy 
cotton for a snug, comfortable fit.

enhanced

[S96119G$]|

S96119  deliv. 07/16 

I YWF SST
size 62-116 49,95 €
S95929 multicolor/ black
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
An infants' version of the iconic Superstar track 
suit, this little set comes in tricot with playful 
multicoloured camouflage graphics.

enhanced

[S95929=#]|

S95929  deliv. 07/16 

Apparel - Infants - 70’s Blocked Out

I YWF CREW
size 62-116 54,95 €
AY8554 white/ vivid red s13/ onix
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 270g
This infants' two-piece set comes in soft, 
cosy French terry with a sporty look. Bold 
multicoloured number graphics on the sweatshirt 
call out the 3-Stripes and the founding years of 
adidas and Originals.

enhanced

[AY85549.]|

AY8554  deliv. 07/16 

I TEE SHORT SET
size 62-116 32,95 €
S95993 vivid red s13/ multicolor
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g, 100% Cotton, 
single jersey, 140g
This infants' two-piece set includes a Trefoil logo 
t-shirt and multicoloured camouflage print shorts. 
Made in all-cotton jersey for a soft feel.

enhanced

[S95993&E]|

S95993  deliv. 07/16 

I YWF VEST
size 62-116 59,95 €
S95930 multicolor/ vivid red s13
100% Polyester, taffeta, 89g
This infants' vest shows off a playfully colourful 
take on camouflage print. With a detachable hood 
that snaps on and off.

enhanced

[S95930VM]|

S95930  deliv. 07/16 

I YWF TEE
size 62-116 22,95 €
S95928 multicolor
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g
This infants' t-shirt comes covered in a playfully 
colourful take on camouflage print. It's finished 
with a big Trefoil logo on the chest.

enhanced

[S95928.+]|

S95928  deliv. 07/16 
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I YWF HOOD G
size 62-116 54,95 €
AY8558 multicolor/ ray pink f16
94% Cotton/6% Elasthane, single jersey, 180g, 
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 240g
This infants' two piece set comes with a French 
terry hoodie that mixes zebra print and Dalmatian 
spots for a playful twist on animal print. With 
matching pink leggings.

enhanced

[AY8558D2]|

AY8558  deliv. 07/16 

I YWF CREW G
size 62-116 54,95 €
AY8556 multicolor/ ray pink f16
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 240g
This infants' two piece set comes with a French 
terry sweatshirt that mixes a zebra print with 
Dalmatian spots. With matching pink French terry 
pants.

enhanced

[AY8556B/]|

AY8556  deliv. 07/16 

I YWF VEST G
size 62-116 59,95 €
AY8550 multicolor/ ray pink f16
100% Polyester, plain weave, 55g
This infants' vest features allover Dalmatian spots 
with light pink accents and lining. Its padded for 
warmth and comes with a detachable hood that 
snaps on and off.

enhanced

[AY85505P]|

AY8550  deliv. 07/16 

I YWF TFL TEE G
size 62-116 22,95 €
AY8548 ray pink f16
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
Set your little one up in style with this cosy 
infants' t-shirt. It shows off a big Trefoil logo in a 
wild zebra print, and is made in cotton jersey for 
a soft feel.

enhanced

[AY8548B#]|

AY8548  deliv. 07/16 

I YWF AOP TEE G
size 62-116 22,95 €
AY8216 multicolor/ ray pink f16
100% Cotton, single jersey, 142g
For a playful twist on animal print, this infants' 
t-shirt shows off an allover Dalmatian spots 
graphic, with a contrasting big pink Trefoil logo 
on the chest.

enhanced

[AY8216+2]|

AY8216  deliv. 07/16 

I BLOCK SKIRT SET G
size 62-116 34,95 €
AY8562 multicolor/ ray pink f16
94% Cotton/6% Elasthane, single jersey, 180g, 
70% Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 240g
For a playful look, this infants' set includes a 
Dalmatian-spotted skirt and zebra-print leggings. 
They can be layered together or worn separately.

enhanced

[AY85629-]|

AY8562  deliv. 07/16 
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I ANIMAL CREW
size 62-116 54,95 €
S95975 strong pink f11/ multicolor
100% Polyester, french terry, 260g, 70% 
Cotton/30% Polyester, french terry, 270g
This infants' crew set shows off a vibrant tropical 
print. The top has a large printed Trefoil logo on 
the front, and the pants have side pockets and 
rolled cuffs. Both are done in soft French terry.

enhanced

[S95975#A]|

S95975  deliv. 07/16 

Apparel - Infants - Farm Inspired

I ANIMAL SST
size 62-116 54,95 €
S95976 multicolor/ white
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
The iconic Superstar track suit gets a vivid update 
with bright colours and an allover animal print on 
the top. This set for infants comes in tricot fabric, 
and has ankle zips for easy on and off.

enhanced

[S95976^D]|

S95976  deliv. 07/16 

I ANIMAL DRESS
size 62-116 44,95 €
S95977 multicolor/ strong pink f11/ white
100% Polyester, french terry, 260g, 94% 
Cotton/6% Elasthane, single jersey, 180g
This infants' set for girls shows off a vibrant 
tropical print. The dress has a contrast Trefoil logo 
and pairs with the 3-Stripes pants for a colourful 
look.

enhanced

[S95977&G]|

S95977  deliv. 07/16 

I ANIMAL TEE
size 62-116 22,95 €
S95979 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
This infants' t-shirt features a vivid Trefoil logo 
on the front in bright colours. It's made in cotton 
jersey for soft comfort.

enhanced

[S959791M]|

S95979  deliv. 07/16 

I DENIM HFL
size 62-116 54,95 €
S95949 collegiate navy
100% Cotton, french terry, 280g
This infants' track suit delivers denim-look style 
in an all-new way. Featuring cosy French terry 
material and a powerful Trefoil on back.

enhanced

[S95949%7]|

S95949  deliv. 07/16 

Apparel - Infants - Denim

I DENIM FLOWER HFL
size 62-116 54,95 €
S95946 multicolor/ collegiate navy
100% Cotton, french terry, 280g
Enhanced by a floral patterned design, this 
infants' denim-look full-zip hoodie and pants set 
delivers classic streetwear in an all-new way. 
Featuring cosy French terry material with a Trefoil 
logo on front.

enhanced

[S95946$^]|

S95946  deliv. 07/16 
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I DENIM CREW
size 62-116 49,95 €
S95948 collegiate navy
100% Cotton, french terry, 280g
This infants' track suit delivers a denim-look in an 
all-new way. The crewneck sweatshirt and pants 
combo features French terry material and welt 
side pockets.

enhanced

[S95948+4]|

S95948  deliv. 07/16 

I FL QLT HFL
size 62-116 59,95 €
S95953 dark grey heather/ medium grey 

heather
S95954 night sky/ white
54% Polyester/46% Cotton, quilt, 300g
Enriched with quilted details from top to bottom, 
this infants' superior fleece hoodie-and-pants set 
maintains comfort with a cool streetwear look. 
Featuring classic 3-Stripes down the sleeves and 
legs.

enhanced

[S95953=+]|

S95953  deliv. 06/16 

[S95954$#]|

S95954  deliv. 06/16 

Apparel - Infants - Fleece Enhanced

I FL QLT CREW
size 62-116 54,95 €
S95956 dark grey heather/ medium grey 

heather
S95957 night sky/ night sky
54% Polyester/46% Cotton, quilt, 300g, 80% 
Cotton/20% Polyester, fleece, 270g
Enriched with quilted details from top to bottom, 
this infants' superior fleece set maintains comfort 
with a cool streetwear look. Featuring classic 
3-Stripes down the sleeves.

enhanced

[S95956+3]|

S95956  deliv. 06/16 

[S95957%6]|

S95957  deliv. 06/16 

I FL QLT TEE
size 62-116 22,95 €
S95950 dark grey heather
S95951 night sky
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
Enriched with quilted details from top to bottom, 
this infants' superior fleece tee maintains comfort 
with a cool streetwear look. Featuring a quilted 
Trefoil logo patched on the chest.

enhanced

[S95950ZW]|

S95950  deliv. 06/16 

[S95951-Z]|

S95951  deliv. 06/16 

I FL QLT HFL
size 62-116 59,95 €
S95955 ray pink f16/ white
54% Polyester/46% Cotton, quilt, 300g
Enriched with quilted details from top to bottom, 
this infants' superior fleece hoodie-and-pants set 
maintains comfort with a cool streetwear look. 
Featuring classic 3-Stripes down the sleeves and 
legs.

enhanced

[S95955/0]|

S95955  deliv. 06/16 

I FL QLT CREW
size 62-116 54,95 €
S95958 ray pink f16/ ray pink f16
54% Polyester/46% Cotton, quilt, 300g, 80% 
Cotton/20% Polyester, fleece, 270g
Enriched with quilted details from top to bottom, 
this infants' superior fleece set maintains comfort 
with a cool streetwear look. Featuring classic 
3-Stripes down the sleeves.

enhanced

[S95958/6]|

S95958  deliv. 06/16 
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I FL QLT TEE
size 62-116 22,95 €
S95952 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
Enriched with quilted details from top to bottom, 
this infants' superior fleece tee maintains comfort 
with a cool streetwear look. Featuring a quilted 
Trefoil logo patched on the chest.

enhanced

[S95952.=]|

S95952  deliv. 06/16 

I TRF MULITEE
size 62-116 19,95 €
S95992 white
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
The Trefoil logo shows off a rainbow of colour on 
the front of this infants' t-shirt. It features cotton 
jersey for soft comfort.

enhanced

[S95992^B]|

S95992  deliv. 07/16 

Apparel - Infants - Adicolor

I SUPERSTAR
size 62-116 44,95 €
S95994 vivid red s13/ white
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
This Superstar infants' track suit takes the iconic 
tricot set and sizes it down for little ones. Its 
embroidered Trefoil logo and 3-Stripes down the 
sides offer an authentic look.

enhanced

[S959940H]|

S95994  deliv. 07/16 

I FIREBIRD
size 62-116 44,95 €
AY2779 black/ white
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
This infants' track suit features a classic tricot 
construction. Its stand-up collar and 3-Stripes 
detail give an iconic finish.

enhanced

[AY27790M]|

AY2779  deliv. 07/16 

I SUPERSTAR G
size 62-116 44,95 €
S95985 ray pink f16/ clear brown
100% Polyester, tricot, 220g
This infants' track suit takes the iconic tricot set 
and sizes it down for little ones. The top features 
a big Trefoil on the back, while the pants are 
tapered for a great fit.

enhanced

[S95985&F]|

S95985  deliv. 07/16 

I TEE SHORT SET
size 62-116 32,95 €
S95987 clear brown/ ray pink f16
100% Cotton, single jersey, 160g, 100% Cotton, 
single jersey, 140g
Set your little one up in style with this two-piece 
set for infant girls. The t-shirt has a gathered 
neckline seam for a sweet look, and the shorts 
have cute patch pockets. Both come in soft cotton 
jersey.

enhanced

[S959871L]|

S95987  deliv. 07/16 
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I TREFOIL TEE
size 62-116 19,95 €
S95988 ray pink f16
100% Cotton, single jersey, 140g
This infants' Trefoil t-shirt comes in all cotton to 
keep little ones comfy. It's printed with the iconic 
Trefoil logo in a contrast colour on the front.

enhanced

[S959882O]|

S95988  deliv. 07/16 
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TUBULAR RADIAL J
size 3-5.5 79,95 €
S81919 core black/ core black/ core black
S81920 red/ red/ core black
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
A minimal bootee upper and progressive Tubular 
outsole define the modern look of the Tubular 
Radial. These sporty junior shoes get a high-end 
look with a textured pattern on the upper.

enhanced

[S81919F$]|

S81919  deliv. 08/16 

[S819208H]|

S81920  deliv. 08/16 

Footwear - Tubular

TUBULAR RADIAL EL C
size 28-35 69,95 €
S81921 core black/ core black/ core black
S81923 red/ red/ core black
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
A minimal bootee upper and progressive Tubular 
outsole define the modern look of the Tubular 
Radial. These sporty kids' shoes get a high-end 
look with a textured pattern on the upper.

enhanced

[S819219K]|

S81921  deliv. 08/16 

[S81923BQ]|

S81923  deliv. 08/16 

TUBULAR RADIAL EL I
size 19-27 59,95 €
S81925 core black/ core black/ core black
S81924 red/ red/ core black
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
A minimal bootee upper and progressive Tubular 
outsole define the modern look of the Tubular 
Radial. These sporty, infant shoes have a high-end 
feel with a textured pattern .

enhanced

[S81925DW]|

S81925  deliv. 08/16 

[S81924CT]|

S81924  deliv. 08/16 

TUBULAR INVADER J
size 3-5.5 69,95 €
S80436 collegiate navy/ collegiate navy/ chalk 

white
S80437 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ chalk white
LEATHER/TEXTILE
The Tubular sneaker has moved to the front of 
athletic-inspired fashion, with a nod to the adidas 
Invader basketball style of the '80s. These juniors' 
mid-cut shoes feature a wide strap over the laces, 
while a textured cupsole adds a modern, street-
ready look.

enhanced

[S80436#/]|

S80436  deliv. 08/16 

[S80437^&]|

S80437  deliv. 08/16 

TUBULAR INVADER EL C
size 28-35 59,95 €
S80442 collegiate navy/ collegiate navy/ chalk 

white
S80443 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ chalk white
LEATHER/TEXTILE
The Tubular sneaker has moved to the front of 
athletic-inspired fashion, with a nod to the adidas 
Invader basketball style of the '80s. These kids' 
mid-cut shoes features a wide strap over the 
laces, while a textured cupsole adds a modern, 
street-ready look.

enhanced

[S80442%-]|

S80442  deliv. 08/16 

[S80443/-]|

S80443  deliv. 08/16 

TUBULAR INVADER EL I
size 19-27 49,95 €
S80448 collegiate navy/ collegiate navy/ chalk 

white
S80449 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ chalk white
LEATHER/TEXTILE
The Tubular sneaker has moved to the front of 
athletic-inspired fashion, with a nod to the adidas 
Invader basketball style of the '80s. These infants' 
mid-cut shoes feature a wide strap over the laces, 
while a textured cupsole adds modern street style.

enhanced

[S8044817]|

S80448  deliv. 08/16 

[S804492A]|

S80449  deliv. 08/16 
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TUBULAR X PK J
size 3-5.5 99,95 €
S76038 core black/ grey/ core black
S76039 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ vintage white 

s15-st
TEXTILE/LEATHER
Inspired by the iconic Forum Mid from the '80s, 
these junior shoes redefine sporty style with a 
futuristic look and a bit of attitude. The adidas 
Primeknit upper fuses with a luxe synthetic suede 
cross overlay, and rides on a chunky tyre-inspired 
outsole.

enhanced

[S760397K]|

S76039  deliv. 07/16 

[S760386H]|

S76038  deliv. 07/16 

TUBULAR X PK C
size 28-35 89,95 €
S76050 core black/ grey/ core black
S76051 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ vintage white 

s15-st
TEXTILE/LEATHER
Inspired by the iconic Forum Mid from the '80s, 
these kids' shoes redefine sporty style with a 
futuristic look and a bit of attitude. The adidas 
Primeknit upper fuses with a luxe synthetic suede 
cross overlay, and rides on a chunky tyre-inspired 
outsole.

enhanced

[S7605136]|

S76051  deliv. 07/16 

[S7605023]|

S76050  deliv. 07/16 

TUBULAR X PK I
size 19-27 79,95 €
S76056 core black/ grey/ core black
S76055 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ vintage white 

s15-st
TEXTILE/LEATHER
Inspired by the iconic Forum Mid from the '80s, 
these infants' shoes redefine sporty style with a 
futuristic look and a bit of attitude. The adidas 
Primeknit upper fuses with a luxe synthetic suede 
cross overlay, and rides on a chunky tyre-inspired 
outsole.

enhanced

[S760557I]|

S76055  deliv. 07/16 

[S760568L]|

S76056  deliv. 07/16 

ZX FLUX K
size 28-35; 3-5.5 69,95 €
M21294 black/ black/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Built just for kids, the ZX Flux K is a descendent 
of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe. It has a 
one-piece mesh upper, breathable mesh lining, 
and welded TPU 3-Stripes. The midsole, outsole 
and TPU heel cage echo the iconic ZX thousands 
series.

enhanced

[M21294XC]|

M21294  deliv. 06/16 

Footwear - ZX Flux

ZX FLUX K
size 28-35; 3-5.5 69,95 €
S81421 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Simple and modern, the ZX Flux K is a descendent 
of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe, designed for 
kids. It has an allover white, one-piece mesh 
upper with welded TPU 3-Stripes. Features an 
injection EVA midsole, a rubber outsole and an 
OrthoLite® sockliner for comfort.

enhanced

[S81421+W]|

S81421  deliv. 06/16 

ZX FLUX K
size 28-35; 3-5.5 69,95 €
S82695 core black/ core black/ core black
TEXTILE
Simple, modern and an ideal back to school shoe, 
the ZX Flux K is a descendent of the iconic ZX 
8000 running shoe, designed for kids. It has a 
one-piece mesh upper in fresh seasonal colours 
with welded TPU 3-Stripes. Features an injection 
EVA midsole, a rubber outsole and an OrthoLite® 
sockliner for comfort.

enhanced

[S82695M8]|

S82695  deliv. 06/16 
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ZX FLUX J
size 3-5.5 69,95 €
S76282 unity ink f16/ unity ink f16/ ftwr white
S76283 unity pink f16/ unity pink f16/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Simple and modern, the ZX Flux is a stylish 
update of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe. These 
junior shoes are built with a clean look in mesh 
and matching TPU 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[S76282G=]|

S76282  deliv. 06/16 

[S76283H+]|

S76283  deliv. 06/16 

ZX FLUX J
size 3-5.5 69,95 €
S76284 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Simple and modern, the ZX Flux is a stylish 
update of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe. These 
junior shoes take the clean runner and give 
them a graphic twist in satin with bold allover 
camouflage graphics.

enhanced

[S76284I#]|

S76284  deliv. 07/16 

ZX FLUX EL C
size 28-35 59,95 €
S76295 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Simple and modern, the ZX Flux is a stylish 
update of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe. These 
kids' shoes come in a mesh upper with floating 
3-Stripes. They include both normal and elastic 
laces for easy wear.

enhanced

[S76295L5]|

S76295  deliv. 06/16 

ZX FLUX EL C
size 28-35 59,95 €
S76296 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Simple and modern, the ZX Flux is a stylish 
update of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe. These 
kids' shoes come in a sleek all-white look with a 
mesh upper and matching midsole. They include 
both normal and elastic laces for easy wear.

enhanced

[S76296M8]|

S76296  deliv. 08/16 

ZX FLUX EL C
size 28-35 59,95 €
S76297 core black/ core black/ core black
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Simple and modern, the ZX Flux is a stylish 
update of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe. These 
kids' shoes come in a sleek all-black look with a 
mesh upper. They include both normal and elastic 
laces for easy wear.

enhanced

[S76297NB]|

S76297  deliv. 08/16 

ZX FLUX EL C
size 28-35 59,95 €
S76298 unity ink f16/ unity ink f16/ ftwr white
S76299 unity pink f16/ unity pink f16/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Simple and modern, the ZX Flux is a stylish 
update of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe. These 
kids' shoes come in a mesh upper with fresh 
colours and floating 3-Stripes. They include both 
normal and elastic laces for easy wear.

enhanced

[S76298OE]|

S76298  deliv. 06/16 

[S76299PH]|

S76299  deliv. 06/16 
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ZX FLUX EL C
size 28-35 59,95 €
S76300 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Simple and modern, the ZX Flux is a stylish 
update of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe. These 
little boy's shoes come in a baseball satin upper 
with black-and-white camouflage graphics. They 
include both normal and elastic laces for easy 
wear.

enhanced

[S763001&]|

S76300  deliv. 07/16 

ZX FLUX I
size 19-27 49,95 €
M21301 black/ core black/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Built just for tots, the ZX Flux I is a descendent 
of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe. It has a one-
piece mesh upper, breathable mesh lining, and 
welded TPU 3-Stripes. The midsole, outsole and 
heel style echo the iconic ZX thousands series.

enhanced

[M21301FC]|

M21301  deliv. 06/16 

ZX FLUX EL I
size 19-27 49,95 €
S81424 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Simple and modern, the ZX Flux EL I is a 
descendent of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe 
sized down especially for little feet. The infant's 
shoe has a one-piece mesh upper, an OrthoLite® 
sockliner and elastic laces for easy on and off. 
Finished with an injection EVA midsole and welded 
3-Stripes.

enhanced

[S81424#+]|

S81424  deliv. 08/16 

ZX FLUX EL I
size 19-27 49,95 €
AF6260 core black/ core black/ core black
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
A back-to-school must have, the ZX Flux EL I is 
a descendent of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe 
sized down especially for little feet. The shoe has 
a one-piece mesh upper, an OrthoLite® sockliner 
and elastic laces for easy on and off. Finished with 
an injection EVA midsole and welded 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[AF6260-H]|

AF6260  deliv. 08/16 

ZX FLUX EL I
size 19-27 49,95 €
S76311 unity ink f16/ unity ink f16/ ftwr white
S76312 unity pink f16/ unity pink f16/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Simple and modern, the ZX Flux is a stylish 
update of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe. These 
infants' shoes keep the look clean and crisp in 
a mesh upper and with iconic 3-Stripes and ZX 
heel cage.

enhanced

[S763125A]|

S76312  deliv. 06/16 

[S7631147]|

S76311  deliv. 06/16 

ZX FLUX EL I
size 19-27 49,95 €
S76313 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Simple and modern, the ZX Flux is a stylish 
update of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe. These 
infants' shoes feature a satin upper with allover 
camouflage graphics, and include both normal 
and elastic laces for easy wear.

enhanced

[S763136D]|

S76313  deliv. 07/16 
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ZX FLUX CRIB
size 16-21 34,95 €
S79914 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Styled after the ZX 8000 runner, these infants' 
shoes are made with smooth, flexible satin that 
shows off an allover camouflage print. A grippy 
anti-slip outsole keeps little ones on their feet.

enhanced

[S79914.=]|

S79914  deliv. 07/16 

ZX FLUX J
size 3-5.5 69,95 €
S76285 ftwr white/ core black/ bold pink
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Simple and modern, the ZX Flux is a stylish 
update of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe. These 
junior shoes take the clean runner and give them 
a graphic twist in silky satin with multicoloured 
animal graphics.

enhanced

[S76285J0]|

S76285  deliv. 07/16 

ZX FLUX J
size 3-5.5 69,95 €
S76286 collegiate purple/ collegiate purple/ 

ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Simple and modern, the ZX Flux is a stylish 
update of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe. These 
junior shoes take the clean runner and give them 
a graphic twist in silky satin and feature an allover 
cheetah print with flower accents.

enhanced

[S76286K3]|

S76286  deliv. 07/16 

ZX FLUX EL C
size 28-35 59,95 €
S76301 ftwr white/ core black/ bold pink
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Simple and modern, the ZX Flux is a stylish 
update on the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe. These 
kids' shoes take a silky baseball satin upper and 
cover it in allover multicolour animal graphics. 
They include both normal and elastic laces for 
easy wear.

enhanced

[S7630122]|

S76301  deliv. 07/16 

ZX FLUX EL C
size 28-35 59,95 €
S76302 collegiate purple/ collegiate purple/ 

ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Simple and modern, the ZX Flux is a stylish 
update of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe. These 
kids' shoes come in a baseball satin upper with 
a trendy allover cheetah and flowers print. They 
include both normal and elastic laces for easy 
wear.

enhanced

[S7630235]|

S76302  deliv. 07/16 

ZX FLUX EL I
size 19-27 49,95 €
S76314 ftwr white/ core black/ bold pink
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Simple and modern, the ZX Flux is a stylish 
update of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe. These 
infants' shoes feature a shiny satin upper with 
allover multicoloured animal graphics and include 
both normal and elastic laces for easy wear.

enhanced

[S763147G]|

S76314  deliv. 07/16 
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ZX FLUX EL I
size 19-27 49,95 €
S76315 collegiate purple/ collegiate purple/ 

ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Simple and modern, the ZX Flux is a stylish 
update of the iconic ZX 8000 running shoe. These 
infants' shoes feature a silky satin upper with an 
eye-catching allover cheetah print with flower 
accents. They include both normal and elastic 
laces for easy wear.

enhanced

[S763158J]|

S76315  deliv. 07/16 

ZX FLUX CRIB
size 16-21 34,95 €
S79915 ftwr white/ core black/ bold pink
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Styled after the ZX 8000 runner, these infants' 
shoes are made with smooth, flexible satin that 
shows off an allover camouflage print. A grippy 
anti-slip outsole keeps little ones on their feet.

enhanced

[S79915=+]|

S79915  deliv. 07/16 

ZX FLUX 360 I
size 19-27 44,95 €
S32119 bluebird/ solar yellow/ ray red f16
S32120 bold pink/ ftwr white/ shock purple f16
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Part of adidas' 360 concept collection, these 
shoes take inspiration from an iconic '80s runner 
for the perfect pair of infant trainers. The stretchy 
one-piece upper comes in bright colours for 
warm weather and is paired with a super-flexible 
outsole.

enhanced

[S32120A9]|

S32120  deliv. 07/16 

[S32119HV]|

S32119  deliv. 07/16 

ZX FLUX ADV K
size 28-35; 3-5.5 74,95 €
AQ2618 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
With a triple white palette, the ZX Flux Racer K 
takes a fresh clean step into warm weather. This 
kids' shoe has a light circular knit mesh upper 
with welded-outline 3-Stripes and a moulded TPU 
heel cage. Comfy features include an OrthoLite® 
sockliner, EVA midsole and a rubber outsole.

enhanced

[AQ2618=Z]|

AQ2618  deliv. 06/16 

ZX FLUX ADV J
size 3-5.5 74,95 €
S76251 core black/ core black/ core black
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Modern running shoe style takes a big stride 
forward with a triple-black design for juniors. 
Clean welded details are worked into the mesh 
upper, with an external heel cage that nods to its 
sports performance heritage.

enhanced

[S762519K]|

S76251  deliv. 06/16 

ZX FLUX ADV J
size 3-5.5 74,95 €
S76252 shock purple f16/ shock purple f16/ 

shock purple f16
S76253 collegiate royal/ collegiate royal/ 

collegiate royal
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Modern running shoe style takes a big stride 
forward with an all-one-colour design for juniors. 
Clean, welded details are worked into the mesh 
upper, with an external heel cage that nods to its 
sports performance heritage.

enhanced

[S76253BQ]|

S76253  deliv. 07/16 

[S76252AN]|

S76252  deliv. 07/16 
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ZX FLUX ADV EL C
size 28-35 64,95 €
S76256 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Modern running shoe style takes a big stride 
forward with an all-one-colour design for kids. 
Clean, welded details are worked into the mesh 
upper, with an external heel cage that nods to its 
sports performance heritage.

enhanced

[S76256EZ]|

S76256  deliv. 06/16 

ZX FLUX ADV EL C
size 28-35 64,95 €
S76259 core black/ core black/ core black
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Modern running shoe style takes a big stride 
forward with a triple-black design for kids. Clean 
welded details are worked into the mesh upper, 
with an external heel cage that nods to its sports 
performance heritage.

enhanced

[S76259H#]|

S76259  deliv. 06/16 

ZX FLUX ADV EL C
size 28-35 64,95 €
S76258 shock purple f16/ shock purple f16/ 

shock purple f16
S76257 collegiate royal/ collegiate royal/ 

collegiate royal
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Modern running shoe style takes a big stride 
forward with an all-one-colour design for kids. 
Clean, welded details are worked into the mesh 
upper, with an external heel cage that nods to its 
sports performance heritage.

enhanced

[S76258G+]|

S76258  deliv. 07/16 

[S76257F=]|

S76257  deliv. 07/16 

ZX FLUX ADV EL I
size 19-27 54,95 €
AQ2619 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
With a triple white palette, the ZX Flux Racer EL I 
takes a fresh clean step into warm weather. This 
toddler shoe has a light circular knit mesh upper 
with welded-outline 3-Stripes and a moulded TPU 
heel cage. Comfy features include an OrthoLite® 
sockliner, EVA midsole and easy elastic lace 
closure.

enhanced

[AQ2619$=]|

AQ2619  deliv. 06/16 

ZX FLUX ADV EL I
size 19-27 54,95 €
S76262 core black/ core black/ core black
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Modern running shoe style takes a big stride 
forward with a triple-black design for infants. 
Clean welded details are worked into the mesh 
upper, with an external heel cage that nods to its 
sports performance heritage.

enhanced

[S76262CS]|

S76262  deliv. 06/16 

ZX FLUX ADV EL I
size 19-27 54,95 €
S76263 collegiate royal/ collegiate royal/ 

collegiate royal
S76264 shock purple f16/ shock purple f16/ 

shock purple f16
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Modern running shoe style takes a big stride 
forward with an all-one-colour design for infants. 
Clean, welded details are worked into the mesh 
upper, with an external heel cage that nods to its 
sports performance heritage.

enhanced

[S76263DV]|

S76263  deliv. 07/16 

[S76264EY]|

S76264  deliv. 07/16 
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SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION J
size 3-5.5 64,95 €
B23641 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
B25724 core black/ core black/ core black
B23642 core black/ ftwr white/ core black
B23644 ftwr white/ bold pink/ ftwr white
S74944 ftwr white/ eqt blue s16/ eqt blue s16
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
Inspired by the iconic '70s basketball shoe, the 
Superstar Foundation J downsizes and upgrades 
the classic just for juniors. A leather upper is 
capped with a standout rubber shell toe, and an 
OrthoLite® sockliner and EVA midsole provide 
comfort. Finished with a rubber outsole and 
synthetic leather 3-Stripes.[S74944N8]|

S74944  deliv. 06/16 

[B23644OV]|

B23644  deliv. 06/16 

[B23642MP]|

B23642  deliv. 06/16 

[B25724V&]|

B25724  deliv. 06/16 

[B23641LM]|

B23641  deliv. 06/16 

Footwear - Superstar

SUPERSTAR J
size 3-5.5 64,95 €
C77154 ftwr white/ core black/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
The Superstar debuted in 1969 as a pro 
basketball shoe, but it soon became a streetwear 
staple. These Superstar J shoes are a faithful 
reproduction of the iconic style sized down for kids 
with a smooth leather upper, synthetic 3-Stripes 
and the signature shell toe.[C77154BB]|

C77154  deliv. 06/16 

enhanced

enhanced
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SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION EL C
size 28-35 59,95 €
BA8380 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
BA8381 core black/ core black/ core black
BA8379 core black/ ftwr white/ core black
BA8382 ftwr white/ bold pink/ ftwr white
BA8383 ftwr white/ blue/ ftwr white
BA8378 ftwr white/ core black/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
The clean lines and effortless style of the original 
adidas Superstar get scaled down for growing 
feet with these kids' shoes. The leather upper 
is trimmed in all the classic design details that 
made this shoe an icon.

[BA8380WA]|

BA8380  deliv. 06/16 

[BA8381XD]|

BA8381  deliv. 06/16 

[BA8379$W]|

BA8379  deliv. 06/16 

[BA8382YG]|

BA8382  deliv. 06/16 

[BA8383ZJ]|

BA8383  deliv. 06/16 

[BA8378=T]|

BA8378  deliv. 06/16 

enhanced
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SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION CF I
size 17-27 49,95 €
B25725 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
B25726 core black/ core black/ core black
B23638 core black/ ftwr white/ core black
B23639 ftwr white/ bold pink/ ftwr white
S74946 ftwr white/ eqt blue s16/ eqt blue s16
B23637 ftwr white/ core black/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
Inspired by the iconic '70s basketball shoe, 
the Superstar Foundation CF I downsizes and 
upgrades the classic just for little ones. A leather 
upper is capped with the standout rubber shell 
toe, and an OrthoLite® sockliner and EVA midsole 
provide comfort. Finished with a rubber outsole, 
synthetic leather 3-Stripes and a comfort closure 
for easy on and off.

[S74946PE]|

S74946  deliv. 06/16 

[B23639R+]|

B23639  deliv. 06/16 

[B23638Q=]|

B23638  deliv. 06/16 

[B25726X5]|

B25726  deliv. 06/16 

[B25725W2]|

B25725  deliv. 06/16 

[B23637PZ]|

B23637  deliv. 06/16 

SUPERSTAR CRIB
size 16-21 34,95 €
S79916 ftwr white/ core black/ ftwr white
S79917 ftwr white/ bold pink/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Everything like the original but scaled down for 
the tiniest feet, these infants' shoes are made 
with flexible mesh on a woven, anti-slip outsole. 
Classic shell toe, 3-Stripes and heel logo details 
show off one-of-a-kind adidas Superstar style.

enhanced

[S79917/0]|

S79917  deliv. 06/16 

[S79916$#]|

S79916  deliv. 06/16 

enhanced
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SUPERSTAR J
size 3-5.5 64,95 €
S76622 ftwr white/ core black/ ftwr white
S76623 clear pink/ clear pink/ clear pink
S76624 tech steel f16/ tech steel f16/ tech steel 

f16
TEXTILE/RUBBER
Light, airy and just right for warm weather, these 
mesh-lined junior shoes feature a knit upper 
trimmed with the same style elements that made 
the original adidas Superstar an instant classic.

enhanced

[S76622G-]|

S76622  deliv. 07/16 

[S76623H$]|

S76623  deliv. 07/16 

[S76624I%]|

S76624  deliv. 07/16 

SUPERSTAR EL C
size 28-35 59,95 €
S76614 ftwr white/ core black/ ftwr white
S76616 clear pink/ clear pink/ clear pink
S76615 tech steel f16/ tech steel f16/ tech steel 

f16
TEXTILE/LEATHER
Light, airy and just right for warm weather, these 
mesh-lined kids' shoes feature a knit upper 
trimmed with the same style elements that made 
the original adidas Superstar an instant classic.

enhanced

[S76614G.]|

S76614  deliv. 07/16 

[S76616I/]|

S76616  deliv. 07/16 

[S76615H/]|

S76615  deliv. 07/16 

SUPERSTAR CF I
size 17-27 49,95 €
S76619 ftwr white/ core black/ ftwr white
S76620 clear pink/ clear pink/ clear pink
S76621 tech steel f16/ tech steel f16/ tech steel 

f16
TEXTILE/RUBBER
Light, airy and just right for warm weather, these 
mesh-lined infants' shoes feature a knit upper 
trimmed with the same style elements that made 
the original adidas Superstar an instant classic.

enhanced

[S76619L5]|

S76619  deliv. 07/16 

[S76620EU]|

S76620  deliv. 07/16 

[S76621FX]|

S76621  deliv. 07/16 
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SUPERSTAR 360 I
size 19-27 44,95 €
S82711 core black/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
A must-have for little ones from the most 
celebrated sneaker in the industry, the neoprene 
look adidas Superstar 360 I is a new concept shoe 
offering easy handling, comfort and adidas' most 
flexible outsole for kids. The easy-on, flexible one-
piece upper has a wide, stretchable instep area 
and plush memory foam OrthoLite® sockliner. 
Classic Shelltoe design for durability and toe 
protection.

enhanced

[S827115A]|

S82711  deliv. 06/16 

SUPERSTAR 360 I
size 19-27 44,95 €
S32133 tech ink f16/ ftwr white/ gold met.
S32134 shock purple f16/ ftwr white/ gold met.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Made with one-piece slip-on construction and our 
most flexible EVA outsole, these infant shoes hug 
little feet. Part of our 360 concept collection, they 
feature a stretchy neoprene-look upper and the 
iconic rubber shell toe.

enhanced

[S32134GQ]|

S32134  deliv. 06/16 

[S32133FN]|

S32133  deliv. 06/16 

STAN SMITH J
size 3-5.5 59,95 €
M20605 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ green
B32703 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ bold pink
M20604 black/ black/ ftwr white
S74778 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ eqt blue s16
S76330 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
The Stan Smith story gets reworked for smaller 
feet in this junior-size Stan Smith J shoe. A 
durable leather upper is paired with soft terry 
and synthetic leather lining, perforated 3-Stripes, 
rubber outsole and OrthoLite® sockliner.

enhanced

[S763307E]|

S76330  deliv. 06/16 

[S74778RL]|

S74778  deliv. 06/16 

[M20604NX]|

M20604  deliv. 06/16 

[B32703JH]|

B32703  deliv. 06/16 

[M20605O-]|

M20605  deliv. 06/16 

Footwear - Stan Smith

STAN SMITH CF J
size 3-5.5 64,95 €
S82702 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
As easy on the eyes as it is on the feet, the Stan 
Smith CF J is an instant classic. The timeless 
tennis legend gets treated to a premium leather 
upper and mesh Visa-terry lining. It features 
perforated 3-Stripes, a classic rubber outsole and 
breathable OrthoLite® sockliner.

enhanced

[S8270248]|

S82702  deliv. 06/16 

STAN SMITH CF J
size 3-5.5 64,95 €
S32142 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
As easy on the eyes as it is on the feet, the Stan 
Smith CF J is an instant classic for juniors. The 
timeless tennis legend gets treated to a premium 
leather upper and mesh Visa-terry lining. It 
features perforated 3-Stripes, a classic rubber 
outsole and breathable OrthoLite® sockliner.

enhanced

[S32142GP]|

S32142  deliv. 06/16 
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STAN SMITH EL C
size 28-35 54,95 €
BA8375 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ green
BA8377 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ bold pink
BA8376 core black/ core black/ core black
BB0694 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ eqt blue s16
BA8388 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
Created for the tennis court in the early '70s, the 
Stan Smith has been adopted by the streets for its 
clean and casual style. This kids-size version of 
the shoes preserves the iconic look of the original, 
but adds elastic laces for easy on and off.

enhanced

[BA8375ZK]|

BA8375  deliv. 06/16 

[BA8377.Q]|

BA8377  deliv. 06/16 

[BA8376-N]|

BA8376  deliv. 06/16 

[BB0694KY]|

BB0694  deliv. 06/16 

[BA8388/Y]|

BA8388  deliv. 06/16 

STAN SMITH CF I
size 19-27 49,95 €
M20609 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ green
B32704 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ bold pink
M20608 black/ black/ ftwr white
S74782 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ eqt blue s16
S32141 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
Because they are never too young for a legend, 
the Stan Smith CF I has a leather upper, comfort 
closures, soft terry and synthetic leather lining, 
and a breathable OrthoLite® sockliner. Classic 
perforated 3-Stripes and Stan Smith tongue logo.

enhanced

[M20609S1]|

M20609  deliv. 06/16 

[B32704KK]|

B32704  deliv. 06/16 

[M20608R^]|

M20608  deliv. 08/16 

[S74782N8]|

S74782  deliv. 06/16 

[S32141FM]|

S32141  deliv. 06/16 

STAN SMITH CRIB
size 16-21 34,95 €
B24101 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ green
S82618 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ bold pink
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
The Stan Smith Crib is the smallest version of 
the most iconic court model: the "Stan Smith" . 
It features perforated 3-Stripes, elastic laces, a 
cribby leather upper and the Stan Smith heel tab 
to keep the iconic look of the original. Made with 
a wide opening and a soft woven outsole with an 
anti-slip rubber print.

enhanced enhanced

[B241012N]|

B24101  deliv. 06/16 

[S826189O]|

S82618  deliv. 06/16 

STAN SMITH PK J
size 3-5.5 89,95 €
S75351 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ green
TEXTILE
Modern technology meets a legacy in the Stan 
Smith PK J. Just for juniors, the clean court 
classic aces comfort with a sock-like, ultra-
flexible adidas Primeknit upper in signature 
colours. The shoe has embroidered dots 3-Stripes 
and an OrthoLite® sockliner. [S753518I]|

S75351  deliv. 06/16 
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STAN SMITH PK EL C
size 28-35 79,95 €
S75352 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ green
TEXTILE
Modern technology meets a legacy in the Stan 
Smith PK EL C. Just for kids, the clean, court 
classic aces comfort with a sock-like adidas 
Primeknit upper in signature colours. The shoe 
has easy-on elastic laces, embroidered dots 
3-Stripes and an OrthoLite® sockliner.[S753529L]|

S75352  deliv. 06/16 

STAN SMITH PK EL I
size 19-27 74,95 €
S75353 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ green
TEXTILE
Modern technology meets a legacy in the Stan 
Smith EL I. Just for little ones, the clean court 
classic aces comfort with a sock-like adidas 
Primeknit upper in signature colours. The shoe 
has easy-on elastic laces, embroidered dots 
3-Stripes and an OrthoLite® sockliner.[S75353AO]|

S75353  deliv. 06/16 

STAN SMITH 360 I
size 19-27 49,95 €
S32128 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ green
S32129 ftwr white/ ftwr white/ bold pink
SYNTHETICS/LEATHER
Part of adidas' 360 concept collection, these infant 
shoes combine iconic details from the original 
Stan Smith shoe, and add a stretchy upper and 
super-flexible outsole that's ideal for little feet. 
Finished with a snakeskin-inspired heel tab

enhanced

enhanced

[S32129J-]|

S32129  deliv. 06/16 

[S32128IX]|

S32128  deliv. 06/16 

CourtVantage K
size 28-35; 3-5.5 49,95 €
S75096 collegiate navy/ ftwr white/ collegiate 

navy
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
The streamlined look of the CourtVantage K 
updates a low-profile court shoe to keep up with 
hard-playing kids. Built in lightweight canvas 
with printed 3-Stripes, this shoe includes a cosy 
OrthoLite® sockliner and a grippy rubber cupsole.

enhanced

enhanced

[S75096CW]|

S75096  deliv. 06/16 

Footwear - Court

CourtVantage J
size 3-5.5 49,95 €
S79886 ftwr white/ off white/ lgh solid grey
TEXTILE
The CourtVantage shoe takes old-school court 
elements and updates them for the street. These 
low-cut sneaker for juniors feature a casual 
canvas upper and a comfortable canvas lining. 
Crisp white 3-Stripes complete the look.

enhanced

[S798863P]|

S79886  deliv. 06/16 

CourtVantage EL C
size 28-35 44,95 €
S79891 collegiate navy/ ftwr white/ collegiate 

navy
S79890 ftwr white/ off white/ lgh solid grey
TEXTILE
The CourtVantage shoe takes old-school court 
elements and updates them for the street. These 
low-cut sneakers for children feature a casual 
canvas upper and a comfortable canvas lining. 
Crisp white 3-Stripes complete the look.

enhanced

[S79890&C]|

S79890  deliv. 06/16 

[S798910F]|

S79891  deliv. 06/16 
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CourtVantage EL I
size 19-27 39,95 €
S75100 collegiate navy/ ftwr white/ collegiate 

navy
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
The streamlined look of the CourtVantage EL I 
updates a low-profile court shoe for little feet. 
Built in lightweight canvas with printed 3-Stripes, 
this shoe includes a cosy OrthoLite® sockliner, 
elastic laces and a grippy rubber cupsole.

enhanced

[S75100=N]|

S75100  deliv. 06/16 

CourtVantage EL I
size 19-27 39,95 €
S79895 ftwr white/ off white/ lgh solid grey
TEXTILE
The CourtVantage shoe takes old-school court 
elements and updates them for today. This low-
cut sneakers for infants feature a casual canvas 
upper and a comfortable canvas lining. Crisp 
white 3-Stripes complete the clean, preppy look.

enhanced

[S798954R]|

S79895  deliv. 06/16 

LOS ANGELES K
size 28-35; 3-5.5 69,95 €
S74874 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
A fun pair with visible running heritage, the Los 
Angeles K scales down a sporty look for kids. It 
comes in breathable mesh with tonal reflective 
3-Stripes, an injection-moulded EVA midsole, a 
rubber outsole and a moisture-wicking OrthoLite® 
sockliner.

enhanced

[S74874QG]|

S74874  deliv. 06/16 

Footwear - Running

LOS ANGELES J
size 3-5.5 69,95 €
S80173 shock pink s16/ shock pink s16/ ftwr 

white
S80174 ray red f16/ ray red f16/ ftwr white
S80172 shock blue s16/ shock blue s16/ ftwr 

white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
A fun pair with visible running heritage, the Los 
Angeles brings a sporty look to these junior-
size shoes. Built in light and airy knit mesh with 
reflective 3-Stripes and a classic rubber outsole.

enhanced

[S80173/X]|

S80173  deliv. 06/16 

[S80174+-]|

S80174  deliv. 06/16 

[S80172$U]|

S80172  deliv. 06/16 
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LOS ANGELES J
size 3-5.5 74,95 €
S80311 core black/ ray red f16/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Built on the bones of a vintage runner, the Los 
Angeles mixes a sporty look with street-ready 
details. Just for juniors, these shoes are built 
in breathable mesh and feature an allover 
camouflage print with reflective 3-Stripes riding 
on top.

enhanced

[S80311WB]|

S80311  deliv. 08/16 

LOS ANGELES J
size 3-5.5 74,95 €
S80171 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Inspired by the sporty street style of Los Angeles 
with a vintage look that's still fresh today. These 
junior shoes feature an allover speckled print and 
reflective 3-Stripes on the airy mesh upper.

enhanced

[S80171=R]|

S80171  deliv. 08/16 

LOS ANGELES EL C
size 28-35 59,95 €
S80230 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
S80234 shock pink s16/ shock pink s16/ ftwr 

white
S80233 ray red f16/ ray red f16/ ftwr white
S80231 shock blue s16/ shock blue s16/ ftwr 

white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
A fun pair with visible running heritage, the Los 
Angeles brings a sporty look to these kids' shoes. 
Built in light and airy knit mesh with reflective 
3-Stripes and the classic rubber outsole.

enhanced

[S80231XE]|

S80231  deliv. 06/16 

[S80233ZK]|

S80233  deliv. 06/16 

[S80234-N]|

S80234  deliv. 06/16 

[S80230WB]|

S80230  deliv. 06/16 

LOS ANGELES EL C
size 28-35 64,95 €
S80235 core black/ ray red f16/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Built on the bones of a vintage runner, the 
Los Angeles mixes a sporty look with street-
ready details. These kid-size shoes are built 
in breathable mesh and feature an allover 
camouflage print with reflective 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[S80235.Q]|

S80235  deliv. 08/16 

LOS ANGELES EL C
size 28-35 64,95 €
S80236 core black/ ice green f16/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
The original Los Angeles running shoe was 
created for the 1984 summer events, but its 
vintage style still looks fresh today. These kids' 
shoes feature an allover speckled print and 
reflective 3-Stripes on the airy mesh upper.

enhanced

[S80236=T]|

S80236  deliv. 08/16 
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LOS ANGELES CF I
size 19-27 49,95 €
S74880 core black/ core black/ ftwr white
TEXTILE
A fun pair with visible running heritage, the Los 
Angeles CF I scales down a sporty look for little 
ones. It comes in breathable mesh with tonal 
reflective 3-Stripes, easy-on comfort closures, 
an injection-moulded EVA midsole and a rubber 
outsole. A moisture-wicking OrthoLite® sockliner 
adds comfort.

enhanced

[S74880O9]|

S74880  deliv. 06/16 

LOS ANGELES CF I
size 19-27 49,95 €
S80189 shock pink s16/ shock pink s16/ ftwr 

white
S80188 ray red f16/ ray red f16/ ftwr white
S80187 shock blue s16/ shock blue s16/ ftwr 

white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
A fun pair with visible running heritage, the Los 
Angeles brings a sporty look to these infants' 
shoes. Built in light and airy knit mesh with 
reflective 3-Stripes and classic rubber outsole.

enhanced

[S8018919]|

S80189  deliv. 06/16 

[S8018806]|

S80188  deliv. 06/16 

[S80187&3]|

S80187  deliv. 06/16 

LOS ANGELES CF I
size 19-27 54,95 €
S80185 core black/ ray red f16/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
Built on the bones of a vintage runner, the Los 
Angeles mixes a sporty look with street-ready 
details. These infant-size shoes are built in 
breathable mesh with reflective 3-Stripes and 
feature a hook-and-loop closure for a snug, 
comfortable fit.

enhanced

[S80185##]|

S80185  deliv. 08/16 

LOS ANGELES CF I
size 19-27 54,95 €
S80312 core black/ ice green f16/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
An '80s vintage style gets updated with a fresh 
look for today. These infants' shoes feature an 
allover speckled print and reflective 3-Stripes on 
the airy mesh upper.

enhanced

[S80312XE]|

S80312  deliv. 08/16 
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LA TRAINER J
size 3-5.5 64,95 €
S80157 collegiate royal/ silver met./ ftwr white
S80158 core black/ silver met./ ftwr white
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
The LA Trainer was a favourite in the 1984 
summer events. These junior shoes feature a 
mesh upper much like the original, but update the 
look with a metallic heel patch and 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[S80158+=]|

S80158  deliv. 07/16 

[S80157/Z]|

S80157  deliv. 07/16 

LA TRAINER EL C
size 28-35 59,95 €
S80162 collegiate royal/ silver met./ ftwr white
S80164 core black/ silver met./ ftwr white
TEXTILE/LEATHER
The LA Trainer was a favourite in the 1984 
summer events. These kids' shoes feature a mesh 
upper much like the original, but update the look 
with a metallic heel patch and 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[S80164$V]|

S80164  deliv. 07/16 

[S80162.P]|

S80162  deliv. 07/16 

LA Trainer CF I
size 19-27 49,95 €
S80167 collegiate royal/ silver met./ ftwr white
S80168 core black/ silver met./ ftwr white
TEXTILE/LEATHER
The LA Trainer was a favourite in the 1984 
summer events. These infants' shoes feature a 
mesh upper much like the original, but update the 
look with a metallic heel patch and 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[S80168//]|

S80168  deliv. 07/16 

[S80167%/]|

S80167  deliv. 07/16 

COUNTRY OG J
size 3-5.5 59,95 €
S80224 blue/ eqt orange s16/ ftwr white
S80226 core black/ solar yellow/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/LEATHER
The Country OG's first life was as a natural-
terrain runner in the '70s. These junior shoes 
get remade for today in vintage nylon with suede 
overlays and sporty colours.

enhanced

[S80226-O]|

S80226  deliv. 07/16 

[S80224YI]|

S80224  deliv. 07/16 

Footwear - Vintage Running

COUNTRY OG EL C
size 28-35 54,95 €
S76231 blue/ eqt orange s16/ ftwr white
S76230 core black/ solar yellow/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/LEATHER
The Country OG's first life was as a natural-
terrain runner in the '70s. The shoes get remade 
for today's kids with vintage nylon, suede details 
and sporty colours.

enhanced

[S7623047]|

S76230  deliv. 07/16 

[S762315A]|

S76231  deliv. 07/16 

COUNTRY OG EL I
size 19-27 44,95 €
S76236 blue/ eqt orange s16/ ftwr white
S76235 core black/ solar yellow/ ftwr white
TEXTILE/LEATHER
The Country OG's first life was as a natural-
terrain runner in the '70s. The shoes get remade 
for today's infants in a vintage nylon with suede 
overlay details and sporty colours.

enhanced

[S762359M]|

S76235  deliv. 07/16 

[S76236AP]|

S76236  deliv. 07/16 
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HAMBURG K
size 28-35; 3-5.5 64,95 €
S75368 collegiate navy/ ftwr white/ gold met.
LEATHER
The global "City Series" training shoe on the 
scene in the early '80s is reborn for kids. In 
butter-soft nubuck with stitched-on leather 
3-Stripes, the Hamburg K also features a rubber 
outsole and an OrthoLite® sockliner.

enhanced

[S75368H#]|

S75368  deliv. 06/16 

Footwear - Terrace

HAMBURG J
size 3-5.5 64,95 €
S32239 ray red f16/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
S32240 ice blue f16/ utility blue f16/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
A junior version of an iconic training shoe from 
adidas' early '80s City Series. Designed to echo 
the spirit of its namesake, the Hamburg's iconic 
style is pitch-inspired and street-ready in butter-
soft nubuck leather.

enhanced

[S32239O1]|

S32239  deliv. 06/16 

[S32240HQ]|

S32240  deliv. 06/16 

HAMBURG EL C
size 28-35 59,95 €
S32241 collegiate navy/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
S32243 ray red f16/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
S32242 ice blue f16/ utility blue f16/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
A kids' version of an iconic training shoe from 
adidas' early '80s City Series. Designed to echo 
the spirit of its namesake, the Hamburg's iconic 
style is pitch-inspired and street-ready in butter-
soft nubuck leather.

enhanced

[S32241IT]|

S32241  deliv. 06/16 

[S32243KZ]|

S32243  deliv. 06/16 

[S32242JW]|

S32242  deliv. 06/16 

HAMBURG EL I
size 19-27 49,95 €
S75371 collegiate navy/ ftwr white/ gold met.
LEATHER
The global "City Series" training shoe on the 
scene in the early '80s is reborn for little ones. 
In butter-soft nubuck with stitched-on leather 
3-Stripes, the Hamburg EL I also features a 
rubber outsole, elastic laces and an OrthoLite® 
sockliner.

enhanced

[S75371CS]|

S75371  deliv. 06/16 

HAMBURG EL I
size 19-27 49,95 €
S32245 ray red f16/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
S32244 ice blue f16/ utility blue f16/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
An infants' version of an iconic training shoe from 
adidas' early '80s City Series. Designed to echo 
the spirit of its namesake, the Hamburg's iconic 
style is pitch-inspired and street-ready in butter-
soft nubuck leather.

enhanced

[S32245M+]|

S32245  deliv. 06/16 

[S32244L=]|

S32244  deliv. 06/16 
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GAZELLE 2 J
size 3-6.5 59,95 €
B24620 collegiate navy/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
BA9318 off white/ off white/ ftwr white
S32247 core black/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
First released in 1968 as a multi-purpose training 
shoe, today’s Gazelle 2 J shoes are styled for 
a smaller stride. These kids' shoes feature an 
OrthoLite® sockliner, soft Sketch mesh lining and 
a split suede upper in vibrant new colours.

enhanced

[S32247O0]|

S32247  deliv. 06/16 

[BA9318U8]|

BA9318  deliv. 08/16 

[B24620KI]|

B24620  deliv. 06/16 

GAZELLE 2 CF C
size 28-35 54,95 €
B24638 collegiate navy/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
BA9325 off white/ off white/ ftwr white
S32249 core black/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
First released in 1968 as a multi-purpose training 
shoe, today’s Gazelle 2 CF C shoes are styled for a 
smaller stride. These little kids' shoes feature an 
OrthoLite® sockliner, soft Sketch mesh lining and 
a split suede upper in vibrant new colours.

enhanced

[S32249Q6]|

S32249  deliv. 06/16 

[BA9325T4]|

BA9325  deliv. 08/16 

[B24638U0]|

B24638  deliv. 06/16 

GAZELLE 2 CF I
size 19-27 44,95 €
B24642 collegiate navy/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
BA9331 off white/ off white/ ftwr white
S32251 core black/ ftwr white/ ftwr white
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS
First released in 1968 as a multi-purpose training 
shoe, today’s Gazelle 2 CF I shoes are styled 
for tiny feet. These little kids' shoes feature an 
OrthoLite® sockliner, soft Sketch mesh lining and 
a split suede upper in vibrant new colours.

enhanced

[S32251KY]|

S32251  deliv. 06/16 

[BA9331R#]|

BA9331  deliv. 08/16 

[B24642QY]|

B24642  deliv. 06/16 
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3 POCKET BP
size NS 74,95 €
AY9333 black
100% Polyurethane, leather (imitation)
17 x 34 x 47 cm
28 l
Multiple colours, multiple textures and multiple 
pockets. This '70s-inspired backpack has a 
perforated front pocket and two extra side 
pockets. Accented with a contrasting hang strap 
and zips for an extra pop of fun.

enhanced

[AY93332J]|

AY9333  deliv. 07/16 

Monthly Drops - 70’s Blocked Out

BOWLING BAG
size NS 49,95 €
AY9327 black
100% Polyurethane, leather (imitation)
16 x 37.5 x 28.5 cm
18.9 l
With a perforated front pocket and sleek classic 
shape, this women's bag has a retro '70s vibe. It's 
finished with a small Trefoil logo on front and a zip 
pocket inside.

enhanced

[AY93274Q]|

AY9327  deliv. 07/16 

BACKPACK ESSENTIAL CAMO
size NS 44,95 €
AY7760 multicolor
100% Polyester, plain weave
15 x 30 x 47 cm
24.14 l
The allover pattern of this backpack is a salute 
to '70s camouflage. It's updated with modern 
features like air mesh inserts and adjustable 
padded shoulder straps.

enhanced

[AY77609Z]|

AY7760  deliv. 07/16 

GYMSACK CAMO
size NS 19,95 €
AY7820 multicolor
100% Polyester, plain weave
0 x 37 x 47 cm
15.93 l
Sling it on and head out. With a '70s-inspired 
camouflage print, this gym sack has rugged, 
versatile style. An extra zip pocket makes smaller 
items easy to reach.

enhanced

[AY78204M]|

AY7820  deliv. 07/16 

FESTIVAL BAG CAMO
size NS 19,95 €
AY7765 multicolor
100% Polyester, plain weave
2 x 12 x 16 cm
0.8 l
In allover camouflage print, this handy little bag 
securely stashes your keys, phone and cash. The 
sturdy strap can be adjusted or removed for wear 
as a shoulder bag, a bum bag or attached to a 
belt.

enhanced

[AY7765E3]|

AY7765  deliv. 07/16 

CLASSIC BP
size NS 39,95 €
AY9345 multicolor
100% Polyester, twill
13 x 28 x 44 cm
19 l
Just waiting to be picked, this colourful women's 
backpack is blooming with a '70s-style floral-print 
twill. An inside divider and outside pocket help 
keep things organised.

enhanced

[AY93456U]|

AY9345  deliv. 08/16 
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SHOPPER
size NS 54,95 €
AY9325 multicolor
100% Polyurethane, leather (imitation)
15 x 51 x 34 cm
22.1 l
Fresh and feminine, this women's floral-themed 
shopper bag has a wide and spacious design. 
With an allover '70s-inspired print on snakeskin-
textured faux leather.

enhanced

[AY93252K]|

AY9325  deliv. 08/16 

BACKPACK CLASSIC
size NS 39,95 €
AY5890 multicolor
100% Polyurethane, leather (imitation)
13 x 28 x 44 cm
19 l
This colourful pack has plenty of flower power in 
a vivid '70s-style floral print. The added detail of 
an allover snakeskin-textured pattern makes this 
women's backpack a standout piece.

enhanced

[AY5890A$]|

AY5890  deliv. 08/16 

AIRLINER CLUTCH SOCCER
size NS 29,95 €
AY9329 multicolor
100% Polyurethane, leather (imitation)
5 x 21.5 x 16.5 cm
3.1 l
A floral print and embossed snakeskin pattern 
add instant glam to this colourful women's clutch. 
Attach the adjustable strap to carry it over your 
shoulder.

enhanced

[AY93296W]|

AY9329  deliv. 08/16 

BACKPACK
size NS 74,95 €
AY8659 black
100% Polyester, plain weave
19.5 x 38.5 x 55 cm
28.2 l
Ballistic nylon and reflective details give this 
backpack a high-tech look. A wide-top opening 
gives you easy access. With bonus pockets inside 
and out, including a laptop compartment you can 
access from the outside.

enhanced

[AY8659HC]|

AY8659  deliv. 08/16 

3 POCKET BP
size NS 54,95 €
AZ0270 utility blue f16
100% Polyester, plain weave
15 x 30 x 47 cm
24.14 l
When it comes to storage, more is better. This 
practical pack has a large front pocket and two 
extra pockets on the sides. It's accented with a 
reflective Trefoil logo on the front.

enhanced

[AZ0270K0]|

AZ0270  deliv. 08/16 

SHOPPER
size NS 39,95 €
AY8607 utility blue f16
100% Polyester, plain weave
9 x 36 x 42 cm
17.4 l
A reflective Trefoil logo gives a touch of shine to 
this shopper-size tote. With a zip closure, the 
bag is detailed with a modern mesh panel and an 
inside organiser.

enhanced

[AY86075S]|

AY8607  deliv. 08/16 
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FESTIVAL BAG
size NS 19,95 €
AY8957 black
100% Polyester, plain weave
2 x 12 x 16 cm
0.8 l
A reflective Trefoil logo on the front brings an eye-
catching look to this simple black bag. The sturdy 
carry strap can be adjusted or removed to wear as 
a shoulder bag, a bum bag or attached to a belt.

enhanced

[AY8957OR]|

AY8957  deliv. 08/16 

CAP 5 PANEL
size OSFM; OSFL 24,95 €
AY9007 utility blue f16/ black
100% Polyester, plain weave, 120g
Sleek and modern, this smooth nylon cap has 
reflective bonding details at the seams. Finished 
with plastic trim and a reflective adidas Trefoil 
logo on front.

enhanced

[AY9007=%]|

AY9007  deliv. 08/16 

BACKPACK ESSENTIAL SEPTEMBER
size NS 44,95 €
AY9335 dgh solid grey
100% Polyurethane, leather (imitation)
15 x 30 x 47 cm
26.7 l
A lush faux suede build and see-through mesh 
details give this backpack a unique look. It has an 
inner zip compartment and a laptop compartment 
that's accessible from the outside.

enhanced

[AY93354P]|

AY9335  deliv. 09/16 

Monthly Drops - 80’s White Noise

BACKPACK ESSENTIAL GRAPHIC
size NS 44,95 €
AY7762 multicolor
100% Polyester, plain weave
15 x 30 x 47 cm
24.14 l
The eye-catching style of this graphic backpack 
speaks for itself, in any language. An allover print 
of adidas slogans makes a fun grey and black 
pattern, punctuated by a white adidas Trefoil logo.

enhanced

[AY7762B+]|

AY7762  deliv. 09/16 

DAY BACKPACK
size NS 74,95 €
AY7776 medium grey heather
60% Cotton/40% Polyester, single jersey, 160g
19.5 x 40.5 x 55 cm
28.2 l
A unique jersey build with a black translucent PU 
panel gives this backpack a fresh, modern look. 
A wide-top opening gives you easy access. With 
bonus pockets inside and out, including a laptop 
compartment you can access from the outside.

enhanced

[AY7776HB]|

AY7776  deliv. 09/16 

ESSENTIAL BACKPACK
size NS 49,95 €
AY9378 collegiate burgundy/ multicolor
100% Polyester, single jersey, 135g
15 x 30 x 47 cm
24.14 l
Designed with British singer and fashion icon Rita 
Ora, this women's backpack features an allover 
paint-by-numbers floral print. It has a laptop 
compartment for extra protection, and a satin 
label with Trefoil logo.

enhanced

[AY9378F7]|

AY9378  deliv. 07/16 

Collaborations - Rita Ora
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SHOPPER RITA
size NS 59,95 €
AY9375 collegiate burgundy/ multicolor/ white
100% Polyester, plain weave, 320g
12 x 40 x 31 cm
15.7 l
This women's shopper bag was designed in 
collaboration with British singer and fashion icon 
Rita Ora. With an allover paint-by-numbers print 
that is partially filled in, an everyday bag becomes 
fabulous.

enhanced

[AY9375C^]|

AY9375  deliv. 08/16 

SNAP BACK CAP
size OSFW 34,95 €
AY9379 collegiate burgundy
100% Cotton, twill, 278g
Designed with British singer and fashion icon 
Rita Ora, this women's snap-back cap delivers a 
feminine, urban style.

enhanced

[AY9379GA]|

AY9379  deliv. 08/16 

CROCHITA DUFFEL
size NS 69,95 €
AY9365 multicolor
100% Polyester, plain weave
27.5 x 55 x 27.5 cm
34.33 l
This women's duffel bag mixes crochet designs 
with patchwork style for a handcrafted look. Made 
in collaboration with Brazil's FARM, it features a 
shoulder strap and webbing handles so you can 
carry it two ways.

enhanced

[AY9365A/]|

AY9365  deliv. 07/16 

Collaborations - Farm

CROCHITA CLASSIC BP
size NS 34,95 €
AY9367 multicolor
100% Polyester, plain weave
13 x 28 x 44 cm
18.08 l
This women's backpack mixes crochet designs 
with patchwork style in a print designed 
exclusively for adidas Originals by Brazil's FARM. 
It's fashioned in classic backpack style, with a 
laptop compartment, for everyday use.

enhanced

[AY9367C&]|

AY9367  deliv. 07/16 

CROCHITA GYMSACK
size NS 19,95 €
AY9364 multicolor
100% Polyester, plain weave, 210g
0 x 37 x 47 cm
15.93 l
Crochet designs and patchwork style inspire 
the look of this women's gym bag. Designed in 
collaboration with Brazil's The FARM Company, it 
has simple rope drawcords for easy carrying.

enhanced

[AY93649.]|

AY9364  deliv. 07/16 

CROCHITA CAP
size OSFW 24,95 €
AY9360 mid grapef07/ multicolor
100% Polyester, plain weave, 120g
Mixing crochet designs with patchwork style, this 
women's hat adds funky and feminine style to 
a sportswear essential. The print was designed 
exclusively for adidas Originals by FARM.

enhanced

[AY93605P]|

AY9360  deliv. 07/16 
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PAVAO DE COR  ESSENTIAL BP
size NS 44,95 €
AY9366 multicolor
100% Polyester, plain weave
15 x 30 x 47 cm
24.14 l
An intricate print designed by Brazil's FARM adds 
elegant style to this everyday backpack. Includes 
padded, adjustable straps for a personalised and 
comfortable fit and a laptop sleeve for protection.

enhanced

[AY9366B/]|

AY9366  deliv. 07/16 

PAVAO DE COR SHOPPER
size NS 24,95 €
AY9362 multicolor
100% Polyester, plain weave, 210g
0 x 36 x 38 cm
11.33 l
This women's shopper is made of lightweight, 
shiny tricot fabric. It features a vivid allover 
peacock print designed by FARM, exclusively for 
adidas Originals.

enhanced

[AY93627V]|

AY9362  deliv. 07/16 

PAVAO DE COR BEACH SHOPPER
size NS 54,95 €
AY9361 multicolor
100% Polyester, plain weave, 100% Polyester, 
plain weave, 116g
16 x 52 x 33 cm
16.75 l
This handy women's shopper bag has an intricate 
allover peacock print designed by Brazil's FARM. 
Durable webbing carry handles mean you can take 
it everywhere.

enhanced

[AY93616S]|

AY9361  deliv. 07/16 

PAVAO DE COR PRINTED SOCK
size 27-30; 31-34; 35-38; 
39-42; 43-46

14,95 €

AZ6272 black/ off white
98% Polyester/2% Elasthane, socks
These women's Pavao socks feature an intricate 
monochromatic peacock print designed by 
Brazil's FARM. A bold look in comfortable stretchy 
knit.

enhanced

[AZ6272&D]|

AZ6272  deliv. 07/16 

BACKPACK ESSENTIAL ADICOLOR
size NS 39,95 €
AY7737 collegiate navy/ tech ink f16
AY7738 collegiate burgundy/ collegiate navy
AY7739 olive cargo f16/ black
100% Polyester, plain weave, 290g
15 x 30 x 47 cm
24.14 l
This handy backpack carries your essentials, and 
more, with two extra side pockets and an inner 
laptop pocket. Detailed with a printed Trefoil logo.

enhanced

[AY7737A+]|

AY7737  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7738B#]|

AY7738  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7739C0]|

AY7739  deliv. 07/16 

Bags

BACKPACK ESSENTIAL KNIT GRAPHIC
size NS 44,95 €
AY7837 black/ white
AY7838 tech steel f16/ black
AY7839 vivid red s13/ black
100% Polyester, jacquard, 370g
14 x 30 x 47 cm
26.9 l
With an allover engineered knit graphic, this 
backpack has a fresh, eye-catching look. The 
roomy design includes a padded laptop pocket 
inside. It's finished with a printed Trefoil logo.

enhanced

[AY7837D1]|

AY7837  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7838E4]|

AY7838  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7839F7]|

AY7839  deliv. 07/16 
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BACKPACK ESSENTIAL BTS
size NS 44,95 €
AY7759 multicolor
100% Polyester, plain weave
15 x 30 x 47 cm
24.14 l
Take the love of sport back to school with this new 
backpack. It has a colourful athletic print on the 
outside, with a special pocket for your laptop on 
the inside. Finished with a printed Trefoil logo on 
the front zip pocket.

enhanced

[AY7759GA]|

AY7759  deliv. 08/16 

BACKPACK CLASSIC TRICOT
size NS 39,95 €
AY7749 black
AY7750 vivid red s13
13 x 28 x 44 cm
21.2 l
Ready for outings, this sporty backpack with iconic 
branding has legitimate adidas style. Built in 
tricot, it has a laptop pocket and is finished with a 
Trefoil logo on the front.

enhanced

[AY7749E5]|

AY7749  deliv. 07/16 

[AY77507U]|

AY7750  deliv. 07/16 

BACKPACK CLASSIC JERSEY
size NS 39,95 €
AY7855 medium grey heather
13 x 28 x 44 cm
18.4 l
Putting a softer spin on a classic, this roomy 
backpack is made of heather grey jersey with a 
Trefoil logo on the front pocket for a fresh look. 
Padded straps keep it comfortable to carry.

enhanced

[AY7855F5]|

AY7855  deliv. 07/16 

BACKPACK CLASSIC MELANGE
size NS 34,95 €
AY7931 mgh solid grey
AY7932 night indigo
100% Polyester, plain weave
13 x 28 x 44 cm
18.08 l
Two colours give this mélange backpack a look 
that stands out from the crowd. With plenty of 
room for school or sports gear, it features a laptop 
pocket, and a handy front zip pocket with an 
oversize Trefoil logo.

enhanced

[AY7931A.]|

AY7931  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7932B/]|

AY7932  deliv. 07/16 

BACKPACK CLASSIC PERFORATED
size NS 49,95 €
AY7744 black
100% Polyurethane, leather (imitation)
13 x 28 x 44 cm
24.4 l
While others simply go back to school, this 
backpack arrives in style. The roomy design has 
the look of perforated leather, detailed with a 3D 
Trefoil logo on the front zip pocket.

enhanced

[AY77449.]|

AY7744  deliv. 07/16 

BACKPACK CLASSIC VINTAGE
size NS 49,95 €
AY7846 dust rust f15-st
19.8 l
Ready for school or daily outings, this durable 
backpack has a classic design with two zip 
compartments for easy storage. The padded 
shoulder straps adjust for extra comfort.

enhanced

[AY7846E3]|

AY7846  deliv. 07/16 
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BACKPACK CLASSIC CAMO
size NS 34,95 €
AZ6270 collegiate navy/ multicolor
100% Polyester, plain weave, 290g
13 x 26 x 41 cm
18.54 l
With a new squared-off shape and camouflage-
print front pocket, this backpack brings two great 
looks together. The top carry handles make it 
extra handy and versatile.

enhanced

[AZ6270#7]|

AZ6270  deliv. 07/16 

BP CLASSIC
size NS 34,95 €
F76907 black/ white
F76908 legend ink s10/ tribe blue s14/ red zest 

s13
B45887 white
100% Polyester, plain weave, 290g
13 x 26 x 41 cm
18.54 l
The Classic Backpack is a roomy bag with a 
modern, boxy shape and screenprinted logo. Made 
from PES with iconic piping around the edges, this 
pack features one main compartment, a padded 
laptop section, and a front zip pocket.

enhanced

[F76907%Y]|

F76907  deliv. 07/16 

[F76908/Y]|

F76908  deliv. 07/16 

[B45887CK]|

B45887  deliv. 07/16 

BACKPACK PATCH
size NS 49,95 €
AY7883 collegiate navy
AY7882 olive cargo f16/ black
100% Polyamide, twill
17 x 32 x 52 cm
31.37 l
There's a place for every little thing in this clever 
backpack, thanks to four extra pockets on front 
and a padded sleeve inside. Padded straps and 
breathable mesh insets add extra comfort.

enhanced

[AY7883JE]|

AY7883  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7882IB]|

AY7882  deliv. 07/16 

DUFFEL PERFORATED
size NS 64,95 €
AJ8408 black/ white
100% Polyurethane, leather (imitation)
27.5 x 55 x 27.5 cm
36.2 l
Elevating gym basic to fashion statement, this 
elegant duffel bag has the look of perforated 
leather in a practical PU build. A webbed 
herringbone shoulder strap with contrasting 
3-Stripes and Trefoil logo finish it off in style.

enhanced

[AJ8408J/]|

AJ8408  deliv. 07/16 

AIRLINER ADICOLOR PU
size NS 49,95 €
AJ8203 black/ white
AY7857 collegiate navy/ white
100% Polyurethane, leather (imitation)
10 x 38 x 28 cm
18.6 l
An icon gets updated this season in the AC 
Airliner bag with a vintage grainy PU build and 
valuable embroidery outlining the Trefoil logo on 
front. It features two main compartments, a front 
zip pocket and a 3-Stripes webbing strap.

enhanced

[AJ82038B]|

AJ8203  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7857HB]|

AY7857  deliv. 07/16 

AIRLINER SUEDE PU
size NS 54,95 €
AY7853 tech ink f16/ collegiate navy
AY7854 sesame/ ash
100% Polyurethane, leather (imitation)
12.5 x 38 x 29 cm
20.8 l
A distinguished travel companion, this elegant 
airliner bag features a posh, suede-like build and 
serrated 3-Stripes. Finished with a herringbone 
carry strap, it has the look of a true traveller.

enhanced

[AY7853D&]|

AY7853  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7854E2]|

AY7854  deliv. 07/16 
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AIRLINER JERSEY
size NS 49,95 €
AY7798 medium grey heather
12.5 x 40 x 29 cm
23 l
Take along all the comforts of home with this 
jersey airliner bag. The heather-grey design has 
a Trefoil logo on the front zip pocket, and the bag 
features a padded inner pocket to safely hold a 
laptop while travelling.

enhanced

[AY7798NR]|

AY7798  deliv. 07/16 

AIRLINER PERFORATED
size NS 54,95 €
AJ8383 black/ white
AY7884 chalk white/ green
AY7885 collegiate navy/ maroon
100% Polyurethane, leather (imitation)
12 x 38 x 28 cm
17.7 l
An elegant travel accessory, this chic airliner bag 
has the look of perforated leather in a durable 
PU build. A webbed herringbone shoulder strap 
and 3D Trefoil badge logo add distinctive finishing 
details.

enhanced

[AJ8383RB]|

AJ8383  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7884KH]|

AY7884  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7885LK]|

AY7885  deliv. 07/16 

AIRLINER VINTAGE
size NS 54,95 €
AY7797 dust rust f15-st
12 x 38 x 28 cm
21.5 l
Slung over the shoulder or carried by the handles, 
this airliner bag travels in style. The roomy design 
includes an organiser for small items and a 
printed Trefoil logo on front.

enhanced

[AY7797MO]|

AY7797  deliv. 07/16 

AIRLINER BTS
size NS 49,95 €
AY7780 multicolor
100% Polyester, plain weave
10 x 40 x 29 cm
17.25 l
A colourful update of a simple style, this airliner 
bag has a sporty wraparound print on the outside, 
with room for a laptop and other essentials inside. 
The front zip pocket is finished with a printed 
Trefoil logo.

enhanced

[AY7780D^]|

AY7780  deliv. 08/16 

MINI AIRLINER ADICOLOR
size NS 39,95 €
AJ8333 black/ white
AY7865 collegiate navy/ white
AY7866 vivid red s13/ white
100% Polyurethane, leather (imitation)
8 x 23 x 17 cm
A scaled-down version of a familiar shape, this 
mini airliner bag is perfect for holding those little 
essentials. The leather-look design is accented 
with a printed Trefoil logo for a sporty look.

enhanced

[AJ8333HX]|

AJ8333  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7865HA]|

AY7865  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7866ID]|

AY7866  deliv. 07/16 

MINI BAG JERSEY
size NS 27,95 €
AY7842 medium grey heather
6 x 15 x 20 cm
3.6 l
A smart style with a soft touch, this jersey mini 
bag comes in neutral heather grey with a large 
Trefoil logo on the front pocket. The strap adjusts 
for on-the-shoulder or cross-body wear.

enhanced

[AY7842A=]|

AY7842  deliv. 07/16 
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MINI BAG PERFORATED
size NS 27,95 €
AJ8393 black/ white
AY7888 collegiate navy/ maroon
100% Polyurethane, leather (imitation)
6 x 15 x 20 cm
Sleek and chic, this mini bag has the look of 
perforated leather in a durable PU build. It's 
detailed with a 3D Trefoil logo on front and 
a webbed herringbone shoulder strap with 
contrasting 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[AJ8393TG]|

AJ8393  deliv. 07/16 

[AY7888OT]|

AY7888  deliv. 07/16 

GYMSACK TRICOT
size NS 22,95 €
AY7805 black
AY7806 vivid red s13
0 x 36 x 48 cm
18.4 l
The gear goes here. This sporty gym sack is made 
for adventure, with enough room for shoes and 
workout clothes. It features a large Trefoil logo 
on front.

enhanced

[AY78055R]|

AY7805  deliv. 07/16 

[AY78066U]|

AY7806  deliv. 07/16 

GYMSACK BTS
size NS 19,95 €
AY7813 multicolor
100% Polyester, plain weave
0 x 37 x 47 cm
15.93 l
Sports gear or shoes will feel right at home in this 
colourful gym sack, thanks to an allover athletic 
print. This durable sackpack has an extra zip 
pocket to keep smaller items within easy reach.

enhanced

[AY78135Q]|

AY7813  deliv. 08/16 

AC CAP TRE FLAT
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM; 
OSFC

24,95 €

S95077 black/ white
S95078 collegiate navy/ white
100% Cotton, twill, 278g
Athletic style done the adidas way. This cotton 
twill cap features a big embroidered Trefoil logo 
on the front and a snap-back closure on the back 
for a custom fit.

enhanced

[S95077J0]|

S95077  deliv. 06/16 

[S95078K3]|

S95078  deliv. 06/16 

Headwear

AC CAP TRE FLAT CAMO
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM 24,95 €
B45087 multicolor
100% Cotton, twill, 278g

enhanced

[B45087ZB]|

B45087  deliv. 06/16 

AC CAP TRE FLAT MELANGE
size OSFY; OSFM; OSFL 24,95 €
B45093 medium grey heather
100% Cotton, twill, 278g

enhanced

[B45093X4]|

B45093  deliv. 06/16 
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SNAPBACK FLATBRIM CAP BLACK&WHITE
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM; 
OSFL; OSFC

27,95 €

AY9374 black/ white
100% Cotton, twill, 278g
Awesome with a capital A, this cotton twill cap 
features a large embroidered letter "A" front and 
centre. The snap-back closure ensures a great fit.

enhanced

[AY9374B%]|

AY9374  deliv. 06/16 

NBA SNAPBACK CAP BULLS
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM 34,95 €
AY9419 night red/ gold met.
50% Wool/50% Polyester, FLANNEL
Show your love for the Bulls with this flat-brim 
cap in a warm flannel build. On the front, the 
flashy BULLS logo in gold metallic gets noticed.

enhanced

[AY94197Y]|

AY9419  deliv. 06/16 

NBA SNAPBACK CAP NETS
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM; 
OSFL; OSFC

34,95 €

AY9411 utility grey f16/ gold met.
50% Wool/50% Polyester, FLANNEL
A cosy wool-poly flannel build gives this cap a 
comfy fit and feel. An embroidered Nets logo gives 
it legitimate fan status.

enhanced

[AY9411&A]|

AY9411  deliv. 06/16 

NBA SNAPBACK CAP BULLS T
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM; 
OSFL; OSFC

34,95 €

AY9410 multicolor/ red
100% Cotton, twill, 278g
Set yourself apart from everyday fans in this 
camouflage-print, flat-brim Chicago Bulls cap. 
With a bright BULLS logo in raised embroidery 
across the front, your allegiance will be clear.

enhanced

[AY9410^7]|

AY9410  deliv. 06/16 

NBA SNAPBACK CAP LAKERS T
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM; 
OSFL; OSFC

34,95 €

AY9397 multicolor/ collegiate gold
100% Cotton, twill, 278g
Set yourself apart from everyday fans in this 
camouflage-print, flat-brim Lakers cap. With a 
bright LAKERS logo in raised embroidery across 
the front, your allegiance will be clear.

enhanced

[AY9397IE]|

AY9397  deliv. 06/16 

NBA SNAPBACK CAP NETS  TECH
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM; 
OSFL; OSFC

34,95 €

AY9396 multicolor/ white
100% Cotton, twill, 278g
There's no disguising a true Nets fan. This 
camouflage-print cotton twill cap features a big 
embroidered "BROOKLYN" on the front. On the 
back there's an NBA logo and a Trefoil logo.

enhanced

[AY9396HB]|

AY9396  deliv. 06/16 
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SNAP BACK CAP BTS
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM 24,95 €
AY7856 legend ink s10/ multicolor
100% Cotton, twill, 278g
With a tip of the hat to sports fans, this snap-back 
cap has a colourful back-to-school athletic print 
on the brim. The front of this cotton cap shows off 
a big Trefoil logo.

enhanced

[AY7856G8]|

AY7856  deliv. 08/16 

HERITAGE TRUCKER CAP
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM; 
OSFL; OSFC

24,95 €

AY9373 black/ white
100% Polyester, doubleknit, 100g
An original take on the ever-popular trucker 
cap, this new style has a colourful '70s-inspired 
graphic on front, with cording detail at the brim.

enhanced

[AY9373A$]|

AY9373  deliv. 06/16 

TRUCKER CAP B&W
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM; 
OSFL; OSFC

27,95 €

AY9380 white/ black
100% Cotton, twill, 278g
A is for adidas and for the amazing style of this 
cap. The embroidered letter "A" and Trefoil add 
sporty detail, and the snap-back closure keeps 
the fit snug.

enhanced

[AY93809Z]|

AY9380  deliv. 06/16 

5 PANEL CAP REFLECTIVE
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM 29,95 €
AY9384 black reflective
65% Polyester/35% Cotton, plain weave
Sleek and shiny, this five-panel cap is made of 
totally reflective material for an eye-catching new 
look. A printed tonal Trefoil logo on front finishes 
it off in style.

enhanced

[AY9384D0]|

AY9384  deliv. 06/16 

TREFOIL BUCKET HAT ADICOLOR
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM; 
OSFL; OSFC

24,95 €

AJ8995 black/ white
S94587 collegiate navy/ white
100% Cotton, twill, 278g
The Core Bucket Hat brings an urban edge to a 
summery style. Made from cotton twill, it has a 
stacked adidas logo embroidered on one side.

enhanced

[AJ89952H]|

AJ8995  deliv. 06/16 

[S94587WV]|

S94587  deliv. 06/16 

BOONIE HAT
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM; 
OSFL

29,95 €

AY9395 black
100% Cotton, plain weave, 100g
Remaking a classic with a sporty edge, this boonie 
hat has a large embroidered Trefoil logo on front. 
Made of easy-wearing poly twill with a wide, sun-
shielding brim.

enhanced

[AY9395G8]|

AY9395  deliv. 06/16 
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BOONIE HAT CAMOUFLAGE
size OSFW; OSFM 29,95 €
AZ3182 multicolor
100% Cotton, ripstop

enhanced

[AZ3182XV]|

AZ3182  deliv. 06/16 

RIB LOGO BEANIE
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM; 
OSFL; OSFB; OSFC; OSFT

22,95 €

AY9071 black/ white
AY9072 mgh solid grey/ white
AY9073 collegiate navy/ white
100% Polyacrylics, plain knit
This knit beanie sports a simple, go-with-
everything design. Hidden beneath the roll-up 
brim, the famous 3-Stripes are knit right in. Turn 
it up, and show off the Trefoil logo.

enhanced

[AY9071&C]|

AY9071  deliv. 08/16 

[AY90720F]|

AY9072  deliv. 08/16 

[AY90731I]|

AY9073  deliv. 08/16 

RIB LOGO BEANIE
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM; 
OSFL

22,95 €

AY9065 black/ white
AY9066 collegiate navy/ white
AY9068 burgundy/ white
100% Polyacrylics, plain knit
Take the chill off in style. This beanie is knit with 
a soft mélange yarn and detailed with a satiny 
Trefoil logo.

enhanced

[AY90651J]|

AY9065  deliv. 08/16 

[AY90662M]|

AY9066  deliv. 08/16 

[AY90684S]|

AY9068  deliv. 08/16 
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BEANIE GRAPHIC BADGE
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM 24,95 €
B47849 black
100% Polyacrylics, plain knit, 359g
With a touch of vintage style, this beanie brings a 
fresh look to the streets. The embroidered pattern 
on the badge adds a handcrafted vibe.

enhanced

[B47849EO]|

B47849  deliv. 08/16 

RIB LOGO BEANIE ENGINEERED
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM; 
OSFL; OSFB; OSFC; OSFT

22,95 €

AY9078 black/ white
AY9079 olive cargo f16/ white
100% Polyacrylics, plain knit, 359g
Made to be noticed, this beanie has a strong 
graphic look, with a knit-in message that circles 
the brim.

enhanced

[AY90786X]|

AY9078  deliv. 08/16 

[AY90797-]|

AY9079  deliv. 08/16 

GRAPHIC BEANIE
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM; 
OSFL

24,95 €

AY9060 multicolor/ white
100% Polyacrylics, plain knit, 359g
The ultimate urban accessory, this camouflage 
beanie has a street-smart look. It's finished with 
an embroidered Trefoil logo front and centre.

enhanced

[AY9060/1]|

AY9060  deliv. 08/16 

NBA BEANIE CB
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM 34,95 €
AY9046 multicolor/ red
100% Polyacrylics, plain knit, 359g
A salute to Chicago's favourite hoopsters, this 
camouflage-print beanie proudly sports the 
team's name embroidered on front, and a Trefoil 
logo on back.

enhanced

[AY9046^C]|

AY9046  deliv. 08/16 

NBA BEANIE BN
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM 34,95 €
AY9047 multicolor/ white
100% Polyacrylics, plain knit, 359g
A salute to Brooklyn's favourite hoopsters, this 
camouflage-print beanie proudly sports the 
borough's name embroidered on front, and an 
adidas Trefoil on back.

enhanced

[AY9047&F]|

AY9047  deliv. 08/16 

NBA BEANIE LL
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM 34,95 €
AY9069 multicolor/ collegiate gold
100% Polyacrylics, plain knit, 359g
Keep your head warm and your Lakers love alive 
with this beanie. The camouflage pattern is woven 
in to the knit and the Lakers logo is embroidered, 
for a premium statement.

enhanced

[AY90695V]|

AY9069  deliv. 08/16 
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SCATTER AOP 5 PANEL
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM; 
OSFL

34,95 €

AZ6099 core heather
100% Polyester, plain weave
The familiar shape of this five-panel hat has been 
updated with contemporary details, including a 
graphic print and contrast binding.

enhanced

[AZ60994U]|

AZ6099  deliv. 07/16 

Headwear - Action Sports

RIP STOP BLACKBIRD TRUCKER
size OSFY; OSFW; OSFM; 
OSFL

27,95 €

AZ6109 black
100% Cotton, ripstop
With an authentic trucker look, this hat features 
a comfortable cotton ripstop build with an open 
mesh back. An embroidered Trefoil logo badge 
sits front and center.

enhanced

[AZ6109-$]|

AZ6109  deliv. 09/16 

GLOVES SMART PH
size 2XS-L 19,95 €
AY9075 black/ white
AY9077 collegiate navy/ white
AY9076 medium grey heather/ white
100% Polyacrylics, plain knit, 359g
No need to take these gloves off when your 
smartphone or tablet comes out. The fingertips 
are designed to swipe screens with ease. Finished 
with knit-in 3-Stripes on the cuff.

enhanced

[AY90753O]|

AY9075  deliv. 08/16 

[AY90775U]|

AY9077  deliv. 08/16 

[AY90764R]|

AY9076  deliv. 08/16 

Gloves

PRINTED SOCK BTS
size 27-30; 31-34; 35-38; 
39-42; 43-46

14,95 €

AY7740 multicolor
98% Polyester/2% Elasthane, socks
A colourful tribute to sport, these crew socks 
feature an all-over athletic print. Lightweight 
polyester with a bit of stretch, they're finished with 
a Trefoil beneath the contrasting 3-Stripes.

enhanced

[AY77405P]|

AY7740  deliv. 08/16 

Socks

PRINTED FLOWER SOCK 1PP
size 27-30; 31-34; 35-38; 
39-42; 43-46

14,95 €

AZ0166 multicolor
98% Polyester/2% Elasthane, socks
A colourful floral pattern blooms on these socks. 
With 3-Stripes on the cuff just above the signature 
Trefoil logo.

enhanced

[AZ0166L6]|

AZ0166  deliv. 06/16 

REFLECTIVE PRINT SOCKS 1PP
size 27-30; 31-34; 35-38; 
39-42; 43-46

17,95 €

AZ0164 medium grey heather/ black
83% Cotton/15% Polyamide/2% Elasthane, socks
These socks have a modern look, with eye-
catching reflective 3-Stripes and a reflective 
Trefoil.

enhanced

[AZ0164J0]|

AZ0164  deliv. 06/16 
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THIN CREW SOCK GRAPHIC 2P
size 27-30; 31-34; 35-38; 
39-42; 43-46

12,95 €

AZ0161 white/ black/ medium grey heather
AZ0162 utility blue f16/ olive cargo f16/ craft 

chili f16
70% Cotton/20% Polyester/8% Polyamide/2% 
Elasthane, socks
Leave the bulky white socks in the drawer. These 
thin crew socks are built for comfort and style, 
with a touch of stretch and contrasting 3-Stripes 
at the ankle.

enhanced

[AZ0161G=]|

AZ0161  deliv. 06/16 

[AZ0162H+]|

AZ0162  deliv. 06/16 

THIN CREW SOCK CAMO 2PP
size 27-30; 31-34; 35-38; 
39-42; 43-46

14,95 €

AZ0168 multicolor/ black
Get two different takes on camouflage in one 
super-comfortable design. These crew socks 
feature a classic camo pattern and a black outline 
camo pattern, both with a contrasting Trefoil logo.

enhanced

[AZ0168NC]|

AZ0168  deliv. 06/16 

SOLID KNEE SOCKS 2P
size 27-30; 31-34; 35-38; 
39-42; 43-46

14,95 €

AZ1488 white/ black
These knee-high athletic socks are a study in 
opposites. The two-pack features a solid white 
and solid black pair, accented with contrasting 
3-Stripes and Trefoil.

enhanced

[AZ1488/5]|

AZ1488  deliv. 06/16 

SNEAKER SOCK 1P
size 31-34; 35-38; 39-42; 
43-46

9,95 €

S20051 white/ black
Get the barefoot look and the comfort of socks in 
this low, no-show sock style. They have built-in 
support and an anti-slip heel to keep them in 
place.

enhanced

[S200511=]|

S20051  deliv. 06/16 
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44
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AY7837 BACKPACK ESSENTIAL KNIT 
GRAPHIC

115

AY7838 BACKPACK ESSENTIAL KNIT 
GRAPHIC

115

AY7839 BACKPACK ESSENTIAL KNIT 
GRAPHIC

115

AY7842 MINI BAG JERSEY 118
AY7846 BACKPACK CLASSIC VINTAGE 116
AY7853 AIRLINER SUEDE PU 117
AY7854 AIRLINER SUEDE PU 117
AY7855 BACKPACK CLASSIC JERSEY 116
AY7856 SNAP BACK CAP BTS 121
AY7857 AIRLINER ADICOLOR PU 117
AY7865 MINI AIRLINER ADICOLOR 118
AY7866 MINI AIRLINER ADICOLOR 118
AY7881 3 STRIPES LEGGINGS 16
AY7882 BACKPACK PATCH 117
AY7883 BACKPACK PATCH 117
AY7884 AIRLINER PERFORATED 118
AY7885 AIRLINER PERFORATED 118
AY7887 REGULAR TP CUF 16
AY7888 MINI BAG PERFORATED 119
AY7891 SST TP 16
AY7892 SST TT 14
AY7901 TREFOIL TEE DRESS 15
AY7904 TREFOIL TEE 15
AY7905 TREFOIL CREW SWEATER 15
AY7907 SST TT 14
AY7916 BOYFRIEND TREFOIL TEE 15
AY7931 BACKPACK CLASSIC MELANGE 116
AY7932 BACKPACK CLASSIC MELANGE 116
AY7939 3 STRIPES LEGGINGS 14
AY7940 BOYFRIEND TREFOIL TEE 12
AY7944 CROP LONGSLEEVE 13
AY7945 FIREBIRD TP 13
AY7946 FIREBIRD TT 11
AY7947 REGULAR TP OH 14
AY7948 LINEAR LEGGINGS 14
AY7949 LONG DRESS 12
AY7950 LOOSE CROP TANK 13
AY7954 LOOSE TREFOIL TANK 13
AY7956 BF ROLL UP TEE 13
AY7957 3 STRIPES MIDI SKIRT 14
AY7958 TREFOIL TANK DRESS 13
AY7959 TREFOIL LEGGING 14
AY7963 TREFOIL SWEATSHIRT 12

AY7979 SST TT 2.0 35
AY7980 ES MONTHLY AUG SST TP 2.0 36
AY7981 ES MONTHLY AUG SST SHORT 2.0 36
AY7982 ES WB TACTICAL TECH 35
AY7984 ES OTH HOODY 35
AY7996 ES CREW TACTICAL TECH 35
AY8002 TREFOIL RAGLAN LS TEETECH 35
AY8003 ES TREFOIL TEE (ELONGATED) AUG 36
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AY8086 Sport Luxe Short Sleeve Tee 32
AY8088 Sport Luxe Short Sleeve Tee 32
AY8102 Sport Luxe Mix Full Zip Hoodie 32
AY8103 Sport Luxe Mix Full Zip Hoodie 32
AY8106 ES OTH HOODY 33
AY8107 ES CRDO TEE 34
AY8108 LINEAR LEGGINGS 21
AY8115 FLARED PANT 19
AY8117 TREFOIL CREW SWEATER 17
AY8118 TREFOIL CREW SWEATER 17
AY8119 SST TP 20
AY8120 FIREBIRD TRACK PANT 20
AY8122 ES TRACK PANT 34
AY8123 TREFOIL TEE DRESS 18
AY8125 SLIM SHORTS 21
AY8126 SLIM TP OH 20
AY8127 SLIM TP CUF 20
AY8128 SLIM FZ HOODIE 16
AY8131 CROP HOODIE 17
AY8132 CROP LONGSLEEVE 19
AY8133 SLIM CROP TEE 19
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AY8135 LOOSE CROP TANK 19
AY8136 LOOSE CROP TANK 19
AY8170 ES SHORTS 35
AY8171 ES CLRDO WB 33
AY8172 ES SST TT 33
AY8173 ES 3/4 SWPANT 34
AY8174 ES CREW 33
AY8188 ES TANK JULY 34
AY8216 I YWF AOP TEE G 85
AY8353 ES WB 36
AY8355 ES SWEATPANT SEP 37
AY8356 ES SST TT 36
AY8357 ES FZ HOODY SEP 36
AY8358 ES CREW AOP 37
AY8359 TREFOIL RAGLAN LS TEE 37

AY8360 ES TEE AOP 37
AY8363 ES WINDPANT 37
AY8371 STR ESSENTIALS JOGGER PANT 34
AY8414 Sport Luxe Knit TT 32
AY8432 Sport Luxe Material Mix Pant 33
AY8433 Sport Luxe Material Mix Pant 33
AY8548 I YWF TFL TEE G 85
AY8550 I YWF VEST G 85
AY8554 I YWF CREW 84
AY8556 I YWF CREW G 85
AY8558 I YWF HOOD G 85
AY8562 I BLOCK SKIRT SET G 85
AY8607 SHOPPER 112
AY8610 BLOCK IT OUT T-SHIRT 1 34
AY8611 BLOCK IT OUT T-SHIRT 1 34
AY8614 BLOCK IT OUT CREW SWEAT 33
AY8659 BACKPACK 112
AY8678 TONGUE LABEL BOYFRIEND TEE 22
AY8709 BLACKBIRD BLOCK TEE 54
AY8712 AERO POCKET TEE 54
AY8715 BB SWEATPANTS 54
AY8718 HOODED SWEATSHIRT ELEVATED 53
AY8719 HOODED SWEATSHIRT ELEVATED 53
AY8722 Easy-Breeze Button Up 53
AY8723 Easy-Breeze plaid Button Up 54
AY8728 San Francisco Crewneck 53
AY8729 San Francisco Crewneck 53
AY8730 UNSCHOOLED LIGHTWEIGHT 

JACKET
53

AY8735 WINDBREAKER TWO 53
AY8741 UP NORTH JACKET 52
AY8742 UP NORTH JACKET 52
AY8791 UNCOACHES JACKET 53
AY8824 Sport Luxe Fleece Track Top 32
AY8867 SCATTER AOP TEE 54
AY8877 PHOTO/ARTIST TEE 1 54
AY8957 FESTIVAL BAG 113
AY9003 TREFOIL LOGO HOODIE 15
AY9005 CROP HOODIE 11
AY9007 CAP 5 PANEL 113
AY9046 NBA BEANIE CB 123
AY9047 NBA BEANIE BN 123
AY9060 GRAPHIC BEANIE 123
AY9065 RIB LOGO BEANIE 122
AY9066 RIB LOGO BEANIE 122
AY9068 RIB LOGO BEANIE 122

AY9069 NBA BEANIE LL 123
AY9071 RIB LOGO BEANIE 122
AY9072 RIB LOGO BEANIE 122
AY9073 RIB LOGO BEANIE 122
AY9075 GLOVES SMART PH 124
AY9076 GLOVES SMART PH 124
AY9077 GLOVES SMART PH 124
AY9078 RIB LOGO BEANIE ENGINEERED 123
AY9079 RIB LOGO BEANIE ENGINEERED 123
AY9134 PADDED SPORT PARKA 51
AY9135 PADDED SPORT PARKA 51
AY9136 Q3 PARKA 51
AY9137 Q3 PARKA 51
AY9143 QUILTED SST 52
AY9144 QUILTED SST 52
AY9145 QUILTED SST 52
AY9147 BADGE BOMBER SST 51
AY9148 BADGE BOMBER SST 51
AY9149 MA1 SST 51
AY9150 MA1 SST 51
AY9161 ID96 VEST 52
AY9163 ID96 VEST 52
AY9316 TONGUE LABEL SLIM TEE 22
AY9325 SHOPPER 112
AY9327 BOWLING BAG 111
AY9329 AIRLINER CLUTCH SOCCER 112
AY9333 3 POCKET BP 111
AY9335 BACKPACK ESSENTIAL 

SEPTEMBER
113

AY9345 CLASSIC BP 111
AY9360 CROCHITA CAP 114
AY9361 PAVAO DE COR BEACH SHOPPER 115
AY9362 PAVAO DE COR SHOPPER 115
AY9364 CROCHITA GYMSACK 114
AY9365 CROCHITA DUFFEL 114
AY9366 PAVAO DE COR  ESSENTIAL BP 115
AY9367 CROCHITA CLASSIC BP 114
AY9373 HERITAGE TRUCKER CAP 121
AY9374 SNAPBACK FLATBRIM CAP 

BLACK&WHITE
120

AY9375 SHOPPER RITA 114
AY9378 ESSENTIAL BACKPACK 113
AY9379 SNAP BACK CAP 114
AY9380 TRUCKER CAP B&W 121
AY9384 5 PANEL CAP REFLECTIVE 121
AY9395 BOONIE HAT 121
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AY9396 NBA SNAPBACK CAP NETS  TECH 120
AY9397 NBA SNAPBACK CAP LAKERS T 120
AY9410 NBA SNAPBACK CAP BULLS T 120
AY9411 NBA SNAPBACK CAP NETS 120
AY9419 NBA SNAPBACK CAP BULLS 120
AY9435 SST TT 9
AY9437 SST TP 10
AY9441 TREFOIL LEGGING 11
AY9446 TREFOIL TANK 10
AY9449 SLIM CROP TEE 9
AY9450 TREFOIL TOP 10
AY9452 3 STRIPES LEGGINGS 11
AY9453 SLIM SHORTS 11
AY9455 TREFOIL TANK DRESS 10
AY9456 GIRLY ZIP HOODIE 9
AY9458 SLIM HOODIE 8
AY9459 SLIM FZ HOODIE 9
AY9460 BF ROLL UP TEE 9
AY9461 REGULAR TP CUF 10
AY9463 TREFOIL SWEATSHIRT 15
AZ0161 THIN CREW SOCK GRAPHIC 2P 125
AZ0162 THIN CREW SOCK GRAPHIC 2P 125
AZ0164 REFLECTIVE PRINT SOCKS 1PP 124
AZ0166 PRINTED FLOWER SOCK 1PP 124
AZ0168 THIN CREW SOCK CAMO 2PP 125
AZ0270 3 POCKET BP 112
AZ0902 J FL EN PANTS 81
AZ1025 74 CATALOG PHOTO TEE 48
AZ1027 STAMPS TEE 49
AZ1030 70s CATALOG PHOTO TEE 49
AZ1031 TREFOIL FIRE TEE 50
AZ1033 TREFOIL FIRE TEE 50
AZ1046 BLOCK IT OUT TEE 49
AZ1047 BLOCK IT OUT TEE 49
AZ1054 COLOR PATTERN TONGUE LABEL 

TEE
48

AZ1055 COLOR PATTERN TONGUE LABEL 
TEE

48

AZ1056 COLOR PATTERN TONGUE LABEL 
TEE

48

AZ1061 FREEZE TREFOIL TEE 50
AZ1062 FREEZE TREFOIL TEE 50
AZ1072 WHITE NOISE FILL TEE 50
AZ1079 ADIDAS NMD TREFOIL FILL TEE 50
AZ1080 BBALL PHOTO TEE 49
AZ1082 GIRL TEE 49

AZ1083 GIRL TEE 49
AZ1086 CAMO BOX TEE 48
AZ1087 CAMO BOX TEE 48
AZ1088 FRESH TREFOIL TEE 50
AZ1089 FRESH TREFOIL TEE 50
AZ1090 FRESH TREFOIL TEE 50
AZ1480 STREET PHOTO TEE 48
AZ1481 STREET PHOTO TEE 48
AZ1488 SOLID KNEE SOCKS 2P 125
AZ1621 J TREFOIL HOOD 82
AZ3182 BOONIE HAT CAMOUFLAGE 122
AZ3947 BB SWEATPANTS 54
AZ3985 ORIGINALS GRAPHIC FZ HOODIE 41
AZ3987 ORIGINALS GRAPHIC FZ HOODIE 45
AZ6099 SCATTER AOP 5 PANEL 124
AZ6109 RIP STOP BLACKBIRD TRUCKER 124
AZ6270 BACKPACK CLASSIC CAMO 117
AZ6272 PAVAO DE COR PRINTED SOCK 115
AZ8123 SST TT 2.0 39
AZ8124 SST TP 2.0 43
AZ8126 CLFN TEE 42
AZ8127 CLFN TEE 42
AZ8128 CLFN TEE 42
AZ8129 CLFN TEE 42
AZ8130 CLFN TEE 42
AZ8131 CLFN TEE 42
B23637 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION CF I 99
B23638 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION CF I 99
B23639 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION CF I 99
B23641 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION J 97
B23642 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION J 97
B23644 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION J 97
B24101 STAN SMITH CRIB 102
B24620 GAZELLE 2 J 109
B24638 GAZELLE 2 CF C 109
B24642 GAZELLE 2 CF I 109
B25724 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION J 97
B25725 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION CF I 99
B25726 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION CF I 99
B27136 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION 61
B27140 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION 61
B27367 SEELEY PREMIERE 73
B27368 SEELEY PREMIERE 73
B27369 SEELEY PREMIERE 73
B27370 SEELEY PREMIERE 73
B27436 ZX VULC 72

B27747 ADI-TREK 74
B27749 JAKE BOOT 2.0 72
B27763 SELLWOOD 74
B32703 STAN SMITH J 101
B32704 STAN SMITH CF I 102
B36928 TREFOIL TEE DRESS 9
B36934 TREFOIL TEE DRESS 12
B36939 TREFOIL SWEATER 12
B36942 TREFOIL SWEATER 12
B36945 windbreaker 11
B36946 SLIM JACKET 24
B36947 TREFOIL TEE 18
B42617 SUPERSTAR 59
B42618 SUPERSTAR 59
B42619 SUPERSTAR 61
B42620 SUPERSTAR 59
B42621 SUPERSTAR 61
B42622 SUPERSTAR 61
B42623 SUPERSTAR 61
B42624 SUPERSTAR 61
B45087 AC CAP TRE FLAT CAMO 119
B45093 AC CAP TRE FLAT MELANGE 119
B45887 BP CLASSIC 117
B47849 BEANIE GRAPHIC BADGE 123
B72576 SEELEY PREMIERE 73
BA8375 STAN SMITH EL C 102
BA8376 STAN SMITH EL C 102
BA8377 STAN SMITH EL C 102
BA8378 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION EL C 98
BA8379 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION EL C 98
BA8380 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION EL C 98
BA8381 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION EL C 98
BA8382 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION EL C 98
BA8383 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION EL C 98
BA8388 STAN SMITH EL C 102
BA9318 GAZELLE 2 J 109
BA9325 GAZELLE 2 CF C 109
BA9331 GAZELLE 2 CF I 109
BB0683 SUPERSTAR GLOSSY TOE W 27
BB0684 SUPERSTAR GLOSSY TOE W 27
BB0686 SUPERSTAR W 27
BB0694 STAN SMITH EL C 102
BB0761 LOS ANGELES W 29
BB0762 LOS ANGELES W 29
BB4996 STAN SMITH 63
BB4997 STAN SMITH 63

BB4998 STAN SMITH 63
BB5052 ZX FLUX W 26
BB5472 GAZELLE 70
BB5473 GAZELLE 70
BB5474 GAZELLE 70
BB5475 GAZELLE 70
BB5476 GAZELLE 70
BB5477 GAZELLE 70
BB5478 GAZELLE 70
BB5497 GAZELLE 70
BB5498 GAZELLE 70
C77124 SUPERSTAR 62
C77154 SUPERSTAR J 97
D69287 PRO MODEL 62
F37838 ADI-EASE 73
F37839 ADI-EASE 74
F37845 ADI-EASE 74
F37855 SELLWOOD 74
F37857 SELLWOOD 74
F76907 BP CLASSIC 117
F76908 BP CLASSIC 117
G62110 ZX 700 68
M19838 ZX FLUX 57
M19840 ZX FLUX 57
M19841 ZX FLUX 57
M20324 STAN SMITH 63
M20325 STAN SMITH 63
M20326 STAN SMITH 63
M20327 STAN SMITH 63
M20604 STAN SMITH J 101
M20605 STAN SMITH J 101
M20608 STAN SMITH CF I 102
M20609 STAN SMITH CF I 102
M21294 ZX FLUX K 91
M21301 ZX FLUX I 93
S20051 SNEAKER SOCK 1P 125
S31530 LOS ANGELES 67
S31531 LOS ANGELES 67
S31532 LOS ANGELES 67
S31533 LOS ANGELES 67
S31534 LOS ANGELES 67
S31535 LOS ANGELES 67
S32069 COURTVANTAGE W 29
S32070 COURTVANTAGE W 28
S32111 COUNTRY OG 69
S32114 COUNTRY OG 69
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S32119 ZX FLUX 360 I 95
S32120 ZX FLUX 360 I 95
S32128 STAN SMITH 360 I 103
S32129 STAN SMITH 360 I 103
S32133 SUPERSTAR 360 I 101
S32134 SUPERSTAR 360 I 101
S32141 STAN SMITH CF I 102
S32142 STAN SMITH CF J 101
S32200 COUNTRY OG W 30
S32201 COUNTRY OG W 30
S32225 LA TRAINER W 29
S32226 LA TRAINER W 29
S32239 HAMBURG J 108
S32240 HAMBURG J 108
S32241 HAMBURG EL C 108
S32242 HAMBURG EL C 108
S32243 HAMBURG EL C 108
S32244 HAMBURG EL I 108
S32245 HAMBURG EL I 108
S32247 GAZELLE 2 J 109
S32249 GAZELLE 2 CF C 109
S32251 GAZELLE 2 CF I 109
S32262 STAN SMITH W 28
S32263 STAN SMITH W 28
S32274 ZX FLUX 57
S32275 ZX FLUX 57
S32276 ZX FLUX 57
S32277 ZX FLUX 58
S32278 ZX FLUX 58
S32279 ZX FLUX 58
S32280 ZX FLUX 58
S74778 STAN SMITH J 101
S74782 STAN SMITH CF I 102
S74838 HAMBURG 71
S74874 LOS ANGELES K 104
S74880 LOS ANGELES CF I 106
S74944 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION J 97
S74946 SUPERSTAR FOUNDATION CF I 99
S75027 STAN SMITH MID 63
S75028 STAN SMITH MID 63
S75044 ZESTRA W 30
S75096 CourtVantage K 103
S75100 CourtVantage EL I 104
S75104 STAN SMITH 64
S75146 STAN SMITH OG PK 63
S75148 STAN SMITH OG PK 63

S75187 STAN SMITH CF 65
S75197 M ATTITUDE REVIVE W 30
S75210 M ATTITUDE REVIVE LO W 30
S75351 STAN SMITH PK J 102
S75352 STAN SMITH PK EL C 103
S75353 STAN SMITH PK EL I 103
S75368 HAMBURG K 108
S75371 HAMBURG EL I 108
S75581 TUBULAR VIRAL W 25
S75583 TUBULAR VIRAL W 25
S75850 PROMODEL 62
S75851 PROMODEL 62
S75873 SUPERSTAR 60
S75874 SUPERSTAR 60
S75875 SUPERSTAR 60
S75908 TUBULAR VIRAL W 26
S75909 TUBULAR VIRAL W 26
S75912 TUBULAR VIRAL W 25
S75913 TUBULAR VIRAL W 25
S75928 PRO MODEL 62
S75929 SUPERSTAR 62
S75961 SUPERSTAR 60
S75962 SUPERSTAR 60
S75963 SUPERSTAR 60
S75982 ZX FLUX ADV VERVE W 26
S75983 ZX FLUX ADV VERVE W 26
S75989 LOS ANGELES 67
S75990 LOS ANGELES 67
S75991 LOS ANGELES 67
S76038 TUBULAR X PK J 91
S76039 TUBULAR X PK J 91
S76050 TUBULAR X PK C 91
S76051 TUBULAR X PK C 91
S76055 TUBULAR X PK I 91
S76056 TUBULAR X PK I 91
S76060 LA TRAINER 68
S76062 LA TRAINER 68
S76081 LA TRAINER EM 68
S76082 LA TRAINER EM 68
S76083 LA TRAINER EM 68
S76178 ZX 700 68
S76180 ZX 700 68
S76202 CourtVantage 65
S76203 CourtVantage 65
S76204 CourtVantage 65
S76208 CourtVantage 66

S76209 CourtVantage 66
S76210 CourtVantage 66
S76228 GAZELLE 70
S76230 COUNTRY OG EL C 107
S76231 COUNTRY OG EL C 107
S76235 COUNTRY OG EL I 107
S76236 COUNTRY OG EL I 107
S76251 ZX FLUX ADV J 95
S76252 ZX FLUX ADV J 95
S76253 ZX FLUX ADV J 95
S76256 ZX FLUX ADV EL C 96
S76257 ZX FLUX ADV EL C 96
S76258 ZX FLUX ADV EL C 96
S76259 ZX FLUX ADV EL C 96
S76262 ZX FLUX ADV EL I 96
S76263 ZX FLUX ADV EL I 96
S76264 ZX FLUX ADV EL I 96
S76282 ZX FLUX J 92
S76283 ZX FLUX J 92
S76284 ZX FLUX J 92
S76285 ZX FLUX J 94
S76286 ZX FLUX J 94
S76295 ZX FLUX EL C 92
S76296 ZX FLUX EL C 92
S76297 ZX FLUX EL C 92
S76298 ZX FLUX EL C 92
S76299 ZX FLUX EL C 92
S76300 ZX FLUX EL C 93
S76301 ZX FLUX EL C 94
S76302 ZX FLUX EL C 94
S76311 ZX FLUX EL I 93
S76312 ZX FLUX EL I 93
S76313 ZX FLUX EL I 93
S76314 ZX FLUX EL I 94
S76315 ZX FLUX EL I 95
S76330 STAN SMITH J 101
S76499 ZX FLUX EM 57
S76504 ZX FLUX 58
S76505 ZX FLUX 58
S76554 ZX FLUX ADV SL 56
S76555 ZX FLUX ADV SL 56
S76575 LOS ANGELES W 29
S76583 ZX FLUX W 26
S76584 ZX FLUX W 26
S76589 ZX FLUX W 27
S76590 ZX FLUX W 27

S76592 ZX FLUX W 26
S76593 ZX FLUX W 26
S76614 SUPERSTAR EL C 100
S76615 SUPERSTAR EL C 100
S76616 SUPERSTAR EL C 100
S76619 SUPERSTAR CF I 100
S76620 SUPERSTAR CF I 100
S76621 SUPERSTAR CF I 100
S76622 SUPERSTAR J 100
S76623 SUPERSTAR J 100
S76624 SUPERSTAR J 100
S76659 CourtVantage 65
S76660 CourtVantage 65
S76663 STAN SMITH W 28
S76664 STAN SMITH W 28
S76667 STAN SMITH W 27
S76668 STAN SMITH W 28
S76674 SUPERSTAR 59
S76695 HAMBURG 71
S76696 HAMBURG 71
S76697 HAMBURG 71
S76724 SUPERSTAR GLOSSY TOE W 27
S78763 CourtVantage 66
S78764 CourtVantage 66
S78765 CourtVantage 66
S78766 CourtVantage 66
S78767 CourtVantage 66
S78792 CourtVantage MID 65
S79005 ZX FLUX ADV 56
S79006 ZX FLUX ADV 56
S79011 ZX FLUX ADV 56
S79106 COUNTRY OG 69
S79302 CourtVantage 66
S79303 CourtVantage MID 65
S79758 LOS ANGELES W 29
S79886 CourtVantage J 103
S79890 CourtVantage EL C 103
S79891 CourtVantage EL C 103
S79895 CourtVantage EL I 104
S79914 ZX FLUX CRIB 94
S79915 ZX FLUX CRIB 95
S79916 SUPERSTAR CRIB 99
S79917 SUPERSTAR CRIB 99
S79929 ZX FLUX 58
S79931 ZX FLUX 58
S79932 ZX FLUX 58
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S79963 COURTVANTAGE SLIP ON W 29
S79966 COURTVANTAGE SLIP ON W 28
S79967 COURTVANTAGE SLIP ON W 28
S79973 COURTVANTAGE W 29
S79987 HAMBURG 71
S79988 HAMBURG 71
S80041 STAN SMITH CF 65
S80042 STAN SMITH CF 65
S80043 STAN SMITH CF 65
S80044 STAN SMITH CF 65
S80045 STAN SMITH CK 64
S80046 STAN SMITH CK 64
S80047 STAN SMITH CK 64
S80054 TOPANGA 71
S80055 TOPANGA 71
S80056 TOPANGA 71
S80115 TUBULAR RADIAL 55
S80116 TUBULAR RADIAL 55
S80128 TUBULAR X PK 55
S80129 TUBULAR X PK 55
S80130 TUBULAR X PK 55
S80157 LA TRAINER J 107
S80158 LA TRAINER J 107
S80162 LA TRAINER EL C 107
S80164 LA TRAINER EL C 107
S80167 LA Trainer CF I 107
S80168 LA Trainer CF I 107
S80171 LOS ANGELES J 105
S80172 LOS ANGELES J 104
S80173 LOS ANGELES J 104
S80174 LOS ANGELES J 104
S80185 LOS ANGELES CF I 106
S80187 LOS ANGELES CF I 106
S80188 LOS ANGELES CF I 106
S80189 LOS ANGELES CF I 106
S80224 COUNTRY OG J 107
S80226 COUNTRY OG J 107
S80230 LOS ANGELES EL C 105
S80231 LOS ANGELES EL C 105
S80233 LOS ANGELES EL C 105
S80234 LOS ANGELES EL C 105
S80235 LOS ANGELES EL C 105
S80236 LOS ANGELES EL C 105
S80289 SUPERSTAR RO W 25
S80292 STAN SMITH RO W 25
S80293 TUBULAR DEFIANT W 25

S80311 LOS ANGELES J 105
S80312 LOS ANGELES CF I 106
S80323 ZX FLUX EM 57
S80324 ZX FLUX EM 57
S80325 ZX FLUX EM 57
S80436 TUBULAR INVADER J 90
S80437 TUBULAR INVADER J 90
S80442 TUBULAR INVADER EL C 90
S80443 TUBULAR INVADER EL C 90
S80448 TUBULAR INVADER EL I 90
S80449 TUBULAR INVADER EL I 90
S80501 STAN SMITH 64
S80502 STAN SMITH 64
S80503 STAN SMITH CK 64
S80528 ZX 700 68
S81421 ZX FLUX K 91
S81424 ZX FLUX EL I 93
S81793 TUBULAR INVADER 56
S81794 TUBULAR INVADER 56
S81795 TUBULAR INVADER 56
S81796 TUBULAR INVADER 56
S81797 TUBULAR INVADER 55
S81821 SPEZIAL 72
S81859 COUNTRY OG 69
S81860 COUNTRY OG 69
S81861 COUNTRY OG 69
S81862 COUNTRY OG 69
S81914 Porsche Turbo 2.0 72
S81915 Porsche Turbo 2.0 72
S81919 TUBULAR RADIAL J 90
S81920 TUBULAR RADIAL J 90
S81921 TUBULAR RADIAL EL C 90
S81923 TUBULAR RADIAL EL C 90
S81924 TUBULAR RADIAL EL I 90
S81925 TUBULAR RADIAL EL I 90
S82618 STAN SMITH CRIB 102
S82695 ZX FLUX K 91
S82702 STAN SMITH CF J 101
S82711 SUPERSTAR 360 I 101
S85956 PRO MODEL 62
S85957 PRO MODEL 62
S89175 ORIGINALS TREFOIL TANK 43
S89178 ORIGINALS TREFOIL TANK 43
S94587 TREFOIL BUCKET HAT ADICOLOR 121
S95077 AC CAP TRE FLAT 119
S95078 AC CAP TRE FLAT 119

S95512 ORIGINALS TREFOIL HOODY 39
S95928 I YWF TEE 84
S95929 I YWF SST 84
S95930 I YWF VEST 84
S95946 I DENIM FLOWER HFL 86
S95948 I DENIM CREW 87
S95949 I DENIM HFL 86
S95950 I FL QLT TEE 87
S95951 I FL QLT TEE 87
S95952 I FL QLT TEE 88
S95953 I FL QLT HFL 87
S95954 I FL QLT HFL 87
S95955 I FL QLT HFL 87
S95956 I FL QLT CREW 87
S95957 I FL QLT CREW 87
S95958 I FL QLT CREW 87
S95975 I ANIMAL CREW 86
S95976 I ANIMAL SST 86
S95977 I ANIMAL DRESS 86
S95979 I ANIMAL TEE 86
S95985 I SUPERSTAR G 88
S95987 I TEE SHORT SET 88
S95988 I TREFOIL TEE 89
S95992 I TRF MULITEE 88
S95993 I TEE SHORT SET 84
S95994 I SUPERSTAR 88
S95997 J YWF LOGO TEE 76
S95998 J YWF TEE AOP 76
S96000 J YWF HOODIE 76
S96002 J YWF PANTS AOP 76
S96005 J YWF SHELL JKT 76
S96006 J YWF SST AOP 76
S96009 J YWF TEE 77
S96015 J YWF LEGGING 77
S96016 J YWF LEGGING 78
S96018 J YWF WBREAKER 77
S96020 J SHORT HOOD G 78
S96022 J YWF CREPPANTS 77
S96041 J SUPERG D TEE 80
S96043 J D SGIRL TOP 80
S96044 J D SGIRL PANTS 80
S96045 J D SHORT HOOD 80
S96047 J FL EN TEE 81
S96048 J FL EN HOODIE 80
S96049 J FL EN HOODIE 80
S96050 J FL EN CREW 81

S96051 J FL EN CREW 81
S96052 J FL EN TEE G 81
S96053 J FL EN HOOD G 81
S96055 J FL EN PANTS G 82
S96056 J FL EN SST 80
S96073 J TREFOIL CREW 83
S96076 J SUPERGIRL TOP 83
S96079 J SGIRL PANTS 83
S96081 J TREFOIL CREW 77
S96084 J TRFFILL TEE G 77
S96091 J TREFOIL TEE G 83
S96097 J TREFOIL TEE 83
S96098 J TREFOIL TEE 83
S96101 J SROSE TEE 79
S96102 J FARM CREW 78
S96103 J SROSE HOODIE 79
S96104 J SROSE PANTS 79
S96105 J SROSE LEGGING 79
S96106 J SROSE LEGGING 79
S96107 J SROSE JACKET 78
S96108 J SROSE SATIN 78
S96109 J SROSE TEE 79
S96110 J SUPERSTAR TOP 82
S96111 J SUPERSTAR TOP 82
S96114 J SST PANTS 83
S96115 J SST PANTS 83
S96119 J LEGGINGS 84
S96122 J FL EN PANTS 81
S98441 J FL EN TEE 81
S98487 J JACKET 82
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Web Service Portal (WSP)
https://portal.adidas-group.com/index_wsp.html

 - contact your local Customer Service and GET ACCESS - 

WSP provides you regularly important and useful information to support your business with adidas.

On WSP you can:

• place reorders or preorders

• find invoices and orders overview

• download pictures of articles from Digital Toolbox

• find product details

• find marketing information and materials 

adidas 24 hours for our customers
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Clothing size chart

Men
European sizes 46 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62
American sizes XXXS XXS S M L XL XXL
Sport sizes 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Children/Juniors
European sizes 74 80 86 92 98 104 110 116 128 140 152 165 176
American sizes
Sport sizes

Women
European sizes 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48
American sizes 1) XS S M L XL
Sport sizes 1) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Sock sizes
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Corresponding shoe sizes 31-33 34-36 37-39 40-42 43-45 46-47 48-50

Cap sizes
Sizes Adults

over 12 years
Juniors

from 6-12 years
Children

from 2-6 years
Infants

from 0-2 years
S M L

Waist 3) 54-60 cm 52-54 cm 48-50 cm 42 cm 54-56 cm 56-58 cm 58-60 cm
1) only valid for items specifically indicated for women.
2) guide for conversion of Sports sizes into Women’s sizes.
3) inside waist is measured at the closed waist.

Shoes sizes
English sizes 31/2 4 41/2 5 51/2 6 61/2 7 71/2 8 81/2 9 91/2 10
German sizes 36 362/3 371/3 38 382/3 391/3 40 402/3 411/3 42 422/3 431/3 44 442/3
English sizes 101/2 11 111/2 12 121/2 13 131/2 14 141/2 15 151/2 16 17 18 19
German sizes 451/3 46 462/3 471/3 48 482/3 491/3 50 502/3 511/3 52 522/3 531/3 542/3 552/3

Children/Juniors shoes sizes
English sizes 10 K 11 K 111/2 K 121/2 K 131/2 K 1 2 21/2 31/2 4 41/2 5 51/2 6
German sizes 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 362/3 371/3 38 382/3 391/3

Infants shoes sizes
English sizes 3 K 4 K 5 K 51/2 K 6 K 7 K 71/2 K 81/2 K 91/2 K
German sizes 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27


